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Scope and Method of Study~ A practical method for solving 
the problem of natural:-convection in the supercritical 
region where the physical properties are highly variable 
has been developed. The fluid chosen is Freon 114 • 
.Analytical methods for obtaining the necessary thermo-
dynamic and transport properties are also presentedo 
The solution of the reduced differential equations for 
natµral-convection along a vertical flat plate using 
the iterative method of Newton-Raphson is demonstrated., 
Four cases of natural-c·onvection in the supercritical 
region were solved for the following fluid states: 
p = 540000 psi a; Tw - T = 5°F CD 
Case ( 1 ) : T = w 320o00°F 
Case ( 2): T = w 315.,00°F 
Case ( 3): T = 310 .. 00°F w 
Case (4): T = 305 .. 00°F • w 
Findings and Conclusions: The analytical procedure presented 
provides a practical method for solving the problem of 
natural-convection in the supercritical region for 
laminar flowo For the particular cases considered it 
was estimated that the maximum coefficient of heat 
transfer occurs at a wall temperature near the maximum 
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Statement of the Problem 
Convect~on heat transfer occurs whenever a fluid comes 
into contact with a body that is at a different temperature 
than the fluido This transfer of heat takes place by a 
combination of conduction and mass trar,i.$port .. If the body 
.surface is at a higher temperature than the fluid, heat 
flows by conduction from the body to the fluid next to the 
surface .. This transmitted e:r:.i.ergy which increased the 
internal.~nergy of the fluid is then tr~sported away by 
the motion of the fluid.. The reverse process oc_curs if the 
body surface is at a l_ower temperature than the fluido If 
the motion of the fluid is caused sole-ly by the density 
changes resulting from the temperature gradient between the 
body surface and the fluid, then the heat-transfer mechanism 
is defined as natural or free-convectiono 
The natural-convectio~ heat transfer coefficients are 
relatively low; however 9 this information is essential for 
the successful design of m~y devices such as, high speed 
gas turbines, electrical transformers and transmission lines, 
and boilers.. The effective application of insulati·on to 
such equipment as pipes, towers, and heat exchangers also 
1 
2 
requires a knowledg.e of natural-convection heat transfer 
coefficientso 
Evaluation of natural-convection heat transfer co-
efficients from boundary layer theory is long and difficult. 
This is particularly true if the fluid properties are highly 
variable which is the case when the fluid is in the super-
critical stateo 
~he primary purpose of this work was to develop a practi-
cal method to study the natural- c.onvection characteristics 
of a fluid. in a supercritical state. Of particular interest 
was that portion of the supercritical region in which phase-
like c.hanges occur; ioe., where .the density, specifio·,heat 
at constan.t pressure, dynamic viscosity, and thermal .con.duc-
tivi ty change r.api.dl.y·with respect to temperature at constant 
pressure .• The. development included the . following phases: 
~ ' ~...... . 
The application of the continuity, momentum, and 
energy equa.tiQ;nJ;J to the problem of natural con-
vection along a vertical flat plate with constant 
wall and main stream temperatures and their 
reduction from a set of nonlinear simultaneous, 
partial differential equations with variable 
coefficients to two ordinary nonlinear differential 
equations with variable coefficients.. The variable 
coefficients were expressed in dimensionless form 
in terms.of.the thermodynamic and transport 
prope.rtiee. In this form it was easier to see 
the effects of the role played by ~he variation 
of the physical properties and their derivatives 
·· on natural-convection .. 
2.. The development of analytical procedures for 
determining the thermodynamic and transport 
properties including their derivatives .. The 
physical properties determined were the variation 
of density, specific heat at constant pressure, 
dynamic viscosity, and thermal conductivity with 
temperature at constant pressure .. 
3.. The numerical solution of the reduced. ordinary 
no.nl.inear diffe;r-entaal equations by the method 
of Runga Kuttao Since two of the wall boundary. 
conditions are unknown; namely, F', 0(0) and e1 (0), 
the -i~erative process of Newton Raphson was used 
.. : for their determi:riationo 
3 
CHAPTER II 
SELECTIVE REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Of the many papers in the literature covering the 
problem of natural convection there are four which closely 
relate to this worko They are: 
·1 o Pohlhausen, Eo ~The Heat Exchange Between 
Solid Bodies and Fluids With Small Friction 
and Small Conduction of Heaton zAM1VI·1, 115, --
19210 
2o Ostrach, s .. HAn Analysis of Laminar Free 
Convection Flow and Heat Transfer About a 
Fl.at Plate .. Parallel to the Direction of the 
.Generating Body Forceou NACA Report 1111, 
19530 
3a Sparrow, Eo Mo, and Ro JO Greggo. HThe Variable 
Fluid Property Problem in Free Convectiono~ 
Transaction of ASME, Volo 80, 1958, PPo 879=8860 
4o Fritsch, C .. Ao, and R., J .. Grosh,, 08 Free=Convection 
Heat Transfer to a Supercritical Fluid .. 16 AoloChoEo 
Journal (June, 1955), pp .. 1010-10160 
During this review of the above papers, it should be 
kept in mind that the equations obtained from the application 
-of the continuity, momentum, and energy equations to the 
4 
problem of natural-convection along a vertical flat plate 
are a set of nonlinear, simultaneous, partial differential 
equations with variable coefficients. Also the constant 
property problem of natural-convection is defined as one in 
which all fluid variations are neglected with the exception 
of the role that density variations play.in producing a 
buoyancy force. 




v =-~ ax 
and the similarity variables 
Tl= c -L. 
. x1/4 
F( l\) = 4 vc!3/4 
4 ., (T . -T ) 
W GD 
,g 4. 2 T 
v co 
c = 
that the set of partial differential eq~ations for the 
constant property problem can be reduced to a set of 
ordinary nonlinear differential equations of the form 
I V I V V O 2 
F == -: 3FF + 2 ( F ) - e 
V I . 0 









with the boundary conditions 
F(O) = 0 
' v F (0) = 0 F (cxi) = 0 (8) 
e(O) = 1 e(cxi) = 0 
Pohlhausen solved Equations (6), (7) and (8) for a 
value of the Prandtl Number of Oo73o Schlichting [13] 
showed that the theoretical solutions for the Velocity and 
temperature profiles at Pr= Oo73 were in very good agree= 
ment with experimental data for airo 
6 
So Ostrach presented a detail treatment of the constant 
property problem for natural convection along a vertical 
flat platee His paper contained a thorough coverage of the 
derivations of the equations and presents numerically 
computed cases for the range of Prandtl Numbers from Oo01 
to 1000. 
Although the constant property problem has been 
thoroughly solved, it still leaves open the important 
question as to the range of the temperature difference 
between the wall and the fluid for which the constant 
property solution would be valido Since the temperature 
difference does not influence the reduced differential 
equations of the constant property problem, the application 
of constant property results to a practical problem must be 
done with careo 
The work of Sparrow and Gregg is concerned with the 
variable property problem of natural convection along a 
7 
vertical flat plateo They demonstrated without placing any 
restrictions on the nature of the property variation that by 
using the stream functions 
p ,1·. 
u = _!h 
p oY 
. Pw ~,it 
v = - -~ · p oX 
and the similarity variables 
[ ~
. 1/4 
C= .. co w .W ll g( p. - p )/ p ' . 
-- . 4,,2 9-
= cx-1/4 r~_ dy 
j-Pw 
0 
F( 'II) = 4•~0 (J/4) 






that the partial differential equations for natural-con-
vection along a vert'ical flat plate can be reduc.ed to . . . 
ordinary differential equations of the formi 
-~~ F + 3FF -2(F) + . ,. ·-=0 d G u J · , v v 2 Pco - P Pw 
<l'Q Pw~ pc» - Pw p - (14) 
d~k J ~ Q r T e + 3PYw .0 F e = o .. -~ Pw w pw (15) 
They also proposed a system_where'by the variable 
property problem of natural convection can be computed using 
constant property results by evaluating the properties at a 
8 
reference temperature defined as 
Equation (16) is essentially based on a perfect gas, 
state with power-law and Sutherland-type formula to describe 
the viscosity and thermal conductivity variations. Mercury 
was also used as a fluid medium. In effect Sparrow and 
Gregg found a reference temperature for evaluating k and v 
such that the constant property solution would yield the 
correct value for h. It is of interest to note that the 
constant 0.}8 of the reference temperature Equation (16) 
can be computed directly from the information given in his 
papero To aid in this computation the following reasoning 
is presented: 
1. The heat transfer for the variable property case 
is equal to the heat transfer for the constant 




kwCwe. (O)w = kref 0ref e (O)ref " (18) 
3. The term C is defined as 
c = [--i-·· .. 4v2 ( 





4. The substitution of Equation (20) into Equation 
(18) gives the necessary equation to be satisfied 
if Equation (17) is to be true; i.e.: 
[ Jri··1*[ 1 .~:efj L~d • ::ef c ' e (O)w ' 0 (O)ref (21) 
where 
• ! 
e (O)w = the dimensionless temperature slope 
at the wall for the variable 
prop~rty case 
t 
e (O)ref = the dimension.less temperature slope 
at the wall for the constant 
property case. 
Using. Equation (21) a:rl:d the expressions for the 
pllysical properties of a given fluid including the values 
9 
' 1 of e (O)w and e (O)ref one ea.n. find anexp:ression to compute 
the reference temperature,constant directly. 
Sparrow and Gregg considered the fluid (Gas A) 
:P = pRT 
k,...T3/4 
µ. r--' T 3/4 
cp = Constant 
:Pr= Constant .. 
(22) 
The value of C will now be evaluated for this_ type of 
fluid. The various ratios that are required by Equation (21) 
are formed as follows: 
10 
(23) 
~.= :~, .-= ·[~w J3/4 • 
~ef re-f' . ref 
(24) 
Substituting Equations (21~,) and (24) into Equation (21) 
y~eld~ 
.. '[ I ]8 Tref .a· ( O )ref 
~= ........ g 
w ~ a (O) . . w 
The reference temperature Equation (16) may be re-
arranged as follows: 
(25) 
Tref [ T J. 
~ = 1 - C c -~. . (26) 
The combining of Equations (25) and (26) and then 
solving for C gives 
c = 
The application of Equation (27) to Gas A with a 
Pr= Oo7 yields the following: 
(27) 






Tv/TQ) ~ 0' (O)v//2 
t I 
0 (O)ref/a (O)w 
f I 8 
[e (O)ref/0 (O)w] 
4 0.371 0.95148 0 .. 672 
3 00368 0.95920 0.716 
5/2 0.366 0.96448 0.749 
2 0.363 0.97245 0.799 
3/4 -0.348 1.01436 1.122 
1/2 0.339 1.04129 1 .. 383 
1/3 0.330 .1.06969 1. 714 
1/4 0.323 1.09287 20035 
I I 8 
1. - [e (O)ref/e (O)w] Tc/Tw l.- ( Tc/Tw) c 
0.328 1/4 3/4 00438 
00284 1/3 2/3 0 .. 427 
0 .. 251 2/5 3/5 0 .. 418 
0 .. 201 1/2 1/2 0.402 
-0 .. 122 4/3 -1/3 0 .. 366 
-0 .. 383 2/1 -1 0 .. 383 
-0.714 3/1 -2 00357 
-1.035 4/1 -3 0.345 
.Another fluid considered by Sparrow and Gregg was 
(Gas B) 
P ~ pRT 
k "'1 T2/3 
µ ,_,, T2/3 
cp = Constant 
Pr= Constant .. 
If the same procedure that was used for Gas A is 
applied to Gas B., the following is obtained: 
I I 6 
_ 1 - [ e ( o) re fl a ( 0 ) w J 




The application of Equation (29) to case B for Pr= 0 .. 7 gives 
the following results: 
Nu !Gr 1/ 4 == x,w' x,w 
T.,/Ta, == 3 
I 
- e (O) fl 2 == re 
C == Oo432o 
0.353 





The value.of Tref/Tw for various values of (Tw-T 00 )/Tw. 
is plotted in Figure-1. The slope of the lines represents 
the reference temperature constant .Co The table of C values 
confirms the choic~ of C == Oo38 as a good estimate of the 
constant used for. the reference. temper..11,:ture equation., The 
graph demonstrates how Tref depends-on the choi9e of C with 
' .'/ ,, 
larger error for large or small values, of T dTwo 
In view of the types of fluid states assumed by Sparrow 
and Gregg, they hav_e restricted their results to that portion 
of the property diagram where their physical property 
assumptions are valid which is primarily in the perfect gas 
regiono 
C. Ao Fritsch and Ro J .. Grosh-'s work relates to the 
problem of natural-convection along a vertical flat pl~te 
in which the flui~ is in the supercritical stateo The· 
fluid was water and the assumptions made regarding the 
· physical properties were t.hat Cv, µ and k were constant; 
however, they are evaluated at the mean temperature 
(Tw + Ta,)/20 The results obtained were reported to be 
appreciably different from those predicted by constant 
property analysis. 






















dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity to reduce the set 
of nonlinear partial differential equations to a set of 
nonlinear ordinary differential equations .. This procedure 
has the effect of eliminating the role that the, derivatives 
of these properties play in their analysis; however, in 
certain portions of the supercritical regions these 
I' 
properties do have strong variationso 
This whole question regarding what physical properties 
may or may not be considered constant does not appear as 
impor~ant as the question of which dimensionless property 
groups may be considered constant .. This, of course, indi-
•' 
cates the need to know what are the dimensionless property 
groups .. ..Uso, in view :or the uncertain temperature ranges 
for which the consi;ant property solut-ions are valid and the 
fluid state restriction placed on the variable property 
solutions presented in the literature indicates a need for 
further investigation into the variable property problem of 
natural-convectiono 
CHAPTER III 
THE FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS FOR LAMINAR 
NATURAL-CONVECTION 
The Reduced Differential Equations 
The equations for the conservation of mass, momentum, 
and energy were.-usedl to anaJ.yse.the natural-convection of a 
fluid along a vertical flat plateo If the conditions of 
' steady state, two dim.ensiona.l flow, with constant wall and 
_ main stream temperat.ures ___ are assumed, the conservation 
equations reduce to the following: 
Continuity 
~ ( pu) + ~ ( pv) - 0 . (1) 
Momentum 
( oU) µ-o:ri· (2) 
Enerzy 
(3) 
.. with, the boundary oondi tions 
15 
16 
u(x,O) = 0 u(x,Q)) = 0 
v(x,O) = 0 (4) 
T(x,O) = Tw T(x,cx,) ::: T 0 (X) 
Equations (1), (2) and (3) form a set of nonlinear 
partial differential equations with variable coefficients 
which can be ;reduced to a set of two nonlinear ordinary 
differential equations by means of the compressible flow 
stream function and similarity variableso The stream 
function reduces the number of dependent variables and the 
similarity variables transforms the partial differential 
equations to ordinary_differential equationso The. stream 
function and similarity variables are defined as follows: 
F(~) = 4'v~c lxr/4] 
a= [4v:2 (P~P: Pw)J/4 
_Dimensionless Tem;eerature 
T - T ~ ... 00 
e(l)) = T --T o 








It will be noted that Equations (5) and (6) satisfy the 
equation of continuity, Equation (1)o Equations (5) through 
(10) will give the following set of equations: 
( 1 1 ) 
(12) 
(13) 
(cul ·.4 c3x1/4.e_ .. Fvv(n)· ay = VW 'I 
x . . Pw. · . 
(14) 
(.llj = - (T - T ) 4x- 1 11 .. l.'Tle 1 ( TJ) OX W CID. 'I y . ( 15) 
·(.ill = C('T - T ) x- 1/ 4 JL a' ('ij) i)y W CID P x w ( 16) 
+ c2 x-1/2 ('l'w-'1'~) e22 e'<11>(~l . (18) 
Pw x 
The introduction of Equations (11) through (18) into 
Equations (2) and (3) will give the set of ordinary dif:... 
ferential equations, previously published by Sp.arrow and 
Gregg [15] .. 
d D p µ • '] uv 2 P CID - P Pw d'n .. F • + 3FF = 2( F' ] + -- = 0 
•1 Pw µw P CID - Pw P 
(19) 
J :-e_ ' a· + 3Prw c Fa = O pw 
with the boundary conditions 
F(O) = 0 
. ' _F (0) = 0 
"~. 
e 
F (Cl)) = 0 
e(O) = 1 e(CI)) = o o 
Further Development of the Reduced 




It should be noted that before Equations (19) and (20) 
can be solved it will be necessary to determine either 
CP, µ, k and p as functions o.f _the independent variable 1] or 
.( 
as functions of the dependent variableso Since the physical 
properties are .e2g>ressed as functions of temperature at a 
. . ' • • .I • . 1. ~ ' ' 
constant pressure 1and the temperature_:i.s a ::function of e('Q), 
it is. an. .easy mat.tar ~o obtain the physical properties as 
funcrtions of a ( 1)) .. once the state equations for the physical 
properties are knowno Also, it will be noted that the first 
terms of Equations (19) and (20), written in this form, do 
not show clearly the dimensionless ~hysical property groupso 
In order to show how this can be accomplished the following 
is presented: 
1o Define the function 
A=~= f(-q) = f(p,T) (2.2) 
2o The derivative of A with respect to·11 is 
19 
(22) 
3o ··· Note that 
p = p(p,T) = f('Q) (23) 
.a.e_ = ("-) · dT + (s..a.J , .S1? o 
dll · ff .p 1'1i . t oP. T dTJ 
(24) 
4,. Sinee pressure is heJ.:d .. eonstant this reduces to 
iie_ (..QA) dT 
d ll = !T p dl} 0 (25) 
5o The definition.of the dimensionless temperature 
T - T 




dT ' aii = ~.~ e ( 11) o (27) 
60 The substitution of Equation (27) into. (25) gives 
!!.e. = (#JP 
~ 
(28) AT e ( 'Q) Q d'fl 
7o The same reasoning as above when applied to the 
viscosity gives 
. ~ m (J)p 6T e O ( 1j) • (29) 
Bo The substitution of EquatiorJ.s (28) and (29) into 
Equation (22) yields 
i!! - -i!..,. [..£2.) dll - pwµ.w . oT p iT e' (11)+~ (J)/T e' (1J). 
(30) 
20 
9., If an identical line of reasoning as the above 




the following expression is obtained: 
dB k 
cm = ~Tew 
+ --E.... (!!£) AT a O ( lj) o 
Pwµw aT p-
(32) 
100 The substit.ution of Equations (30) and (32) into 
the reduced ordinary d;i,;fferential Equations (19) 
and (20) yields the following~ 
M.2.mentun Equation 
aoo o aa oo 
F = = ( A 1) e F - 3 ( A2) FF 
+ 2 ( A2) (F v ) 2 -, ( A3) 
E~rgy Equation 
a u o 2 o 
e = - (B1 )[ e] =-3(B2)Fe (34) 






B1 = [1 (.E..e.) 1 1~T· p·J ( AT) . p ~T p + Tc Q (38) 
c µ 
B2 = (A2) ~ " (39) 
Equations (35) through (39) show that once the equations 
of state for the physdcal properties CP, µ, k and p are known 
as functions of temperature and pressure these coefficients 
may be expressed as func~ions of the,, dependent V'ariable e ( l\) 
sine e T = T ..:.. AT e ( 1.1) o 
CC) ' 
Two interesting points are brought out in the co-
efficients A1 and B1 which do not appear in the constant 
property solution., These points are 
1., The magnitude of t:i.T can hav1:3, a strong influence 
on the natural convection problem, and 
2o The terms in the brackets are additive in the 
supercritical region and subtractive in the 
perfect gas regiono 
An examination of the property diagrams shown ~n 
Figures (2), (4) and (5), Chapter IV, will show the additive 
effect of the terms of the coefficients A1 and B1 in the 
supercritical regiono This means that for the constant 
property solutions to be accurate the coefficients A1 and 
B1 must be smallo 
Heat Transfer at the Wall 
The Fourier Law of Heat Transfer is used to 9ompute 
the heat transfer from the wall to the fluid and is expressed 
22 
as follows: 
·( oT) q::::-k - 0 
, w oY y=O 
(40) 
When the equation is expressed in terms of the simi~ 
larity variables it has the form 
( 41) 
The coefficient of heat transfer is defined by the 
expression 
h = - q/(T - T) o 
CX) w . (42) 
In laminar natural-convection on a vertical plate this 
is usually presented in.the form of the Nusselt Number, the 
a 
Grashof Number and e (0) as follows: 
Nux,w '. o 
. '1/4 =-e_(O) 





Shearing Stress at the Wall 
Stqkes La~ of Viscosity is used to compute the s}J.earing 
stress at the wallo Considering the x-direction only, it 
may be expressed as follows: 
23 
T . . = Ll (·~) . = f ( X) o yx,w ·-w · oY Y=O (46) 
The equation may be expressed in terms of the similarity 
variables in the form: 
· (47) 
Before co.mputations can be performed regarding the heat 
transfer or shearing stress it is, o·f course, necessary to 
0 0 
solve the reduced differential equations for F (0) and 
v 
e (O)o Before this can be carried out thermodyna~ic and 
transport properties must be determined for all values of 
temperature over the range specified by the physical 
problemo It will be the purpose of Chapter IV to present 
the pro.cedure for their determinationo 
CHAPTER IV 
THE THERMODYNAl\llIC .AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES 
Introduction 
Before the soluti.ons to the reduced form of the momentum 
and energy equations can be obtained it was necessary to 
determine the following th.e::i;-111odyne.rni.c and transport proper-
ties over the temperature range of interesto 
Thermodynamic Properties 
Density 
Coefficient of volume expansion 
Specific heat at constant pressure 
Transport Properties 
1., Viscosity 
2~ The Term. 
3o Thermal Conductivity 









.... -.1/k( ok/oT)P 
It will be the purpose of this chapter to describe the 
derivations of'tp.e equations and the procedures used to 
determine the value o:f .. the above propertieso The example 
fluid chosen is symmetrical dichlortetrafluoroethane 
( C C.t F2 - C C1,1 F2) which is also known as Freon 1140 The 
24 
25 
fluid state was assumed to be supercritical .. 
It will b~ noted that the units used in the various 
. equations of this chapt.er are inco.nsistant in the sense that 
different units were us.ed to express the same property. 
This is due to the different choices made by different 
investigators. Since the coefficients of the reduced dif-
ferential equations are dimensionless property groups, it 
was decided to develop the equations in the same system of 
units as the work ~sported in the literature and make the 
necessary unit changes in the computer program. 
· Density 
Martin [8] deve::l.o,ped an equation of' st~te for Freon 114 .. 
I . 
This equation, which is valid in the supercritical region, 
was used to determine the density as a function of tempera-
ture at constant pressure .. The equation of state is as 
follows: 
Equation of State 
RT 
P = (v-b) ( 1) 
A2 + B2T + o2 Exp (- k:Tr) 
+ 
(v - b) 2 
A) + B3T + o3 Exp (- kTrJ 
+ (v - b)3 
A4 
+ (v-b) 4 
A5 + B5T +. o5 E-xp (-kT~.) 
+ (v - b)5 
0 
26 
In using this equation of state the following units and 
constants must be used: 
Description 
p =pressure= psia 
T>= temperature = 0 R 
v = specific volume== CuFt/lb 
R = gas const.ant = 10 .. 7351/170 .. 936 CuFt/0 R Sqin 
Tr = reduced temperature 
b = 509149070 x 10=3 ' 
A2 = = 203856704 
B2 = 1 .. 0801207 x ,o-3 
C2 = - 605643648 
A3 = 304055687 x ,0-2 
B3 = - 5 .. 3336494 x 10-6 
C3 = 1.,6366057 x 10- 1 
A4 = 308574810 x 10-4 
A5 = 106017659 x 10=6 
B5 = 602632340 x 10-10 
05 = - 1 .. 0165314 x 10=5 
To obtain value of p = p(T) ·1 t was necess~ry to use 
numerical techniques due to the fact that the equation of 
state i.s explicit only in pressure.. . The procedure is as 
follows~ 
1o Define the following term: 
Z = (v - b) (2) 
27 
ao = p (3) 
at ,:: RT (4) 
a.2 = A2 + B2T + 0 2 Exp ( - kT r) (5) 
a 
3 = A3 + B3T + o3 Exp(- kTr) (6) 
a4 = A4 (7) 
a 5 = A5 + B5T + o5 Exp(- kTr) (8) 
2o The equation of state was rewritten as follows: 
(9) 
3o The first derivativ~ of the 5th degree p~lynomial 
isi 
(10) 
4o .. The problem was then reduced to finding the proper 
root of the polynomial once the pressure and 
temperature were specifiedo The, Newton-Raphson 
' : '· 
iteration method was used to obtain the rootso 
This equation has the formg 
f(Z) 
zn+1 = Zn= u . 
f (Z) 
( 11) 
. 5o After the proper root was obtained, the density 
was computed from the following expressioni 
P = (Z + b) 1 (12) 
The entire procedure was programed for the IBM 7040 
computer and the computed values are shown in Figure 2 for 
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Coefficient of Volume Expansion 
An expression for the c.aefficient of volume expansion 
was obtained as follows: 
1~ Since the equation of state was implicit in 
volume and temperature it was helpful to use 
the techniqu.es of implicit differentiation by 
starting with the expression~ 
29 
(~)p (t)Ji)T = - i (13) 
2o Since v = ·1/p, iquation · ( 13) was rearranged to 
obtain an expression for the coefficient of 
volume exp~sion in terms of the derivatives of 
the equation of state" The advantage of this 
rearrangement was that the dependent variable of 
I 
the derivatives was pressure., The resulting 
equation was 
1 {.?!£) 
p JoT p 
(aP/oT)v 
= = P 'foP/ov)T 
wherT oP) R 
\oT v = v = b 
B2 - (k/Tc) c2 Exp(= kTr) + -=~~~---~=-.,,~~~~= 
(v = b) 2 _, 
B3 = (k/~l\) C.3 Exp(- kTr) . + _,..~~~--~ ........ ,,.-,--~~~ (v - b) 3 
B5 = (k/Tc) c5 Exp(= kTr) 




( 1t = - -( v-~T ..... b_)_.2 (16) 
2[A2 + B2T + c2 Exp(- kTr)] 
(v - b)3 
3[A3 + B3T + c3 Exp(- kTr)] 
(v - b) 4 
.... _:l~.5 + B5T + c5 ~xp .. (- kTr). 
. (v - b) 
0 
These equations were programed for the IBM 7040 computer 
and the results are shown in Figure 2. for a pressure range 
of 540000 psia over the temperature range from.300e00°F 
0 to 320000 F., 
Specific Heat at Constant Pressure, 
Along with an equation of state for Freon 114, Martin 
[8] also developed an expression for the specific heat at 
I 
constant volume and zero pressureo With this information 
and the thermodynamic potential functions, it was possible 
to derive an equation for the specific heat at constant 
pressureo An examination of the thermodynamic relation 
cP - c"· = T (:~L,(:;)P 
shows that expressions for the right hand side may be 
obtained from the equation of stateo The value of the 
(17) 
specific heat at constant volume and zero press1;1.re ca.n be 
0 1btained from the expre~sion, where CV 0 :o:BTU/Lb°F a.nd T=0 R: 
31 
CVO::: 000175 + ]o49 X 10-4 T - 1.,67 X 10-7 T2o 
(18) 
The problem was then ~educed to obtaining an expression 
for the e,ffects of pressure on the value. of the specific 
heat at constant .volumeo This was done as.follows: 
1o Start with a_functional expression for the 
specific heat at constant volume and form its 
differential: 
CV= Cv(T, v) 
dCV = 1:~v) v dT + "(:~t dv . 
( 19) 
(20) 
· 2o From the definition of Cv and th$ .. thermodynamic 
potential function (au/as)v = T, an expression 
for the second coefficient of the differential 
equation was obtained as followsg 
Cv = (l)v 2 ,~)JJL = T(JL • (21) 
·L 
The derivative was taken of the expression with 
respect i;_o._ the volume holding the temperature 
constant which resulted in 
0 (22) 
3o The _derivative of ihe.Jllaxwell Equation (23) with 
respect to volume holding the ·temperature constant 
32 
was obtained as followsg 
(23) 
( ::~) = o!:~Tv 
·v 
.. (24) 
4o Equating Equations (2~) and (24) gave 
(3) = Tfh) o av ·T oT2 
v 
(25) 
5 o The substitution o,f st~·P ( 4) into step ( 1) and 
assuming the temperature constant gave~ 




60 The second derivative of the equation of state 
was obtained and substituted into Equation (26) o 
The result of this operatio.n was 
7o The integration of Equation (27) gave 
Cv = Cvo -T(l) 2Exp(- kTr)~~b) + . C.3 2 + C5 4J 
C . Q 2 ( V= b) 4 ( V= b} · • 
(28) 
whi..ch was used to calculate the effects of pressure 
change on thfr specific hea·t at constant volume for 
a given temperatureo 
To summarize, the procedure used to compute the 
specific heat at constant pressure, the following set of 
equatioris--were useds 
CV = CV -T T . Exp(- k~r) (v-b) + · · 2 + 4 
c - 2(v-b) 4(v-b) 
33 
0 .. (Ji. )2 . ~ C 2 CJ C 5 J 
. (30) 
( ap) r~v) Cp = CV + aT ,Y ~ p o ( 31 ) 
These equations were programed for the JBlVl 7040 
computer and the computed results· are shown in Figure 3 for 
a pressure range of 540 .. 00psia over the temperature range 
from 300 .. 00°F to 320o00°Fr 
Visc_osi ty 
Experimental data of viscosity for Freon-114 in the 
suite,rcri tical region is not available; however, it is 
available (1] at low pressure and for a temperature range 
from 50°F to 300°Fo This fact made it necessary to develop 
'' 
a Sutherland-type viscosity equation (12] for the low 
pressure and temperature range available and then employ 
the residual viscosity equation to correct for the pressurea 
The residual viscosity equations, which were presented by 
Jossi, Stiel, and Thodos (6], were developed especially for 
the supercritical regiono The procedure used to obtain the 
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Figure 3. Thermodynamic Properties in the Super-
critical Region 
35 
region was as follows: 
1. The experimental data [ 1 J used to determine the> 
constants of the, Sutherland-type viscosity 
equation for a pressure of one atmosphere was: 
T 1 = 100°F = 559.69°R 
T2 = J00°F = 759.69°R 
0 0001173 Centipoises µ1 = 
0 000158 Centipoises µ2 = " 
2o The resulting Sutherland=type equation for the 
viscosity at low pressure was 
(32) 
where 
0 µ, -= low pressure viscosity = :cen,tip9ises 
T =temperature= 0 R 0 
3. The residual viscosity, for 0 .. 3 s Pr s ~oO, was 
(µ.-µ 0 )lC=[23 .. 12 Exp(h079Pr!,-25 .. 0] x 10-5 (33) 
where T 116 
X = 1/~ 2/3 M pc 
Pr= reduced density~ p/pc 
µ0 = low pressure viscosity:::: centipoises 
µ. =viscosity= centipoises 
p =density= gm/cc 
Tc= critical temperature= 418o88°k 
lVI - molecular. weight = 170" 936 
P0 = critical pressure= 32019 atm ~ 
This combination of equati.ons wEt.s programed for the 
IBlVI 7040 computer and the results of such computa'tions are 
shown in Figure 4o 
The.Term 1/µ (oµ/oT) . p 
36 
An expression for the term 1/µ.(oµ/oT)p was obtained by 
substituting the Sutherland-type equation into the residual 
viscosity equation, taking the derivative with respect to 
temp.epature while holding the preS,.$ure constant and 
dividing by the viscosityo The equation of state was also 
employed .. To facilitate this operation the following 
equation was used: 
IJ, = µ(p,T) (34) 
(35) 
Performing the operation indiqated by Equation (35) on 
the Sutherland viscosity equation, the .~quation of state 




.. [(µ- µO) ,o-4 J 10079 + 2o 5 x (36) = j{ Pc 
(i) = (See Equation (14)) (37) 
p 
(1t 3 0 ~o (38) = 2r- T + 586 .. 55 0 
The equations were programed for the IBlVI 7040 computer 
and the computed results are shown in Figure 4 for a pressure 
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Downing [1] reported that the Bromley equation was 
. ,. 
valid for determining the thermal conductivity of Freon 114 
at low pressure. The Bromley equation may be expressed as 
follows: 
where 
Mko = 0.0132 Cvo + 0.044- 0.007 
~o . . .Tr 
T = · t emp.e.ra ture ;::: 0n , 
0 µ. = low pressure viscos_i ty = centipoises 
c O v = low pressure specific heat at constant 
.. ) . ' 
volume = Cal/gm mole. 0c 
low pressure tb,ermal conductivity 
= Cal/sec cm' °K 
Tr = redue·ec1 temperature = T/T 
0 
T0 = critical temperature 
M = molecular weight. 
(39) 
Stiel an<i Thodos (16] developed a residual thermal 
conductivity equation for nonpolar gases w~ieh is applicable 
in the supercri ticaJ. · region:.,' The·· equation which is valid 
for O. 5 s Pr S 2·00, was 
(k - k0 ) 1.zc5:;, 13.10 x 10-8 [Exp(0 •. 67 pr) -,-1.069] 
(40) 
where 
M = molecular weight; vc = cco/gm mole, 
T0 = critical temperature= 0k 
P 0 - critical pressure= atm 
R = perfect gas constant 
Pr = reduced density; R = 10 987 Cal/gm 
ko = low pressure thermal conductivity 
Cal/sec 0 :::;::; cm K 
k = thermal conductivity = Cal/sec cm 
mole ~K 
oK .. 
This combination o:f equ9.:-tions was also programed :for 
the IBM 7040 computer and the calculated results are shown 
in Figure 5o 
The Term 1/k (ak/aT)p 
39 
An. expression for the term 1/k ( ok/oT)p was obtained in 
a manner similar to that used to obtain 1/µ (aµ/oT)p; that 
is, by substituting the Bromley .equation ~to. the residual 
thermal conductivity equation, taking the derivative of the 
thermal conductivity with respect to temperature while 
holding the pressure constant_and then dividing by the 
thermal conductivityo To facilitate thi.a operation the 
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Figure 5o Transport Properties in the Supercritical. 
Region 
41 
k = k(p,T) (41) 
1 I ok) . 1 fl( ak) (.gJ.) ( ak) J 
'Ir \aT p = le ~ ap T oT p + aT p. 0 (42) 
Performing the operation indicated by Equation (42) on 
the Bromley eq\l,,ation, the equat:i,on pf state and the residual 
. ' 
thermal eondu_ctivi ty equation resultep. in the f•ollowing 
' . 
equations: 
IA!) == Oo67 [(k-ko) ·+1,410003. X, 10-SJ ( 43 ) 
\ 0 P T Pc ' lZ 5 · 
c 
(ff)P = (See Equation ( 14)) (44) 
(~) P = 0.0132 cv0 (~~0) P + 0.0132 µ0 (a~;0) P 
(45) 
0 




. 0 . . 
I 0Pv ) · -4 -7 . · \ oT ... = 3 .. 49 x 10., "".' 3 .. 34 x 10 T ... 
. - p . 
(47) 
Even though it was stated,after each s~ction of this 
chapter that the expre.ssions ~we]?e · programed for IBM·· 7040 
computer, it was- not intended to imply_ that each section was 
programed separately .. The.computer program is located in 
Appe!:i.dix·Ao 
42 
The computed results agreed with all the data the author 




THE NUMERIC.AL SOLUTION 
Introduction 
The introduction of the stream functions and similarity 
variables into the continuity, momentum and energy equations 
' . 
for natural-convection along a vertical flat plate resulted 
in a set of reduced ordinary nonlinear differential 
equations with variable coefficientso Except for a few 
types, closed solutions of nonlinear differential.equations 
are unknown at the present time and one must use either the 
analog computer or the techniques of numerical analysis and 
the digital computero It will be the purpose of this 
chapter to explain how the set of reduced ordinary nonlinear 
differential equations were solveda The solutions for five 
different fluid states are also presenteda The fluid chosen 
was Freon 114 and was assumed to be in a supercritical state 
where there are strong variations in the fluid propertieso 
The method of Runga-Kutta was used to solve the set of 
reduced ordinary nonlinear differential equationso To 
employ the method of Runga-Kutta it was necessary to know 
the starting boundary con:ditionso In this situation only 
three of the necessary five starting boundary conditions 
are known, namely: 
43 
F(O) = 0 
I 
F (0) = 0 
I I 
F (0) = unknown 
e(O) = 1 
I 
e. ( O) = unknown 
To overcome tl:tis difficulty the iterative method of 
Newton-Raphson [9], (14] was_usedo An explanation- o·f the 
iterative method of Newton-Raphson is given in Appendix Eo ,,; 
This method required ;-the lineari.z.ation of thee reduced 
ordinary nonlinear differential equations and a starting 
solutiono The starting .solution used was the const ..ant, 
. 
property solution for Pr= 2o The li~earization of a set 
44 
of differenti~. equations requires a knowledge of all 
de_p~ndent variables.. •·-· J;n the case of t_he set of. re~uced 
ordinary differential equations, the dimensionless property 
·-· ' . 
groups are functions of e(11) end the functions must be 
obtained before a soluti"on is possible .. To obtain these 
functions, the equations for the physical properties 
Cp, µ; k_and p must be ·known as functions of pressure and 
temperatureo 
' . 
If the equations are explicit in Cp, µ, k and p, 
,,the expression for the dimensionless coefficients as 
~ -; ··-· 
functions of 0(11) are readily obtained by performing the 
mathematical operati9ns .' indicated by. the dimensionless 
property groupso These operations also yield another set of 
dimensionless property groups which may .be used .. for 
correlation purposes for that particular- -fluid systemo 
-h·' ~-· . 
45 
If the equations are not explicit in 'CP' µ, k and p, the 
obtaining of th_e ·dimensionless property groups as functions 
of a ( lj) is more difficult.. .In this work the equation of 
state p = f(T, v) was explicit in pressure .. 
The expressions for the dimensionless groups as 
functions of .. a(11) were obtained by computing the numerical 
values of the_ dimensionless grqups over the temperature 
. range of interest at constant pre~ssure ,. then this__, in.for-
., 
mation was fitted to polynomials., This operation gav:e the 
dimensionless property groups as functions of temperature .. 
Replacing the . temperature in these expressions with· the 
dimensi.onless temperat¥-re gave the expressions for the 
-dimensionless.property groups as functions of e(Tj)., The 
subst;i. tµtion- .of these_ expressions ,.into the reduced ordinary 
nonlinear differential equations made the linea:rization of 
the.s.e equations possiblee 
As st-ated _previously,' five solutions of the reduced 
differential equations were solved and presented1 in this 
chapter.. The fluid states of t~ese systems and the.. computed 
results for the heat transfer coefficients and ~hearing 
stresses at tl!,§ wall are shown belowi 
Freon:: 114 
P---= 540.,00 psia 
Tw > _TQO 
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The above information shows that the coefficient of heat 
transfer increase~ aEI. the. fluid. stat~· a.t;the wal._1 approaches 
the regj..~o~ ... maximwn Cp' variation and, then decreases. 
It will be noted that cases (4) and (5) are identical 
with the exception that in case . (4} the numerical solution. 
was carried out to an 1}=10 where as case (5) the solution 
was carried out to 1}=8. The purpose of this. operati.on was 
( 
to establish a practical value for l}=oo .. 
The Linearization of the Reduqed 
Differential Equations 
The. differential equations to be linearized are as 
follows: 
47 
The Differential Equations 
tit I II II 2 
F ::; . - ( A 1) e F - 3 ( A2) FF + 2 ( A2) [ F ' ] - (A3) 
. a'' = -(B1)[0 1 J2 - 3(B2)Fe 1 • 
Bou:ndary Conditions 
:F(O) = 0 
• F (0) = 0 
' Q ( ) 1 F O = U3 
e(o) = 1_.o 
' ( ) . 2 .. a o = .. u5 
Coefficients 
~
p - p J p A3 ::;; (A2) m ... ...! 
PO).- Pw P 
B1 =[i(1)p + i(l)PJ6~ 
c µ 
. B2 = (A2) -=f= ., 
F((I)) = u13 
' F (ao) = 0 
Q v ( ) 4 F ao = u 2 
e(ao) = 0 .. 









At this point it·is necessary to make a decision as to 
what method should be used to evaluate the coefficients once 
e(lj) is determined for a given llo !t appears that two 
possible methods are availableo They areg 
48 
1o Write the numerical program in such a way that for 
a given ii it permi ta the method of -Runga"":'Kutta to _ 
eva;t.uate· e ( Tl) at an ll which in turn allows the evalu-
. , . ~ . ',,,' 
ation of the temperatureo Then go to a subroutine 
and evaluate the property coefficients using the 
equations developed in Chapter IVo _This woul·d be 
.1, ,, 
the best method since it would guarantee the exact 
value of thE;L coefficients at the boundary con-
di tionso However, it was found that the computer 
time required for this procedure was prohibitiveo 
It required approximately forty~five minutes to 
an hour of 7040 time, depending on the-integration 
interval chosen, to perform a single ite:i::-ationo 
2o The second possibili.ty is to first compute the 
values of the coeffici.ents for a given temperature 
rangeo Then, using a polynomial,_curve fit the 
data by method of least squareo· It is then 
possible to obtain an expression for the co-
efficients as a function of e(ij)o This may be 
expressed i.n mathematic.al terms as follows~ 
Coeffo =a+ bT + cT 2 + dT3 (26) 
where 
T = T + AT a(~) o 
. 0::, 
(27) 
This method will introduce some error due to 
the imperfection of the least_square fit;_however, 
it has the advantage of converging rapidlyo It 
is possible to obtain four iterations in twenty 
minutes on the 7040 computero 
In view of the .above experience the second method was 
used and the expressions for the coefficients as functions 
of 0(11) were obtained by first assuming that the physical 
properties shown below may be expressed as follows: 
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! (ff t + i(J) p = A1 + B1T + c1,? + D1T3 (28) 
(29) 
(30) 
. ( 31) 
Cpµ -2 2 3 10 A B m C5m + D5_T O p x = 5 + 5~ + ~ (32) 
f. 
The coefficients of the polynomial were deter.mined by 
the met.hod of least squares and plots of these equations 
are shown in Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9. The substitution of 
the expression 
T = T + tiT 0 ( 11) 
... CD 
(33) 
into Equations (28) through (32), and the substitution of 
Equations (28) through (32) into Equations (21) through_ (25) 
will give the desired equations for the coefficients as 
functions of 0(11) which ar.e as followsg 
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CA= [A1 + B1Tm + C1T.2 + D1Tm3]AT 
CB= [B1 + 2C 1T~ + 3D1T.2](AT) 2 
CC =-[c1 + 3D1Tm](AT)3 
CD= [D 1](AT) 4 




OE= 3[A2 + B2Tm + C2Tm2 + D2T.3]pwµw (37) 
CF = 3[B2 + ~C2Tm + 3D2TG/]AT Pw~ 
CG= 3[02 .+ 3D2T.](AT) 2 Pwlolw 
CH= 3[D2](AT)3 Pw~ 
2(A2) = CI + CJa + CKa2. + CLe3 (38) 
CI = 2[A2 + B2To, t, C2Tt/D2 + C2Tm3J Pw~ 
CJ_= 2[B2 + 2C2Tm + 3D2T.2]AT Pw~ 
CK= 2[C2 + 3D2T,)(AT) 2 .Pwµw 
CL= 2[D2](AT) 3 pwµw 
A3 =[CM+ qNe + CPe2 + CRe3J 





B1 =CAA+ CBBe + ccce2 + CDDQ3 (42) 
where 
· . ·2 . , 3 
CAA == [A4 + B4Tco + C4Tco + D4Tco ]AT. (43) 
CBB = [B4, ~ 2C4Tco + 3D4Tco2 Jc° AT) 2 
__ CCC = [04 + 3D4Tco]( ATY°3 
ODD= [D4](AT) 4 
3B2 = CEE + CFFe + CG&e2 + CHHe3 (44) 
where 
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GEE = 3[A5 + B5TQ) + c5TQ)2 + D5Tco3] Pw~ (45) 
CFF = 3[B5 + 2C5Tco + 3D5Tco2]AT Pwµw 
CGG = 3[C5 + 3D5Tco](AT) 2 pwµw 
CHH = 3[D5](AT) 3 pwµw 0 
It will be noted that the above method of determining 
the coefficients could be simplified if the·physical 
properties p, µ., .k and CP .1JYere expressed as functions of 
temperature instead of those shovvn in Equations (28) t~rough 
(32) .. The advantage ofthe,method used is that no deriva-
tives of.the.polynomials are necesf;lary to evaJ..1,;1.ate the 
property coefficients of the reduced differ~ntial equationso 
The substituting of Equations (34), (36), (38), (40), 
(42) and (44) into Equations (18) and (19) permit the 
reduced differential equations to be expressed as follows: 
- -
V O g 
[CA+ cce2 CDeJJ e°F 
I O 
F =- CBe + + 
'' 
= [CE + CFe + CGe·2 CHe3J 
0 0 
+ FF 
+ [CI + 
,1\~.,< ·'· 
CJe + CKe 2 + CLe3] [F']2 (46) 
.. [CM CNe CPe 2 CRe3] - + + + .. 
cue2 cwe3J + [CS + CTe + + 
0 0 
[CAA+ ccce2 CDDe3J[e 1 ] 2 e = - CBBe + + 
CGGe2 CHHe3J 
ff (47) - [CEE + CFFe + + F e <!, 
The next step in this development will be to form a set 
I 
of first order differential equations to represent the 
reduced third order momentum d:i.fferential equation and the 
reduced second order energy differential equation. Using 
state variable notation one proceeds as follows~ 
1. Define: 
x1 = F 
I 
x2 = F 
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a I x3 = F (48) 
?{4 = a 
I 
·Xs = a 
2o The set of diff~rential equations become: 
0 
X1 = X2 
0 
\ 
X2 = X3 
0 2 ODX43J x5x3 x3 = -. [OA + OBX4 + OOX4 + 
- [OE+ CFX4 + CGX42 + CHX43J X1X3 
+[CI+ CJX4 en 2 + 
· 3 · . 2· 
+ 4 ,, .. OLX4 ] x2 
- (CM+ ONX4 + OPX 2 4 + ORX 
3] 4 (49) 
+ [OS + CTX4 + oux 2 
. 3 
4 + OW:X4 J 
• 
. X4 = X5 
:x:5· = - [CAA + CBBX4 . + CCCX4 2. +. ODDX4 3] x52 
- [ CEE + ·· CFFX4 + OGGX4 2 + CHHX4 3] x1 X5 o 
-· At this point, it is now possible to linearize the 
a'b.o.v.e .. set of first orde.r differential equat~ons in the 
neighborhQod of ·a spee..i.fic solution. This is achieved by 
expanding each of the above first order differential 
equations into'a_first order truncated Taylor serieso The 
res.u.J....:ts of tllis' Q,Aeration are the following: 
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The Linearized Set of Differential.Equations 
0 
1o x1(s+1) = x2(s+1) (50) 
0 
2 o x2 ( s+ 1) . = X 3 ( s+ 1 ) ( 51 ) .. 
3o X3(s+1) = J 1X1 (s+1) + J2X2(s+1) + J 3X3(s+1) 
whe:re 
+ J4X4(s+1) + J5X5(s+1) + H1 + H2 
+ ~3 + H4 + H5 
2 3 
J 1 = - fCE + CFX46.+ C~X48 + CHX48 ] X38 
J2 = 2 [CI+ CJX4s + CKX4s2 + CLX4s3] X2s 
2 . 3 
J) = - [ CA + :CBX46 + CCX48 · + CDX48 ] x58 
''. . 2 · 3 . 
- [CE+ CFX49 + CGX46 + CHX48 J. X18 
2 J 4 = - [OB+ 2CCX46 + 3CDX48 ] x36X56 
.. · 2 
[CF+ 2CGX48 + 3CHX48 ] X18X36 
2 2 - [CJ+ 2CKX48 + 3CLX46 ] X28 
- [ON+ 2CPX48 + 3QRX482] 
+ [CT + 2'cux46 + }CWX48 2 ] 
J 5 = - [CA + CBX4s + c'cx4s~ + CDX4s 3J X3s 
H1 =[CA+ 2CBX46 + 3CCX482 + 4CDX483J X38X58 
H2 =[CE+ 2CFX46 + 3CG:;:482 + 4CHX463] X16X36 
. . . . 2 - . ·3 .. 2 
HJ= - [CI+ 2CJX46 + 3CKX46 + 4CLX46 J X26 
2 . 3 H4 = - [ CM - . CPX48 .. -. 2CRX36 ] 
. · 2 3 
H5 = + J._os ~ CUX4s - 2CWX4s ] 
O J 
(52) 
4 o x4 ( s+ 1) = x5 ( s+ 1 ) ( 5 3) 
0 
5o X5(s+1) =J11;1(s+1) +J44X4{s+1) +J55,X5(s+1) +H11 
where (54) 
· 2 2 
= - (CBB + 2CCX46 + JCDDX48 ] ~ 58 
- (CFF + 2CGGX48 + ·3CHHX482 ] X 18X58 
= - 2 (CAA+ CBBX48 + CCCX482 + CDDX483 ] x58 
- [CEE + CFFX48 + CGGX482 + CHHX4s 3J X18 
= [ CAA + 2CBBX4 s + 3CCX48 2 + 4CDDX48 3] x58 2 
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+ [CEE + 2CF..FX48 + 3CGGX48 2_-t ~cHHX46 3 ] X18X58 
., .. 'l 
'fhe Boundary Conditions 
Wall Main Stream 
x1(0) = 0 
x2(o) = 0 
x3(o) = U3 
1 (55) 
x4(o) = 1 
x5 ( 0,) - u 2 - .5 
Equations .. ( 50) throµ,gh ( 54) including the boundary 
condition are the linearized set of first order differential 
equations of the. reduced momentum. and energy differential 
equationso The procedure and the various computer programs 
used to solve. this set of equations will now be explainedo 
' . 
Proc.edure for Solving the Linearized Set of 
Nonlinear Differential Equations 
The procedure used in solving the linearized set of 
, 
differential equations d9nsisted of four separate computer 
programs., The are .defined ·as follows: 
1.. The Physical Property Program 
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2o The Least Square Program 
3. The Iterative P.rograrn 
4. The Heat Transfer Program 
The Physical Pr.operty Program was used to compute 
1hysieaJ. property information versus temperature at constant 
pressure in the supercritical region. This program is a 
Fortran IV representation of the physical property equations 
developed in Chapter IV~ . For: acsp~ci.ffe.d::p;ressure, initial 
·temperature, J.inaJ. temperature .. and .a. fi.:P.st .. es.t-µp.ate as 
to the value _of the specific volume, this program w~ll print 
out thirty-seven pieces of information on the physical 
properties. It will also punch a set of data cards of the 
following: 
1 ( a )'. 1 ( ;.\ I ') P ff P + µ ·ff p versus T 
.L versus T pµ 
1 T-versus T 
p µ 
"t(ff)P + i(J)P versus T 
Cpµ. -2 .. · 10 versus T • 
p 
The data cards obtained from the Physical Property 
Program provided the necessary information to compute the 
coeffiei'ents for Equations (28) thr.?ugh (32) with the Least 
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Square Program .. The coefficients are designated as 
A1 , B1 , c, , D1 
A2 , B 2 , 02 , D2 
A3 ' B3 
, 03 , D3 
A4 ' B4 
, C4 , D4 
A,5 , B 5 ' . C5 , D 5 
In order to use the. :rterative Program the coefficient 
information, which is obtained from the Least Square Program, 
along with the wall andmain stream temperatures, which is 
obtained from a statement of the problem, the, wall Viscosity, 
... r· 
the wall and mai11; · stl'~am dens:i,. ty, wh~ch is opta~ned from th'e 
Physical Pro.perty Program are neededo The Iterative Program ...... 
serves two .. ~:urposeso .. The first purpose is the determin.ation 
of the co§,fficients for Equations (34), (36), (38), (40), 
(42),,a.nd (44).. These equations rep.resent the pr?perty 
coefficients of. the reduced differential equations as .... ' . ' . . 
functions of e ( Tl) o These coefficients are de~ignated. as 
CA , CB , cc , 'OD 
:t"~ ,. 
CE , CF ' CG 
, CH 
CI 9 CJ , CK , CL 
CM , CN , CP , CR 
cs , CT , CV , cw 
CAA, CBB, CCC, CDD 
CEE, CFF, CGG, CHH 
and are evaluated from Equations (35), (37), (39), (41), 
(43) and (45).. The second purpose is1 to solve Equations. 
·, 
(50) through (54) which are the linearized set of first 
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order differential equations of the reduced momentum and 
energy equations. The numerical methods used were the method 
of Runga.~Kutta and the iterative method of Newton-Raphson .. 
The solutions of thl:differential equations are designated.as 
F ( ll) , a ( l}) 
I 
F' ( l}) 
Q • I 
.e ( ll) . 
I I . ' 
· F.; ,'( Tt) 
.. , .. \ 
I 8 · · · 
e ('l}) 
The Heat Transfer Program was used to.evaluate the heat 
' . "..\ 
~ransfer, th~ __ o,oeffioie:ht of heat transfer, and the wall sh(3ari,ng 
:' • •• --. : • • • • •, •• •• ."' • 4 • t • ! 
stress. ,fhe necessary i'nforma.tion to perform these cal.cu-.... ,. 
lations is obtained from the Physical Property .{:md Iterative 
programs ... All computer programs described in this section 
are located in the.Appendix .. 
Solutions of the Reduced Differential Equations 
of Natural-Convection in the 
. Supercriticllll Region 
Five different problems rel_ating to natural-convection 
along a ·vertical ·flat plate in the _supercritical were solved 
• . ! . . 
using the equations and proc.edures presented in this· work .. 
.. 
The specifications of thes,e- problems are as followsi 
Fluid: Freon 114 
:e ~ 5401., 00 psi a 
I 
AT = 5PF 
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Case T ( 0 R) T ( 0 R) pw(Lbs/CuFt) p (Lbs/CuFt) w IX) IX) . -
1 779009 774.69 24 .. 27 27015 
2 774.69 769.69 27015 36 .. 61 
3 769.69 764.69 32 .. 61 43.,45 
4 764.69 759.69 43 .. 45 51 .. 31 
5 764.69 759 .. 69 43.45 51 .. 31 
c (BTU) 
-pw lb°F c~~) p lb0 R ~(CP) µco( CP) 
0.51 o ... 68 0 .. 027 -0 .. 029 
0 .. 68 1 .. 08 0 .. 029 0 .. 03.3 
1 .08 1 .. .33 0.033 - 0 ... 044 
1. 33 0.,59 0 ... 044 0 .. 055 





k Prw Prc;o IX) 
Secc~°K -
5..,4 x 10-5 506 x 10-5 _2o 55 3 .. 55 
5 .. 6 x 10-5 5 .. 9 x ,1Q ~5 3o55 6 .. 04 
'. :10-5 6.,9 10-5 8 .. 60 5o~ x x 6.,04 
6 .. 9 x 10-5 7o7 x 10-5 8060 4 .. 26 
6.9 JL10-5 7 .. 7 X- 10-5 8 .. 60 4o26 
The pertinent results from th~ solutions of the 










10, 1 1 , 12 and 13. 
' ' I gXt(BTU/HrFt2/Ftt) F (0) e . .( o) .,. 
0.555 -0.86 64 .. 44 
0 .. 536 -1.02 91072 
0 .. 617 -1.26 140080 
0.738 -1 .. 07 117085 
Oo73~ -1007 117 085 







0 .. 0014 
000022 
000043 
0 .. 0044 
0 .. 0044 
10 .. 0 
10 .. 0 
10o0 
10 .. 0 
800 
Oases (4) an.d (5) are identical problems with the 
exoepti9~ that the solutions were carried out to ij=10 in 
Case ( 4) and ~.<?.. 11=8 in Case ( 5).. The purpose in doing this 
is. to e .. stablish a.n acceptable ,val.u.e for ~=GI!., Cases (4) and 
(5) are.essentially 1 id~ntioal solutions. with_ the computed 
boundary conditions as follows: 
':f 9 (0) 0 Case No. 'Tlo., .. e ( o) --
4 10 .. 0 0 .. 738067, -1 .. 06679 
5 800 0.,738208 -1006686 
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0.24 
FLUID: FREON 114 
0.22 P = 540.'00 PSI A CASE 


















I 320.00 315.00 0.555 
2 315.00 310.00 0.536 
3 310.00 305.00 0.617 
4 305.00 300.00 0.738 
CASE I 
... 
2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 
TJ = C x-t fv _P__ dy 
o Pw 
The Velocity Profiles for Four Different 









FLUID: FREON 114 
P= 540.00 PSIA 
I. I 
CASE Tw(oF) T00 (°F) 8 1(0) ~ Pr00 --
I.O I 320.00 315.00 -0.86 2.55 3.54 
2 315.00 3 I 0.00 -1.02 3.54 6.04 
3 310.00 305.00 - I .26 6.04 8.60 











0.5 l.O 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 
Y/ = C x-tJY_p_ dy 
O PW . 
Figure 11 o The Temperature. Profiles for Four 
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In_view of the results it was possible to assume that 
infinity is established at tj=:8.0; however, to be on the safe 
side infinity was defined as ~=10o 
Cases ( 1) through (4) __ are the solutions for a situation 
in which the state of the fluid is in that portion of the 
supercritical region in which the density~ specific heat 
at constant pressure, viscosity, thermal conductivity and 
Prandtl Number experience their maximum variation with 
respect to temperature at constant pressure as shown in 
Figures 2,. 3, 4 an_d 5 of Chapter IV".e · The region ·.was ... crossed 
in five degree incrementso 
As the plate temperature, which is 5°F above the; main 
stream temperature, 'is increased in the region of-maximum 
prope:rty variation, the' vel?-ci,ty _g;radient at the wall 
continue-a to increase in all cases whi;Le the: temperat'Q.re . . 
-·· 
gradient at the wall increases v..ery rE.tpidly in Cases (1) 
through. (3) and then decreases in Oas~ (4) o This variation 
is shown in Figures 10 !3,!ld 110 
A comparison between the variable property solutions 
of Cases (1), (2), (3) and (4) and.the constant property: 
solution is shown in Figures 12 and 130 , It will be noted 
that the results are different between t.he two types--
of solutions ... aYen Jp.ough the temp~rature d:j.fference between 
the wall and main streem is only 5°Fo This difference is 
due to the assump·tions made to obtain the constant property 
solutionso 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The primfi!.rY.. p~po~e of this work was to ·develop an 
analyticaJ.method to study the natural-convection in the 
supercri tica1 stat.a where the physioa1 properties va:ry 
·~ . . 
strongly for sma11 temparature changes. As a result of this 
work specific conclusions mBJT be stated as follows: 
; : 
1o The reduced diffe~ential. equations for natura1 
_convection along a v~rtical flat plate ( see 
Equations (33) th+'ough (39),_Chapter III) were 
developed with no simplifying assumptions :made ,~ 
regarding the physica1 p_r.:opertie-s.o The property 
coefficients were expressed as dimensio·nless 
groups which may be expressed as functions of 
a( 11) once th,e equations of state for the physical 
,, 
pro·~~rties cp, µ.,,. k ~~. p: are knowno The reduced 
differential..· equations expressed in this form has 
t~f;3 aq.va.ntage of rapid fc;,~inulation to a specific 
group of proble.ms once the specification of .these 
,.robl-em~ are form,Aa,ted .. C.onsider the simple . . i . 
case in which the physical properties of a 
system are specified as follows: 
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P = pRT 
a = constant p 
µ = C1 T3/4 
k = C2 T3/4 
Pr= constant .. 
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( 1) 
Then -employing Equations ( 3.3) through ( 39, located in 
Chapter .. III, the property coefficients- become 
AT AT 
A 1 = - 4T :::: - .... 4"""T ........ +._,4,....A-=T-· .... e
GO 
. [ T ]1/4 ['I'GO AT. J 
A2= T_. =-r+r_ e. 
'. w . . . w • . 
•[T., AT .• -J,1/4 
A3=r+re·-e 
. -·W . W . 
AT AT 
B1 = - 4T = - 4T +· 4AT e 
Q) 








The reduced di!:f.e:rential· will then have the form 
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In this form the equations show the dimensionless 
groups necessary for correlation purposes which for 
this particular case are as follows: 
. Nu 1 ( . ) ~ T o:r) 
r 1/ 4 ~ - e O = f l?r, r O 
[Gr/4]- . - w 
(9) 
The conclusion made from the above was that the 
reduced differenttal equations in the form shown 
in Equations (33) through (39), Chapter III, 
provides an easy recipe for obtaining the final 
form of the set of reduced differential equations 
so that they may be numerically integrated and for 
obtaining the dimensionless groups for correlating 
purposes., It should be·· kept in mind, however, 
,· 
that as the expressions for the physical 
properties become more complicated, the process 
described above becomes more difficulto 
2o If the physic61. properties of a given fluid state 
are such that the property coefficients over the 
temperature range considered have the followir+g 
valuesi 
A1 = 0 
A2 = 1 
A3 = e ( 1)) 
B1 = 0 
B2 = Pr = con.st.ant " 
The reduced differential equations reduces to 
(10) 
VIV VU ff 2 
F = - JFF + ,2 (F) = e (11) 
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I t I I a = - 3Pr Fa 0 · ( 12) 
Equations (11) and (12) also represent the case in 
which all fluid properties are considered constant 
_vvi th. the exception of the part that density . 
variation plays in producing a buoyancy force. 
This means that if the problem under consideration 
meet, in an engineering sense, the conditions of 
Equation (10). then the constant.property solution 
of Ostrach ma.¥ be used and are available in 
reference [10]o It should also be n.oted that 
Sparrow and ~regg [15] developed a system whereby 
the variable property problem in which the fluid 
is in a perfect gas state ma_y be s.ol ved using a 
de.fined reference temperature and the constant 
property solutions of Ostracho 
Although the constant property solution may be 
applied to any fluid, it is of interest to note 
that even for such a simple .fluid state as a 
perfect gas with'Sutherland-type expression for 
the dynamic viscosity and power law equation for 
the thermal conductivity that a difference exist 
between the constant .proper, solution of 
Ostrasch [10] and the variable property solution 
of Sparrow and Gregg [ 15]o The magnitude of 
this difference, of course, depends on the 
· tempe·rature at which the physical properties 
are measured for th~ constant property solution 
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and the temperature rati? between the wall and main 
stream.o The purpose of this di·scussion /was to 
point out the need for determining when the 
oonstan~ property solutions may be applied to a 
given problem .. 
It was concluded from an examination of Equations 
( 10) and ( 11) that the constant property solutions 
·,, ' 
of Ostrach are not ~nly.valid for those cases in· 
which the fluid property may be considered constant, 
but are also valid for the variable property cases 
in which the conditions of Equations (10) are 
satisfied .. 
3.. In the supercritical region,'simplifying 
assumptions·regarding.the phys;i.c~ properties 
would. be difficult to justify bec~use of their 
strong var~ation~ with temp~!.ature at constant 
pressure.. Also,· many- of the equations of state 
,; . : . 
developed in the literature do not app~y when the 
fluid is assumed to be in the supercritical state" 
Even the equation of state used in this work, 
• ., J ' 
·" . 
aJ.though valid in the supercritical region, is 
\ ·; . 
applicable enly to .. a single flU:~d.. . This means 
that the pos.sibility of solving .the problem of 
~tural.-conveetion for·many riuid systems at one 
time :seems remote and that each fluid system must 
be investigated separately .. 
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4o The numerical solution of the reduced differential 
equations is complicated by the fact that two of 
the fiv:e wall boundary conditions are unknown.o 
t f 
These two unknown boundary conditions are F (0) 
' and a (0) and their values must be obtained in 
order to evaluate the heat transfer and shearing 
stresso The iterative method of Newton-Raphson 
which is described in Appendi;x E was demonstrated 
to be a very effective and practical.numerical 
methQ~ for overcoming this difficultyo 
5o Four cases of natural-convection in the super-
criticEl,l region were computed for a fluid state 
in which the pressure is 540000 psia (Pc= 473psia) 
.over a temperature range from 320°F to 300°F in 
five degree incrementso Under these conditions 
it is estimated tha·t the maximum coefficient of 
0 heat transfer occurs at a wall temperature of 309 F9 
which is very close1 to the maximum Prandtl Numbero 
·, ,, ,1 ' ,t ,. , , 
The important questions as·· to what is the maximum value 
of the coefficient of heat transfer and what must thf3 ~emper= 
ature of the vertical wall be in order to obtain this 
' maximum value f~r a given pressure and temperature difference 
has not been answeredo To obtain answers to these questions 
it is recommended that, by using the method of solution 
presented in this work, a systematic set of solutions be 
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.APPENDIX A 
THE PHYSICAL PROPERTY PROGRAM 
The computer program th,at was used to compute the __ values 
' 
of the various physical properties is presented in this 
' 
appendi::to .. It is a Fortran IV representation of the physigal 
property equations developed in Chapter IVo Also, the, 
computed results of the physical property for a pressure of 
540000 psia over a temperature range from 320°F to 300°F 
are presentedo 












Initial specific value 
Temperature increment 







The initial value of the .~P~cific volume needs only to 
be an estimated value since its only purpose is to start the 
iteration process of Newton-,Raphson on the equation of 
_·_ s~ates (see Chapter IV) o The term DTEMP specifies the 
78 
79 
temperature increment for which the physical properties are 
' to be computedo The term MDOLP determines the temperature 
range over which the physical properties are to be computedo 






























Specific heat at constant 
volume - low pressure 
Specific heat at constant 
volume 
Specific heat at constant 
pressure 
Viscosity - low pressure 
X - (see Equation 33, 
· Chapter IV) 
Viscosity 
(oµ/oT)P 
( oµ/oT )P 
Thermal conductivity -





































Zc - (see Equation 40, 
Chapter ,rv) _ 
A - (see Equation 40, 
Chapter IV) 
Thermal conductivity 
(acv0/oT)P - low pressure 






Number of Newton-Raphson 
iterat:Lons to compute 
the specific volume · 
1/p(op/oT)P + 1/µ(oµ/QT)P 
1/pµ 
1/p(op/oT) + 1/k(ok/oT)p 

















(Lb C,uFt )( Cal7 0 
, SecCm K) 
The program will also punch out data cards for the 
following: 
A111 Versus T 
A222 Versus T 
A333 Versus T 
B111 Versus T 
B222 Versus T 
These cards provide the necessary data that is to be 





C-0001 THOMAS E. MULLIN 
THOMAS. E MULLIN 
2555-41002 
2555-41002 
$IBJOB NAMEPR .MAP 
$IBFTC NODECK 
C NAME THOMAS E MULLIN 












DATA INPUT P=PRESSURE(PSIAl 
T=TEMPERATURE(DEG.Rl 
V=iPECIFTC VOLUME (CUFT/LBM) 
DTEMP = TEMP INCREMENT (DEG.RI 
NDOLP ~ MAX NO. OF DOLOOP ITERAT.ION 
'',o,::::i· .· . -
DOUBLE PRECISION Ai,A3,A4jA5,AOO,All,A22,A33,A44,A55,B2,B~,B5,BV, 







40 FORMAT (Dl6•2,Dl6~2,Dl6.9,D16.2,14l 
.WRITE.(6,30) . 
30 FORMAT(1Hl,4X,14HPRESSURE(P~IAl,5X,13HSPVL(CUFT/LBl,9X,liHDEN(LB/C 
lUFT l , 9 X , 1 3 HD ERP TV ( PS I IR l ;l OX , 2 i HD E.R PVT ( P S II ( CU F T I L B l l , 2 X , 1 7 HD ER VT P 
2 ( Cl,JFT /LB l /R l 
WRITE(6t32) 
32 FORMAT(lH ~4X,7HTEMP(R),12X,17HDERDTP(LB/CLJFTJ/R,5X,14HCVLP(BTU/LB 
1-R),7X,14HCVHP(BTU/LB-R),9X,14HCPHP(BTU/LB-RJ,9X,9HVISLP(CP)l 
WRITE(6,34) . 
3 4 FOR MA T (1 H , 2 3 X • 2 H X I • 2 0 X , 9 H V I SH P ( C P J , 1 2 X , 2 0 HD ER U D T ( C P I ( LB I CU F T l l , 3 X 
l,12HDERUTD(CPiRJ~llX,12HDERUTP(CP/R)) 
1-m r 1 E ( 6 , 36 1 
36 FORMAT(lH ,23X,l~HCONLP(CAL/SEC~CM-Kl,3X,5HCONZC,16X,5HCONLA,18X,1 
19HCONHP(CAL/SEC-CM-KJ,4X,6HDERKDT.) 
. WR!T~(6,38l . 
38 FORMAT(lH ,i3X~l8HDERCVT(BTU/LB-R)/R,4X,6HDERKTD,15X,22HDERKTPlCAL 
l/SEc~cM-Kl/R,lX,6HDCOEFF,17X,6HECOEFF) 
WRI1E(6,42l 
42 FORMAT(lH ~23X~6HHCOFFF,16X~4HPRN0,17X,3HITR) 
1,JRrTF(6,150l 
150 FORMAT(lH ,23X,4HA111,18X,4HA?22,17X,4HA333, 
1 19X,4HB111,19X,4HB222,//) 
KKX = 0 
READl5~40JP,T~V,DTEMP,NDOLP 
C . THE T~ERMOOYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF FRfON-114 
















I TR = 1 
Z = V-BV 
DO 50 J=l,NDOLP,l 
TR = T/TC 
EXPNEG = (loOD+OOl/(DEXP(H*TR)) 
C COEFF 1 S FOR 5TH DEGREE POLY. 
AOO P 
All = R*T 
A22 (A2)+(B2*Tl+l(2*EXPNEGl 
A33 = (A3)+(B3~T)+(C3*EXPNEG) 
A44 !A4) 
A55 (A5)+(B5*T)+(C5*FXPNFG) 
C NFWTON RAPHSON ITERATION 
c 
43 FN = ((l(AOO•Z-Alll*Z-A22l*Z-A33)*Z-A44l*Z-A55 
FNDER = (( (5.0D+OO*AOO•Z-4.0D+OO•Alll*Z-3.0D+OO*A22l*Z 
1-2.oo+OO*A33)*Z-A44 
ZNFW = Z ~ !FN/FNDER) 
ZDIFF = ZNEW - Z 
IF(OABS(ZDfFFl.LE• l.OD-12lGO TO 45 
Z = ZNEW 
ITR = ITR + 1 
GO TO 43· 
C COMPUTING THF DFNSITY (CUFTILRM) 
,... 
'-
45 SPVOL. = ZN~W + BV 
DFNSTY = 11.oo+OO)/SPVOL 
83 
C COMPUTING THE DERIVATIVES (PSI/OEGR)(PSI/CUFT)(CUFT/LB/DEGR)(LB/CUFR/DEGR) 







F88 = ((3.0D+00)*(A33)J/(ZNEW**4.0l 
F99 = 114.0D+OO)•IA44ll/(ZNEW**5.0l 
FlO = ((5.0D+00)*(A55))/(ZNEW**6.0l 




C COMPUTING THE SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT VOLUME (BTU/LBM*DEGR) 
CVLP =(l.75D-02)+(3.49D~04)*(T)-(l.67D-07)*(T**2•0l 
c 
W22 ( (T)*( (H/.TC)**2oOl*(C2l*(EXPNEGl )/(ZNEWl 
W33 = ( (J)•(fH/TCl**2•0)*(C3l*(EXPNEG) )/(2.0D+OO*!ZNFW**2.0)) 
\v55 = ( (T)•( (H/TC)**2.0l*(C5)*(EXPNEG) )/(4.0D+OO*(ZNEW**4·0l l 
CVHP = (CVLP) - ((W22~W33+W55)*(1.44D~02/7o78D+02)) 
C COMPUT.ING THE SPECIFIC HEAT AT CONSTANT PRESSURE <BTU/LBM*DEGR) 
CPHP =(CVHP)+(Tl*(DERPTV)*(DERVTP)*(l.44D+02/7o78D+02l 
c 
C COMPUTING THE DYNAMIC VISCOSITY (CENTIPOISES) 
VISLP =( (l.0167D-03l*fT**l•5l )/(.T+5.8655D+02) 
XIN = ( (4.188780+02)**0~16667) 
XID = (1 0 70936D+02**0.5)*(3.21896+01**0~66667) 
XI = (XIN)/(XID) 
DENR = CDENSTY)/13.6320+01) 
84 
XIC = 12.5D-04)/(XII . . · ·. . . . ·· . • 
VISHP = IVISLPl+ll2.~12D-041*1DEXPllo079D+OO•DENRll l/lXI> -IXICl 
c 
C COMP UT I NG THE DER !VAT IVE" (CENTI PO.I SES/LB/CUFT I 
DERUDT <l.079D+C0/3.632D+Oll*IVISHP-VISLP+XICI 
DERUTD = ll.5l*IVISLP/T)-IViSLPJ/(T+5.8655b+02l 
bERUTP = JDERUDT)*IDERDTP)i(DERUTDI . 
c 
C COMPUTING THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY (CAL/SEC CM pEGKl. 
CONC = ((l.32D-02)i(2.~20+021•11.ao+00))/(4~536D+02J 
CQ.,Nl = ICONCl*ICVLPl*IVISL.P). . . . 
Cd~2. = ((3.40D~02J•IVISLPl)/(l .• 70936D+02) 
CbN3 = 117.-0D-03J*fVISLPll/!ITRJill.70936D+02ll 
CONLP= ICON1l~ICON2l-lCON3l . . 
CON5 ~ 14.73187D+02)*(1.7U936D+02) 
CQN6 = 13o632D+Oll*ll.07315D+Oll*l7.5395D+02l 
CdNZC (CON5)/(CON6l 







C COMPUTING .THE DERIVATIVE (CAL/SFC CM DEGKl/DEGR 
c 
DERKDT =(6.7D-Ol/3e632D+Oll* (CONHP~CONLP+llo40039D-07/CON7)l 
DERCVT = (3.49D-04l -(3.34D-07*Tl . 
DFRl (CONCl*ICVLP)*IDFRUTDl . 
DER2 = (CONCl*lVISLPl*(D~RCVT) 
DF.R3 13.40D-02/le70936D+02J*IDERUTD) 
DER4 = (17.0D-03l*IDERUTDl J/((1~70936D+02l•(TRI l 
DER5 - · ( (7,0D-03)*(V!SLP) I/·( ( lo7.0936D+02 )*( TRI*( T J l 
DERKTD IDER1J+(DER2l+IDER3)-(DER41+1DER51 
OERKTP = lDERKDT)*(DFRDTPl + (D~RKTD) 
C COfFFt~ OF THE DIFF. EQ.S 
D(OFFF = (OFRDT~)/(nFNSTYl 
FCOFFF = (DER0TPJ/(VTSHPI 
HCOEFF = (DERKT~J/ICONHPl 
c 
PRNO = (C~HP~VISHP*l.OD-02)/(CONHP) 
Alll = DCQFFF + ECOEFF . 
A222 ~ 1.oo+OO/(DENSTY•VI~HP) 
A333 = l,OD+OO/!DENSTY*DENSTY•VI~HPl 
Bl.ll = DCOEFF + HCOEFF 
B222 = ICPHP)/(DENSTY•C6NHP*lo0D+02) 
KKX = KKX + l 
IFIKKX~LEo5lGO TO 14) 
WRITF.(6,'.30) 
30 FORMAT(lHl,4X,14HPRESSURE(PSIAl,5X,13HSPVC(CUFT/LB) ,9X,12HDEN(LB/C 
l UF T l , 9 X, l 3HDERP TV (PS I IR) , lOX, 2 lHDERPVT (PS II ( CUFT IL Bl l , 2 X ,1 7HDERVTP 
2(CUFT/LBl/Rl 
WR!TE(6,321 . , 
32 FORMAT(lH ,4X,7HTEMP(R),12X,17HbE~DTP(LB/CUFr)/R,5X,14HCVLP(BTU/LB 
1-R l, 7X, 14.HCVHP ( BTU/U3·-R l ,9X, 14HC?HP ( BTU/LB-R l ,9X ,9HV I SLP (CPI l 
W~ITE(6,34). . 
34 FORMAT ( lH , 2 3X, ZHX I , 2 OX, 9HV I SHP ( CP l , 12X ,2 OHDERUDT ( CP/ I LB /CUF Tl l , 3X 
l,12HDERUTD(CP/~),11X,12HDERUTPl(?/~I l 
\r/RJTF(6,36 l . 
36 FORMAT(lH ,23X,19HCbNLPICAL/SEC-CM~Kl,3X,5HCONZC,16X-5HCONLA,18X,l 





38 FORMAT(lH ,23X,18HDERCVT(BTU/LB-Rl/R,4Xi6HDERKTD,15X,22HDERKTP(CAL 
l/SEC-CM-Kl/R,1X,6HDCOEFF,17Xi6HECOEFF) 
WRITE(6,42) 
42 FORMAT(lH ,23X,6HHCOEFF,16X,4HPRN0,17X,3HITRl 
WRITE(6.150) 
150 FORMAT(lH ,23X,4HAlll,18X,4HA222,17X,4HA333, 
1 l9X,4HB111,19X~4HB222~//) 



























o. 779490000 03 








































































































































OERUTOI CP /R) 
CONHPICAL/SEC-CM-KI 
OCOEFF 













-o. 371053380 04 

























































o. 5400.CiOOOO 03 
o • .778690000 03 
O• 540000 0-0D 03 
o. 778490000 03 
o. 540000000 03 
·0.178290000.03 
0.540000000 03 
o. 778090000 03 
0.540000000 03 
o. 777890000 03 
o.540000000 03 
o. 777690000 03 
SPVLICIIFT/LB) 


































































































OERPTV I PS 1/R I 
-CVHJ>I BTU/i.B-'-R I . 

































-o. 21101022 0~06 
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o. 5.42442050 00 
O. l.93203130-04 
o. 54 7360600-04 
-0 .• 200515760-01 
~.o·. 249833560-0-1 .. 
--o.J·6i94070o 04 




-o. 25 40"3273D-Ol 
-0.360056030 04 
-o. 5535-52090 00 
o.19323628D-<i-4 
o. 5484688 lD-04 
-0.206523320-0l 


















-0 .• 1165\4460-0l 
0.397103700 01 
o.·907399s10-03 




























o.-i+o14o385D 01. 0) 
-.J 
TABLE I (Continued) 
PRESSURE(PSIAI SPVL ICUFTILB I OEN(LB!CUFTI OERPTVIPSI/RI OERPVTIPSl!ICUFT/LBII OERVTP(CUFT /LBl!R 
TEMPI RI DEROTPILB/CUFTJ!R CVLP( BTU!LB-R I CVHP(BTU/LB,.,RI CPHPIBTU/LB-RI VISLPICPI 
XI VISHP!CPI OERUOT!CP/ILB/CUFTII OERUTO! CP!RI OERUTPICP/RI 
CONLP(CAL/SEC-CM-KI CONZC CONLA CONHP!CAL/SEC-CM-Kl OERKOT 
OERCVT(BTU/LB-RI/R DERKTO OERKTP!CAL/SEC-CM-KI/R OCOEFF ECOEFF 
HCOEFF PRNO !TR 
Alli A222 A333 Blll 8222 
0.540000000 03 o. 3943 65550-01 0.253571850 02 0.302125130 01 -o. 3542802'10 04 0.852785790-03 
o. 777490000 03 -0.548330020 00 0.187894060 00 0.200807310 00 o.571577250 oo 0.161587560-0l 
0.206758420-0l 0.278185300-0l 0.705603600-03 0 .193286020-04 -o. 36 7575030-03 
0.4264934 70-04 0.275243790 00 0.353424440 01 0.550244470-04 o. 690979040-06 
o. 893183400-04 o. 708923570-07 -o. 307992190-06 -0.216242470-01 -0.132133160-0l 
-0.559737010-02 0.288970450 01 4 
-o. 3483 75630-01 0.141763 620 01 0.559066870-0l -'({. 272216170-01 o. 409654960 0 l 
0.540000000 03 o. 392650200-01 0.254679610 02 0.303907630 01 -0.352315240 04 0.862601440-03 
0.777290000 03 -0.559497980 00 0.187876190 00 0.200821180 oo 0.577980350 00 o.161548910-01 
o. 206758420-0l 0.278929570-01 o. 707929530-03 0.193302610-04 -0.376754880-03 
0.426351670-04 0.275243790 00 0.353424440 01 o.550868890-04 0.692392500-06 
0.893851400-04 o. 709018910-07 -0.316490310-06 -0.219687000-01 -0.135071690-01 
-0.574529290-02 0.292657310 01 4 
-0.354758690-0l 0. [40770380 01 0.552735160-0l -0.277139930-0[ 0.411974800 01 
0.540000000 03 0.390914960-01 0.255810110 02 0.305727980 01 -o. 35 0331030 04 0.872683140-03 
0.777090000 03 -o.sno73r.8o oo 0.187858310 00 0.200847410 00 0.584595290 00 0.1615102r.O-Ol 
0.206758420-0l 0.279692570-0l 0. 710311120-03 0.193319200-04 -0.386307920-03 
0.426209860-04 0.275243790 00 0.353424440 01 0.551510650-04 0.693837960-06 
0.894519400-04 o. 709114140-07 -0.325321040-06 -0.223241170-01 -0.138118760-0l 
-o. 589872640-02 0.29&471080 01 4 
-0.361359930-0l 0.139765950 01 0.546365990-0l -0.282228430-01 o.414365610 01 
0.540000000 03 o. 389159290-01 0.256964190 02 0.307587560 01 -0.348328070 04 0. 883039670-03 
o. 776690000 03 -o. 583076470 00 0.187840410 00 0.200868020 00 0.591431400 00 0.161471580-01 
0.206758420-01 o. 2804 75070-01 0. 712750640-03 0.193335790-04 -0.396254550-03 
0.426068030-04 0.275243790 00 0. 353424440 '01 o. 5 52170410-04 0.695316670-06 
0.895187400-04 o. 709209270-07 -0.334501860-06 -0.226909620-01 -0.141279760-01 
-0.605794620-02 0.300417690 01 4 
-0.368189400-01 0.136750050 01 0.539958700-0l -0. 287469060-0l 0.416829690 01 
o. 540000000 03 0.387382620-01 o.258142710 02 0.309487880 01 -0.346306940 04 0.893680840-03 
0.776690000 03 -0.595528010 00 o •. 101022soo oo 0.200888990 00 0.598498440 00 0.161432910-01 
0.206758420-0l o. 2812 77870-01 0.715250480-03 0. 19 33 5 23 80-04 -0.406616460-03 
0.425926180-04 0. 275243 790 00 0. 353424440 0 I 0.552848900-04 0.696829970-06 
0.895855400-04 0.709304280-07 -o. 344051340-06 -0.230697200-0l -0.144560420-01 
-o. 622324360-02 0.304503390 01 4 
-0.375257620-0l 0.137722400 01 0.533512620-01 -0.292929640-01 0.419369360 01 
0.540000000 03 0.385584370-01 o. 259346610 02 0.311430430 01 -0.344268320 04 0.904615420-03 
0.776490000 03 -0.608450350 00 0.107804580 oo 0.200910330 00 0.65806620 00 0 .161394240-0 l 
o. 206758420-01 0.282101820-0I o. 717813200-03 G.193368970-04 -0.417416800-03 
0. 42 57 8 43 l!l-04 0. 27~243 790 00 0.353424440 01 0.553546880-04 o. 698379240-06 
0.896523400-04 o. 709399190-07 -0.353989180-06 -0. 2346D8950-0l -0.14 7966710-0 I 
-0.639492680-02 o. 308734 740 01 4 CD 
-o. 382575660-01 0.136682690 01 o. 527027100-01 -0.298558210-0l 0.421986960 01 CD 
TABLE I (Continued) 
PRES SUR El PS IA I SPVLICUFT/LBI DENILB/CUFTI DcRPTVIPSl/RI OERPVTIPSI/ICUFT/LBII DERVTP(CUFT/LBI/R 
TE'IP(RJ DERDTPILB/CUFTI/R CVLPIBTU/LB-RI CVHPIBTU/LB-RI CPHPIBTU/LB-RI VISLPICPI 
XI VI SHPICPI DERUDTICP/ILB/CUFTII DERUTOI CP /RI DERUTPICP/RI 
CONLPICAL/SEC-CM-KI CONZC CDNLA CONHPICAL/SEC-CM-KI DERKDT 
DERCVT(BTU/LB-RI/R DERK TD DERKTPICAL/SEC-CM-KliR DCOEFF ECOEFF 
HCOEFF PRf\10 ITR 
AlII A222 A333 BllI 8222 
0.540000000 03 o. 383763950-0l 0,260576850 02 o.313416840 01 -0.342212990 04 o.•;115853130-03 
0.776290000 03 -0.621866950 00 ().187786640 00 0.200932050 00 o. 613366610 00 0 .1613555 60-01 
0.206758420-0l 0.282947840-0l 0.720441460-03 0.193385570-04 -o. 428680180-03 
0 .42564.242 D-04 0.275243790 00 0.353424440 01 0.554265130-04 0.699965960-06 
0.897191400-04 0.709493990-07 -0.364336300-06 -0.238650120-0l -0.151505020-0l 
-0.657332170-02 0.313118670 01 4 
-o. 390155140-0l 0.135630630 01 0.520501480-0l -o. 30438 3340-01 0.424684830 01 
o. 540000000 03 o. 381920750-01 0.261834430 02 0.315448800 01 -0.340141880 04 0.927403600-03 
0.776090000 03 -0.635802560 00 O. l 87768690 01 0.200954160 00 0.621189560 00 0 .161316880-0l 
o. 206 758420-01 0.283816870-0l o. 723138090,-03 0.193402160-04 -0.440432840-03 
0.425500510-04 0. 275243 790 00 0. 353424440 01 o. 555004510-04 0.701591680-06 
o. 897859400-04 0.709588680-07 -0.375114920-06 -0.242826190-01 -0.155182050-01 
-o. 6 75877250-02 0.317662420 01 4 
-o. 398008240-0l 0.134565910 01 . 0.513935120-0l -0.310413920-0l 0.427465330 01 
o. 540000000 03 · 0.380054120-0l 0.263120420 02 0.31752809D Ol -o. 338056020 04 0.939276550-03 
o.775890000 03 -,O. 65028328 0 00 0.187750730 00 0.200976640 00 0.629287100 00 <i .161278200-01 
o. 206 758420-01 o.2a4109920-01 o. 725906090-03 0. )93418760-04 -0.452702710-03 
0.425358580-04 0.27524379000 0.353424440 01 o. 555765890-04 o. 703258030-06 
0.898527400-04 o. 709683260-07 -0.386348610-06 -o. 24 7142840-01 -0.159004900-0l 
-o. 695164310-02 o. 322373650 01 4 
-o. 406147740-01 0.133488190 01 0 .50732,380-0l -0.316659270-0l 0.430330750 01 
0.540000000 03 o. 378163420-0l o. 264435940 02 0.319656570 01 -0.335956620 04 0.951481690-03 
o. 775690000 03 -0.665336580 oo 0, 187732750 00 0.2009995.20 00 o. 637671320 00 0.161239520-01 
0.206758420-0l 0.285628050-01 0.728748600-03 0. !93435360-04 -0.465519570-03 
0.425216640-04 0.275243790 00 0.353424440 01 0.556550220-04 o. 704966740-06 
0.899195400-04 o. 709777730-07 -0.398062390-06 -0.251605960-01 -0.162981040-0l 
-o. 715231 750-02 0.327260340 01 4 
-0.41.4587000-01 0.132397160 Ol 0.500677630-01 -o. 323129130-0l 0.433283390 OJ 
0.540000000 03 o. 37624 7970-01 0.265782170 02 0.321836200 01 -0.333845050 04 0.964028680-03 
0.775490000 03 -0.680991400 00 0.187714 760 00 0.201022770 00 0.646354820 00 0.161200830-01 
o. 206758420-0l o. 286572380-0l o. 731668990-03 0.19345)970-04 -0.478915090-03 
. o. 4250746 70-04 0.215243790 oo 0.353424440 01 0.557358480-04 o. 706719630-06 
o. 899863400-04 0.709872090-07 -0.410282790-06 -0.256221630-0l -0.167118370-0l 
-o. 736120110-02 0.332330890 Ol 4 
-o. 423340000-0l 0.131292470 01 0.493985260-0l -o. 329833640-0l 0.436325450 01 
o.540000000 o, o. 374307070-0l 0.267160330 02 0. 32406905 D O I -o. 331722880 04 0.976927060-03 
o.11s290000 03 -0.697278180 00 0.187696750 00 0.201046420 00 0.655350640 00 0.161162130-01 
0.206758420-0l o. 287544110-01 o. 734670770-03 0.1934.68570-04 -0.492923040-03 
0.4?4932690-04 o. 275243 790 00 0.353424440 01 0.558!91710-04 o. 708518620-06 
0.900531400-04 o.709966340-01 -0.423037940-06 -o. 260996150-0l -O. l 71425190-01 
(X) -o. 757872130-02 0.337594090 01 4 




0 •. 775090·000 .li3 .. 
;o. 540000000· o3 
0.774890.00D 03 
o. 540000000 0,3' 
o. 77469000.1) .03· 
o.540000000 03 




o. 774090000 03· 
-: SPVLlCUFTILB l 
DER!lTPIL8/CUHIIR' 
XI .. 
.co111t:P·1 CALI SEC-CM-KI 
. DERCVTl-8TU/lB-RllR . 
HCOl:Ff ' . 
AUl 
o. 37234002~01 




. -o. 780532.820-0Z 
-:0.441846220-01 
. 0;370346080-0l 
-o •. n1a7694D oo · 
. 0.2067584ZD-Ol· 
() .• 424648660-04 
:o.,901s6740!l,-04 
-.o; ·804 l 4952D-02· 
·'0·.4'51630460-.01 
.· 0.36il32451D-Ol 
-0. 750257530 OQ . 
.0.206159420-01 
0.424506620-04 
































0 .2665'71720. 02. 





0.1290407&0 01 · 
·o .• 210017110· 02 
.o.187660710. M 
· o .• 2 89574 890-0l 
0. 275243 7'l0 00 
Q .• HOl 54530-07 
.o. 3,48735530 0·1 
0;·127893020 01 . 
0.271.499·720 02 
·:i.; 1871>'42660. 00 
0~2906361>80-0i 
0~275243790 00 · 
.a·. 1102r.04so-01 
0.354633320·01 
0.126730220 · 01 
o·.273019250 02· 
CJ.18762461.0 00 
. O. 2'll 73137D-Ol · 
0. 275243.790 00 
o. 710342270-07 
o.360762840 01 
o.1z55519qo 01 · 










o. 275243790 00 
0.710529580-07 
0.373760260 01 
o. i23147750 ·O'! 
01i~PT.Y.!'P!;°I /Rl DERPVTIPSl/fCUFT /LB I l 
CVHP18TUlLB-RI. CPHPiBTU/L8-RI . 
.DERUDHCPll LB/CUFTI l DERUTOj CP/R I 
.CQNLA· ·. . . CONHP:ICAL/SEC-CM-0 
DERKTPI CAl/SH-CH-K 1/R. DCDHF . 
!TR . . . 
A333· 
0. 3263.57280. 01 .. 
·o.·2'<i10:104s·o oo 
O • 7 3775771 D-03 
.o·.3534244·40 01· 




· 0.201094870. ·no 
i). 74093375Dc-03 










0. 466 7784iD-O. l 
o.33357.7520 01 
0 .201144840 00 
.0. 747570230-03 














o. 353424440 01 
-0.5li5'l445D;.06 
. 4 
0 .445901090--0 l 
8Hl 


















. -0.323167020 04 






.o. 705501600 00· 
O.l'l355164D-04 
0.562H311D-04 
~o. 28 748 ZB6D'-Ol 
-0.3756'07390-01 
-0. 31AAR345D 04 
o. 716668570' 00 
0.193568260-04 
0.563781520~04. 








































-0. 5920i 001 D-03 
·o.1z.o40246D-06 
-0~ 20134621 D-'01 
o .• 460277.330 01 \.0 0 
PRESSURE! P~IAI 
. TEMPIRJ . 
0.540000000 03 
0 •. 113590000 03 · 
0.540000000 03. 
0.773690000·-03 
O. 540000.000 03 
o. 7.73490000 03 
.o. 540000001) 03 
o. 773290000 03 
0.540000000 03 
o. 773090000 03 
o. 540000·000 03 
0.772890000 03 
SPVLICU.FT /LB I 
DER DTP I LB/CUFT 1/R 
XI 
CONLPICAL/SEC-CM-KI 













































TABLE I (Continued) 
OENILB/CUFT) 
CVLPI l!TU/L.B-RI 








0.275243 790 00 
o .• 710623070-07 
0.38065·0580 01 
0.121921000 01 
o. 2795053.40. 02 
0.187552240 00 
























o. 411095230 01 
0.116841290 01 
o. 286732590 02 •. ~,-. 








































































-o. 402600970-0l · 
-o. 312525230 04 
o. 752715410 00 
0.193618120-04 
0.567017750-04 
-0 •. 312220290-0l 
-0.412291890-0l 
-0.310440960 04 








o~ 1 !>0891200-01 
-0.611447180-03 




















-0.422350790-0l 0.476128300 01 
-o. 308382870 04 0.114418050-02 
o. 779017370 00 0.160736300-0l 
o.1936513BD-04 -o. 699487390-03 
0.569368290-04 o. 732019620-06 
-0.325918940-0l -0.232804470-0l 
-o. 432790200-0l 0.480328990 01 
-o. 306356960 04 0.116178390-02 
0.792891640 00 0·.160697570-0l 
0.193668010-04 -o. 724379040-03 
o. 5 70607140-04 o. 734567260-06 
-o. 333121310-01 -0.239951990-0l 
-0.443622180-01 0.484618040 01 I..O _,, 
TABLE I (Qontinued) 
PRESSURE(PSIAl ·sPVL!CUFTILBl OEN(LB/CUFTI OERPTV{ PSI/RI OERPVTIPSJlfCUFT/LBl I OERVTPICUFT/LBI/R 
TEMP(RI DERDTP(LB/CUFTI/R CVLP(BTUILB-RI CVHP(BTU/LB-Rl CPHP ( BTU/L 8-R l VISLP(CPI 
XI VISHP(CPI DERUOT(CP/(LB/CUFTll OERUTO( CP/RI OERUTPICP/RI 
·coNLP(CAL/SEC-CM-Kl CON~C CONLA CDNHP(CAL/SEC-CH-Kl DERKOT 
DERCVT(BTU/LB-R)/R OERKTO OERKTP{CAL/SEC-CM-Kl/R OCDEFF ECOEFF 
HCOEFF PRNO !TR 
Alll A222 A333 Blll R222 
0.540000000 03 o. 3464155l0-0l 0.28867068{) 02 0.359086750 01 -o. 304369860 04 O. l l 7977100-02 
o. 772690000 03 -o.9-s3112160 oo 0.187461490 00 0.201386490 00 0.807264650 00 o.16065B840-01 
0.206758420-01 0.303359700-0l 0.783151160-03 0.193684650-04 -0.750556960-03 
0.423085190-04 0.275243790 00 0.353424440 01 0.571891110-04 o. 737198190-06 
o. 909215400-04 o. 711181730-07 -0.653630330-06 -0.340565300-0l -0.247414850-01 
-O. l 14292790-01 0.428213620 01 4 
-0.587980160-01 0.114192990 01 0.395582230-0l -0. 45485 8100-01 0.488989940 01 
0.540000000 03 o.344037670-01 o .• 290665840 02 0.362348070 01 -0.302428880 04 0.119812650-02 
0.772490000 03 -0.101225670 01 0.167443300 00 0.201414650 00 o. 82214 7030 · 00 0.160620100-0 l 
o. 206758420...:01 0.304888120-0l 0.787806890-03 o.1931012so-04 -0. 77809271 D-03 
0.422942940-04 0. 275243 790 00 o. 353424440 01 o. 573222410-04 o. 73991646 D-06 
0,909003400-04 o. 711274460-07 -0.677857980-06 -0.348254460-01 -0.255205980-01 
-0.118253920-01 0.437287270 01 4 
~o.603460440-01 0.112840630 01 0~388214280-0l -0.466508380-01 0.493437710 01 
0.540000000 03 0.341622770-0l 0.292720530 02 o. 365708640 01 ~o. 3oos42oso 04 0.121683020-02 
0.772290000 03 -0.1042644 71) 01 0.1874250'10 00 0.201442930 00 0.837547490 00 0.160581350-0l 
0.206758420-0l 0.306473030-0l 0.792630460-03 0.193717920-04 -o. 807060170-03 
0.422800680-04 0.275243790 00 0.353424440 01 o. 574603330-04 o. 742726300-06 
0.910551400-04 o. 711367080-07 -0.703262950-06 -0.356191180-01 -0.263338080-0l 
-0.122391030-0l 0.446 718110 01 4 
-0.619529260-01 0.111469120 01 o.380803890-ol -0.478582210-0l 0.497952730 01 
0.540000000 03 o. 339170140-0l 0.294837280 02 0.369172670 01 -0.298718150 04 0.123585620-02 
0.772090000 03 -0.107431770 01 0.187406870 00 0.201471310 00 0.853472370 00 0.160542610-01 
0.206758420-01 o.308117360-01 0.797630580-03 o. l 93734560-04 -0~837535170-03 
o. 422658400-04 0.275243790 00 0.353424440 01 o. 5760362 80-04 o. 745632160-06 
0.911219400-04 o. 711459580-07 -0.729899840-06 -0.364376470-0l -o. 271823430-01 
-0.126710740-0l 0.456515790 01 4 
-o. 636199900-.0l 0.110078230 01 a. 373352480-01 -0.491087210-0l o.soz524soo 01 
o.540000000 o3 0.336679160-0! 0.297018680 02 0.372744540 01 -o. 296966800 04 0.125517240-02 
o·. 771890.000 03 -0.110731440 01 0.187388640' 00 0.201499710 00 0.869925180 00 0.160503860-0l 
o.20675B42D-01 0.309824220-01 0.802816460-03 0. !93751200-04 -0.869595070-03 
o. 422516100-04 0.275243790 OD 0.353424440 01 o. 577523780-04 o.748638680-06 
o. 9118 871,00- 04 o. 711551980-07 -0.757823160-06 -o. 372809660-0J -0.280673690:-01 
-0.131219380-0l 0.466688820 01 4 
-0. 653483350-0l 0.108667800 01 0.365861820-0l -0.504029050-0l 0.507140450 01 
0.540000000 03 0.334149280-01 0.299267440 02 0.376428730 01 -0.295298470 04 0.1274 73990-02 
o. 771690000 03 -0. !l4166Q80 01 0.1873 70400 00 0.201528070 00 0.886905970 00 0.160465110-0l 
o. 206758420-0l 0.311596850-0l 0.808197740-03 o.193767B50-04 -0.903318150-03 
o.4223737BO-o4 0. 275243 790 00 o. 353424440 01 0.579068470-04 o. 751750710-06 
0.912555400-04 o. 711644280-07 -o. 787086640-06 -o. 381488130-0l -o. 289899640-0 l 
-0.135922900-0! 0.477244270 01 4 
\.0 -0.671387770-0l 0.107237690 Ol 0.358333990-01 -0.517411030-0l o. 511785760 01 
I\) 
_TABLE I (Continued) 
PRESSUREIPSIAI SPVL I CUFT /LB I OENILBICUFTI DERPTVIPSIIR I DERPVTIPSIIICUFTILBII DERVTPICUFT/LBI/R 
TEMPI RI DERDTPILB/CLIFT IIR CVU>IBTUILB-RI CVHPIBTU/LB-RI CPHPIBTII/LB-RI VISLP(tPI 
XI VISHPICPI DERUDTICP/IL B/CUFTI I DERUTDI CPiR I ~ERUTP(CP/RI 
CONLPiCAL/SF.C-CH-Kl CONzc· CONLA CONHP I CAL/SEC-CN-KI DERKD-T 
DERC VT I BTU/LB-RI /R DE-RKTD OERKTPICAL/SEC-CH-KIIR OCOEFF _ECOEFF 
HCOEFF - PRNO ITR 
Alll A222 A333 8111 8222 
0.540000000 03 0•331580060-01 0.3015 86290 02 o.3802298'50 01 -0.293724500 04 0.129451180-0Z o. 771490000 03 -0~ 117741410 01 0~187352140 00 0.201556320 00 o.90441oe10 oo 0.160426350-0l 
o. 206 758420-01 o. 313438660-0l 0 • 813 784540-03 0.193784490-04 -0.938782900-03 
0.422231440-04 0-.215243790 oo 0.353424440 01· 0.580673060-04 0.754973300-06 
0.9i322340D-04 o. 711736460-07 -0.817742530-06 -0.390407020-0l -0.299510890-01--
-0.140826670-0l 0.48818747-D 01 4 
-0.689917910-01 0.1057_87860 01 0.350771460-0l -o. 531233690-01 0.516443100 01 
0. 540000000 03 o. 32897ll30-0l 0.303978040 02 0.384152600 01 -0.29225:i'lM 04 0.131.443340-02 
o. 771290000 03 -0.121457130 01 o.19:7333·a10 oo 0.201584370 00 o.922431170 oo 0.160387600-0l 
o. 206758420-0l o. 31535320·0-01 0.819587430-03 0.193801140-04 -0.976067250-03 
0,422089080-04 0.27524379-D 00 0.353424440 01 o.se2340400-04 o. 758311670-06 
o. 913891400-04 o. 711828530-07 -0.849840740-06 -0.399559900-01 -0.309515570-0l 
"-0.145935390-01 0.499521620 01 4 
.:.o. 709074470-0l o.104n8310 01 0.343177141l-Ol -0.545494290-0l 0.521092520. 01 
---
0.540000000 03 0.32b322270-0l 0.306445530 02 0.388201790 01 -0.290909690 04 0.133444090-:0Z -o. 771090000. 03 -0.125315830 01 0.187315590 OD 0.201612110 oo o. 940953240 00 0.160348830-01 
O. 206758420-0l o. 317344190-0l 0.82561745-D-03 0.193817790-04 -o.t0152476D-02 
o .• 421946710-04 0.275243790 00 0.353424440 01 0. 58 4073410'-04 o. 761771230-06 
0.914559400-04 o. 711920490-0-7 -0.883427900-06 -0.408933460-0l -o_.319920020-01 
-0.151252890-0l o.511247450 01 4 
-o. 728853480-0l 0.102829130 01 0.335554350-01 -0.560186350-0l o. 525711300 01 
0.540000000 03 o. 323633360-0l o.308991630 02 0.392382270 01 -0.289696160 04 _0.135446140-02 
o. 770890000 03 -o. 129318330 01 0.187297290 00 o. 201639440 .00 0.959957380 00 0.160310070-0l 
0.206758420-0l o. 319415500-0l 0.8-31886100-03 0.193834450-04 -0.105639770-02 
0.421804310-04 0.275243790 00 0.353424440 01 0.585875130-04 o. 765357560-06 
0.915227400-04 o. 712012350-07 -0.918546340-06 -0.418517240-0l --0. 3 3072838D-01 
-o. i5678l 930-0l 0.523362830 01 4 
-o. 749245630-0l 0.101320490 01 o.327906920-01 -0.575299180-01 o.530273800 01 
0.540000000 03 0.320904470-0l 0.311619220- 02 0.396698930 01 -:-0.288631640 04 0.-137441250-02 
o. 770690000 03 --o. 133464440 01 0.1872789-80 00 0.201666240 00 0.979417530 00 0.160271300-01 
0.206758420-0l 0.321571140-0l o.8384os2so-03 O. l 9385-1100-04 -0.109958780-02 
0.421661900-04 o. 275243790 00 o.353424440 01 0.587748650-04 0.769076360-06 
o. 915895400-04 0.712104090-07 -0.955233050-06 -0.428293350-0l -0.341942310-0l 
-0.162524070-0l o.535862420 01 4 
-o. 770235660-0l o.997926830 oo 0.320239180-0l -0.590817420-0l 0.534751490 -01 
o. 540000000 03 0.31813582D-Ol o. 314331160 02 0,401156660 01 -o. 287732030 04 0.139420230-02 
0.770490000 03 -0.137752870 01 0.187260650 00 a.201692~70 oo 0.999300740 00 0 .160232530-0 l-
D.206758420-0l o. 323815260-01 lll.8'45187310-03 0--193867760-04 -0.114488300-02 
0.421519470-04 0. 275243 790 00 6.3'!'3424440 01 o. 589697130-04 0.772933500,-~ 
0.916563400-04 0.712195730-07- -0.993518510-06 -0.438241220-01 -0.353561!5'5.0-(U 
-0.168479460-0l o. 548737330 01 4 \.D 
-0.791801780-0l 0.982460870 00 0.312555990-0l -0.606720680-01 0.539112950 01 w 
.·PRESSURE I PSI.Al S.PV"!,. ICUFT fLB I 






O. 540000QOi) 03· o. 315327830-.0l 






o. 540000001) 03 0 • 3124 8115 0--01 
0.770090000 03 -0 .• 146745180 01 





o. 5400.00000 03 Q.309596620--0l 
0.769890000 ·03 -0.151439990 01 





0.540000000 ·03 0.306675350-01 






0.540000000 03 o. 303718680--0l 
0.769490000 03 -0.161192660 01 
o. 206158420-0l 
0.420807051)-04 
o. 9"i 9903400-04 
-o. 201342000--01 
-0.907006700-01 
0.540000000 03 o. 300728240--01 
0.769290000 03 -0.166232920 01 















ilFRUOT ICP/1 LB/CUFTII 
CONLA . 
DERKTP·( CAL/ SEC-CM-.K I /R 
.[TR 
i\333 












0.317B02l'D·02 ·0.405760350 01 .·-0.287014070 04 .0.141372980--02 
· o. 187242310 00 0~201717660 00 0.101956680 0·1 o .• 16oi93750-01 
0. 326152120-01 0.852244890-03 O.l'l38.84420-04 -0.119234250-02 
o •. 275243790 oo o. 3.53424440 01 o.591723800-04 0.776934910--06 
0.712287250--07 -0.103342570-05 -0.448336520-01 · -o. 3t.5578660--0l 
o.·561974190 01 4 
o.9.668l2HD .oo· 0.304862790-0l -o. 622983150-0l 0.543324070 01 
0.320019310 02 
o.1St22396D oo 
0.410514830• 01 -o. 286495200 04 o.143288550"-02 
0.201741960 00 0.104016790 01 0.160154970-0l 
o. 328.586100--0l 0.859591020--03 0.193901080-04 -0.124201830--02 
o .• 275243790 oo 0.353424440 ·01 0.593.831920--04 0.781086600--06 
o. 712378670--07 -O.l07496'll0-05 -'0.458551030-0l -0 .• 377988690-0l 
o. 575558030 .01 4 
o. 9509.87100 00 o.297165540--01· -0.639573480-0l 0°.547348260 01 
0.323000940 02 o.·415424B4o 01 -0.286193500 04 0.145155230--02 
0.187205&00 00 0.201765080 00 0.106104910 01 0.160116190-'-0l 
0.331121.700-01 o·.ac;1239010-03 0.193917740-04 -0.129395400-02 
0.275243790 00 o. 3.53424440 01 o. 596024770-04 Q.785394620-06 
o. 712469970-07 -0.111815370-05 -0.468852770-01 -0.390778980-0l 
0.589466050 01 4 
o. 934'193451) 00 o,289470810--0l -o. 65 6454650--01 o •. 551146900 .01 · 
0.326071730 02 0.420495010 01 -Q.286127520 04 0.146960700--02 
0.187187220 00 0.201786800 00 0.108214 780 01 0.160077410-0l 
o.33311,3450--01 0~875202390-03 0.1939344.10-04 '-O.l34Bf8420--02 .. 
0.275243790 00 0.353424440 01 o. 598.305630..:04 0.789865020--06 
o. 712561170-07 
0.603673730 ·01 
-0.116297470-05 -0.479206120-0l -0.40393.4040-0l 
4 
0.918.84041.IJ 00 · 0.281785700--0l -0.673584150--01 . 0.554679820 01 
0.·329252050 02 0.425729860 01 -0.286316150 04 0.148692230-02 
o. 187168 830 00 0.2018069lD 00 0.110339520 01 0.160038620--0 l 
0.336515980-01 
o.·215243790 oo 
0.883494.880-03 O. l 93951070-04 -0.140473380-02 
0,353424440 01 o. 600677750--04 0.794503820--06 
0.11265221,0-01 -0.120941660-05 -0.489572210-01 -o·.417434490-01 
0.618151920 01 4 
o .. 902538660 oo 0.274117850-0l -0.690914210-0l 0.557906010 01 
0.332526140 02 0.431133710 01 -0.286778460 04 0.150336850-02 
0.187150420 00 0.201825160 00 0.112471620 01 0.159999830-0l 
0.339383940-0l o. 8921303 lD-03 0.193967740-04 -o .146361750--02 
0. 275243 790 00 0.353424440 01 0.603r44360-04 o. 79'1316950-06 
o. 712743240-07 -0.125745360-05 -o. 499909340-01 -0.431257150--0l 
o. 632867750 01 4 . 






o·. s4ooooooo 03 




0 • .76849~000 03 
o.540000000 03 
0.768290000 03 
o. 540000000 03 
0.768090000 03 
SPVLCCUFT/L81 
DER OTP !LB/C UFTJ /R . 
XI 












-o .• 176586710 01 
o. 206758420-01 
































T.ABLE I (Continued) 
DENTLB/CUFTJ 














0• 187113570 DO 
o. 345484860-01 
0. 2 752 43790 00 
0.712924860-07 





















o. 708658060 01 
























DERUTDI CP /RI 






0. 60 570 8610-04 
-o. 510173550-01 
-0.725962050-0l 
0.442465010 01 '-o. 288600490 04 
0.201855030 00 0.116725640 01 
0.910485520-03 0.194001090-04 




0.44840032001 -0.289998150 04 
Q.201866070 00 0.118830620 01 
0.920233010-03 0.194017760'-04 
0.353424440 01 0.611142210-04 
-0.141072340-05 -0.530300070-0l 
4 
0.243781970-0l -o. 761133970.:.01 
0.454520420 01 -o. 291745360 04 
0.2018741 lD 00 0 .120909320 01 
0,930378750-03 O. l 94034440-04 
0.353424440 01 0.614017390-04 
-0.146468030-05 -o. 540068890-01 
4 
o.236336210-01 -o .• 778609420-0l 
0.460828950 01 -0.293861080 04 
o.201a78810 oo 0.122952950 01 
0.940936240-03 0.194051120-04 
0.353424440 01 0.617001810-04 
-0.151995350-05 -o. 549578680-ill 
4 
0 .228955660-01 -o. 795923750-0l 
0.467329500 01 -o. 296364830 04 
0.201879820 00 0.124952631) 01 
0.951918760~03 0.194067800-04 


























'-0 .4 74373960-0 l 





















TABLE i (Continu!!d) 
PRESSUREIPSIA) SPVLIC UFT /LB I OENILB/CUFTI DERPTVIPSI!RI OERPVTIPSI/ICUFT/LBII OE'RVTP (CUFT /llil/R 
TFMP(RI O!'ROTP I LB/CUH 1/R CVLPIBTUILB-RI CVi-!P18Tl:I/LB-RI CPHP!8TU/LB-RI VISLPICPI 
lCI VISHPICPI OER.UOT !CP.11 L8/CUFTi I OERUTDI CP/RI OERUTP(CP/R) 
CO"ILPI CAL/SFC-C.M-K I CQNZC COIIILA CONHP(·CALisec..:cM-K I OERKOT 
OERCVTI 8TUILB-Rl/·R OERKTO OERKTP I CAL/SEC-CM-KI/R OCOEFF ECOEFF 
HCOEFF PRI\IO 1n · · · 
Alll A222 ,oi.333 BUI 8222 
0.540000000 03 0.·279037000-01 0 •. 358375420 ·02 0.474025670 01 -o.299277360 04 0.15839.0090-!)2 
o. 76 7893001) 03. . -0.203425040 01 0.1 !17021220 ,oo o. 2ot &76800 oo 0.126899310 01 o.1597ze190-01 
0.20675'1420-01 · o. 363081800-0l 0.963339240-03 o.194084490-04 -0.194026480-02 
0.419666220-04 0.275243790 00 · O. 35342444.D 01 0.623308390-04 0.838355360-06 
0.925247400-04 Ci. 713377020-07 -o .1·6340 871 il-05 -0.567631130-0l -o. 5343 87800-01 
-o.·Z6216350·D-Ol o. 739197980 01 4 
-0.110201890 00 o.768523780 oo O .·Zi444·6570-0 l -0.829794630-0l 0.568091230 .01 
0.540000000 03 · 0.275863610-0l. o. 362497970 02 0.480921120. 01 ~o. 302621830 04 0.158918190-02 
0. 761'690000 03 ._o .• 2011&26090 01 0.1·87002700 00 o.201s6937D oo 0.128783540 01 0.159689370-0l 
0.206758420-0l· o. 36703881 il-01 il.975210130-03 0.194l0il80-04 -0.201708310-0Z 
o. 419523540-04 0.275243790 00 0.353424440 01 0. 6 26 63 5040-04 0.844755Z'lD-06 
6. 925915400-04 1). 713467120-07 . -0 .• 169272280-05 -o. 576075210-01 -0.54'l555800-0l 
-0.270128910-0l o. 7543.23560 01 4 
-O.ll256310D 00 0 •. 751592480. OD 0.207337020-01 -0.8.46204170-0l · o. 566943920 01 
o. 540000000 03 . 0.272681500-0l· 0.366728220 oz 0.488019650 01 -0.306425320 04 0.159262180-0Z 
0.767490000 03 -0.214191·050 01 0.186984180 00 0.201857160. 00 0.130595000 01 0.159650550-oi 
o. 206 7 58420-01 0.371151410-0l · 0.987543•220-03 0.194117860-04 -0.209581740-02 
0.419380840-04 0.·275243790 00 O. 35342444 D 01 0.630079850-04 0.851373220-06 
0.926583400-04 o. 713557110-07 -0.175220950-'05 -0.584059360-0l -0.56467.9900-01 
-o. 278093250-01 o. 769275800 01 4 
-0.114873930 O!l o. 734690720 00 o.zoo33656D-oi -0.862152620-0l 0.565179790 01 
o. 540000000 03· o. 26949442 0-01 0.371065190 02 o.495325140 01 -0.310721070 04 0.159411500-02, 
(i. 76729000!) ·03 -0.219492710 01 0.186965640 00 0.201839800 00 0.132321890. 01 0.159611720-01 
0~206758420-01 o. 375423240-0l 0.100034940-02 o. l 94134550-04 -0.217628050-02 · 
0.419238120-04 0.275243790 00 o.353424440 01 0.63;!644310-04 0.858211920-06 
0.927251400-04 o •. 713b4699D-07 -0.1812347'lD-05 -o. 591520600-0l -o. 579687200-01 
-0~286019750-01 o.783984200 01 4 
-0.117120780 00 o .• 717841620 ·oo 0.193454310-0l -o. 877540350-01 0.562776480_01 
o.540000000 03 o,_Z663064ZD~Ol O. 3 75507Z'l0 02 Q.502841590 01 -0.315551360 04 0·~159353330-02 
0.11,1090000 o3 ~0.224697310 01 0.18'>947090 00 0.201816900 00 0.133950060 Ol 0.159572900-0l 
0;206758420-0l 0.379857510-01 0.101363810-·0Z O.l'l415125D-04 -O.ZZ582024D-OZ 
0~"19095380~04 o.z15z43790 o·o 0.353424440 01 0.637329500-04 o. 865273340-06 
0.927919400~04 ·O. 713736760-07 -0.187287220-05 ,-0.598383350-0l -0.594486720-01 
-0.293862470-Dl o. 798361550 01 4 
-O.ll9ZR701D 00 0.701069250 00 0.186699240-0l -0. R922.4 5820-01 o. 559706730 01 
0.540000000 03 o.~631217Bo-01 0.380052150 oz 0.510572990 01 -0.320971250 04 0.159071250-02. 
o. 766890001) 03 ~0.229761950 01 0.186928520 00 0.201788110 00 0.135461870 01 0.159534060-0l 
O.ZQ6758420-0l 0.384456770-01 0.102741700-02 0.194167940-()4 . -0.234119660-02 
o.41B95Z6Z0-04 o. 275·243 790 00 ·o. 353424440 01 0.641135820-04 0.872558270-06 
0.928587400-04 ·o. 713826430-07 -0.193342420-05 -0.604553730-01 -0.608962240-0l 
-0.301562140-01 0.812296430 01 4 
-0.121351600 00 0.684398890 00 0.1800.80250-0l -o.906116070-01 0.555934770 01 \.0 
0) 
PRFSSUR El PS IA I 
tE"IPll>l 
o. 540000000 03 
0. 766690000 03 .. 
0.540000000 03 
·o~ 766490000 03· 
0. 51,0000 000 03 
0.766290000. 03 
o. 5~0000000 03 




o. 7'>5690000 03 
SPVL !CUFT /LB l 
DE~DTP ( LB/CUFTH·R· 
XI 
CDNU'(CJ\1../SEC-CM-Kl 
.OERCVT ( BTU/LB-RI /R 
HCOEFF 
Alll . 
· 0 .• 259945200-01 





-O. I 23287640 00 
o •. 256781R4n-01 
·-0.239234280 01 
, 0.20675842.0-01 
o •. 4I8fi67060-04 
0.929923400-04 
-0.316203520-0l 
· -0.125080640 00 
o. 253637500-0l 
-0.2434 79990 01 
0.206758•420-0l 
0 .. 418524250-04 
0.930591400-04 
-o. 32291.7340-01 
. -o. l26626q7o oo 
0.250518760-01 


















-o. 3 38601 700-01 
-0.129491190 00 














0.6678573t,D 0-C) . 
0. 389435630 02· 




o. 8 38216540 ·01 
0.651473490 00 
o. 394263460 02 
0.186872750 00 
0.399253790-01 
o. 275243 790 00 
o. 714094 750-07 
o. 849771700 01 
0.63.5278880 00 
0.399111100 02 
















0. 275243 790 00 
0. 7143 6? 090-07 
0.874973780 01 
0.588199000 00 








· 0.201753060 ·oo 
0.104l69l00,.-02 






































0 .143 7494? 0-0 I 














O. l 94201340-04 
0.649109170-04 
-0.614310190-01 
-o. 9 30513710-0l 
-0.341615680 04 





-o. 350383060 04 

























































-o. 9%482490-01 · .0.514658700 01 \..0 
-.J 
TABLE I··(Continued) · 
PRES SUR El PS-lA I SPVLICUFTILBI DENtLB/CUFT) DERPTVIPSIIR I OERPVTI PSI /ICUFT /LB 11 DERVTP.ICUFT /lBI/R 
TEMPI RI . DER DTP I UI/CUFT Ill!.' ·CVLP(BTU/LB-.RI C·VHPI BTU:/LB-R I CPHP I BTUIL.B-R I . VI SLP ICP I .·,u . VISHPICPI DERUDTICP/1 LB/CUFT) I· DERUTOI CP /RI. OERUTP i'CP /RI 
.CONLPICAL/SEC-CK-KJ· CDNZC CONLA . . CDNHPI CAL/SEC-CM-KI DER KOT 
DERCVTI BTUILB-R 1/R .. OERKTD OERKTPICAL/SEC'-CK-KI/R OCOEFF ECOEFF 
HCOEFF P'!.NO .ITR 
AIU A222. .A333 Sill 1!222 
0.5.40000000 03·· o.241396360-0l 0.414?56450 02 o.57o8B26ID 01 -0.385258160 04 0.148181830-02 
o. 71;5490000 ;03. . . ,-o. 254292480 01 0.18&798·200 on . 0.20139684'6 00 0.139996900 01 0.159262150-0l 
0.20675.B42D-Dl· o. 421174440-0l 0.113730.630-02 0.194284860-04 -0.287265580-02 
0.417952830-04 0.2752'43790 00 0.353424440 01 0.670942960-04 0.929388240-06 
0.933263'1-00-04 o •. 714450990-01 -.'0.229191930-05 -o. 613852800-0l :...o.682058430:-Di. · 
. -D.341596740-0l 0.878809680 ·01 4 
-:-D •. 129591120 DO ·0~·573150550 DO · D .131!356460-D·i -,.o. 955449540-0l D.503690250 01 
. o. 540000000 03 . o.238465520-01 o. 41934 71340 02 0.580339190 01 -0.400765840. 04 0.144807550-02 
0.765290000 03 ~o.254647850 01 fi.186779520· DO 0.201312440 00 0.139168260 01 o.·159223290-·01 
O~ 206758'1-ZD-Ol 0.426970070-01 O.l l5463940-02 0.194301580-·04 -0~292083440-02. 
D.417809930-04 0~275243790 00 0.35342444'0 01 0.675554230-04 0~938158320-06 
0.933931400-·04 0~7145397"70-07 -0.231754600-05 -0 .607247::120:...0l -0.684084ll0-0l 
.· -!).34305.8470-01 0.879584180.01 ·4 
-0.1291331'1-0 00 0.558506400 00 0.133.184520-Dl ~o.·9.50305eoo--01 0~491253400 oi 
.0 • .540000000 03 . o. 23·5607940-01 · 0.42'1-433920 02 0.589962990 01 ·-0.418850440 04 0.140852900-02 
o. 765090000 .03 :-o. 253738260 .01 0.186760840 ·00 0.201221460 00 0.137797630 01 O. I·59i84430-0l 
0.20.6758'1-20-0l 0.4328.48390-0l o.U72218'.3D-02 0.194318290-04 -0.295493450-02 
0.4.l766701D-04 0.275243790 00 o.353424440 oi 0.680205320-04 0.947001880-06 
0.934599400-04 o. 714628440-07. -0.2331'1-4330-05 -0. 5978274RO-Ol .:..o.682671940-0i 
.-o. 3427558 l 0-01 o. 876874650 01 4 
-o.12eo49940·00 0.544319780 00 ·0 .• 129246060-01 -0.940583300-0l ·0.477300210 01 
0.540000000 03 .o.232835280-01 0. 429488170 02 0.599724450 01 -0.439946470 04 o •. 136311590-02 
o.76489Qooo 03 -0.251451560 Ql . 0.186742140 00 o. 201124510 00 o.pse53ooo 01 · 0.159145560-0l 
0.206758420-Ql. Ci.436778920-0l 0.118995230-02 0.194335010-04 -0.297272000-02 
· o. 417524080-04 o; 275243790 oo 0.353424440 .01 o.684B7116D-04 ·o.955872690-06 
0.935267400-04 o. 714717010-07 -0.2332.08510-05 -0.585467950-0l -0.677498370-01 
-0.340514430-0l · o .• 8703 7'1-420 01 4 
-0.126296630 00 o. 530643730. 00 0.123552580-01 -o. 925982380-0l 0.461858730 Ol 
0;540000000 03 0.230158880-01 0.434482470 02 . 0.609587890 01 -.0.464496620 04 0.131236240-02 
o. 764690000 03 -0.247741230 01 0.186723430 00 0.201022360 00 o. 133331430 01 o .• r59I0669D-Ol 
o. 206 75 842 0-01 0.444727330-0l 0.120773940-02 0.194351720-04 -0 .. 29726332~02 
0.417381120-04 ().. 2 75243 790 00 o. 353424440 ()l 0.689524180-04 0.964719890-06 
0.935935400-04 o. 714805460-07 ··-o. 231852840-05 -0.570198450-0l -0.668417030-0l 
-·0.336250490-0l 0.859957240.01 4 
-0.123861 sso ·oo ·o~5l7528Q80 00 0.119113680:...0l -o. 906448940-0l 0.445052020 01 
0.540000000 03 0.227589000-0l ·o.439388550 02 o.619512920 or -0.492924440 04 0.125681110-02 
0.764490000 03 -0.24264285!) 01 0.186704'700 00 0.20091.5920 00 0.130264570 01 0.1590678.20-0l 
·0.206758420-01· 0.450657110-0l 0.122547110-0.2 0.194368440-04 -o. 295408120'-02 
0.417238150-04 0.275243790 00 .0 •. 353424440 01 0.694135680-04 o. 9H490530-06 
o. 93660340!>-04 o. 714893800-07 -0.229061570-05 -0.552228420-0l -0.655505280-0l 
.-o. 329995390-01 0.845723070 01 4 ' "° -0.120773370 00 0.5050·15880 00 .0.114936060-0l -0.882223810-0J 0.427103580 01 0) 
PRE:SSUREIPSlAl . 
.TEHP(RI . . 
Os 5400000.00 03 
o·. 764290000 03 
0.540000000 03 
0.764090000 03. 
. O. 5400QDOOO 03 
0.763890000 03 
0.540000000 03 




o. 763290000 03 





































































o~ 807358420 01 
0.481921430 00 
0.453327940 02 











o. 760042410 01 










o. 4 84038760-0l 
0.275243790 00 
0.715421550-07 




OE RUOT lCP/1 LB/CUFT H 
CONLA 











o. 200694260 00 
0.126034020-02 





0. 200581110. 00 
0.127728500-02 
0.353424440 01 


























OER.UTDI CP /RI 
CONHP I CAL/SEC-CM-Kl 
OCOEFF 
6111 
-o. 525&05830 04 


















































o •. 990598710-06 
-0.619652530-0l 



























TABLE I (Continued) 
PRESSURE( PS IA I S'PVLICUFTfLBI DEN(LB/CUFTI OERPTVIPSI/Rl OERPVTIPSJ/ICUFT/LBII OERVTPICUFT/LBl/R 
TFMP IR I DEROTPILB/CUFTI/R CVLPIBTU/LB-,RI CVHP(BTU/Lfl-Rl CPHP ( BTU/LB-RI VISLP(CPI 
XI V!SHPICPl OERUOT(CP/ILB/CUFTII OERUTO(CP/RI OERUTP (CP/R l 
CONLP(CAL/SEC-CM-Kl CONZC CONLA CONHP(CAL/SEC-CM-Kl OERKOT 
DERC VT! BTU/LB-RI /R OERKTO DERKTP(CAL/SEC-01-Kl/R DCOEFF, ECDEFF 
HCIJEFF, PRNO ITR 
All l A222 A333 Blll 8222 
o. 540000000 03 0.212975560-0I 0.469537440 02 0.687404850 01 -0.821632490 04 0.836632990-03 
0.763090000 03 -0.184448630 01 0.186573250 00 0.200133150 00 0.101241400 01 0.158795620-01 
0.206758420-01 0.48903!>630-0l 0 .134029820-02 0.194485540-04 -0.245271320-02 
0.4162368 70,-04 0.275243790 00 0.353424440 01 o. 723315560-04 0.102916610-05 
o. 941279400-04 0.715509120-07 -o .1826 73200-05 -o. 392830510-0l -0.501539780-01 
-o. 252549790-01 o.684497300 01 4 
-0.894370290-0l 0.435500220 00 0.927509040-02 -0.645380310-0l 0.298098730 01 
0.540000000 03 0.2ll35478D-Ol o. 4 73138110 02 0.696540720 01 -0.887604760 04 0.784741980-03 
0.762890000 03 -0.175672080 01 0.186554420 00 0.200025340 00 o. 971849231) 00 0.158756720-01 
0.206758420-0l 0.4,9384960[)-01 0.135471220-02 0.194502281)-04 -0.236040090-02 
0.416093760-04 0. 275243 790 00 0.353424440 01 0.726890460-04 0.103602480-05 
o. 94194 7400-04 O. 71559&580~07 -0.174844670-05 -0.371291340-0l -0.477959470-01 
-o. 240537840-0l 0.&60274660 01 4 
-'0. 849250800-0l 0.427973980 00 o •. 904543460-02 -o. 611829180-0l 0.282580380 01 
0.540000000 03 o. 209834180-01 0.476566790 02 0.705496560 01 :.o.957945580 04 o. 736468310-03 
0.762690000 03 -0.16 7263660 01 0.186535570 00 o •. 199919940 00 0. 93 338 5810 00 0.158717820-01 
0.206758420-0l 0.498479310-01 0.136858180-02 0.194519020-04 -'·0.226968820-02 
0.415950630-04 0.275243791) 00 0.353424440 01 o. 730310790-04 0.104259840-05 
o. 942615400-04 o. 71%83940-07 -0.167231980-05 -o. 350976340-01 -0.455322450~01 
-0.228987420-0l 0.637089750 01 4 
-o. 806298780-01 0.420948620 00 0.883294070-02 -0.579963750-0l 0.268182050 01 
0.540000000 03 0.208406480-0l 0.479831530 02 o. 714271930 01 -0.103243820 05 o. 691830170-03 
o. 762490000 03 -0.159285800 01 0.186516710 00 0.199817120 00 o. 897214200 00 0.158678920-01 
o.20675842D-01 0.502930210-01 0.138192020-02 0.194535760-04 -0.218174910-02 
0.415807490-04 0.275243790 00 0.353424440 01 o. 733581730-'04 0. !04889640-05 
0.943283400-04 o. 715771180-07 -0.159916590-05 -0.331961930-0l -0. 433807520-01 
-o. 217994230-01 o. 615!13640 01 4 
-o. 765769450-0l 0.414384490 00 0.863604130-02 -0.549956160-0l 0.254893550 O! 
o.540000000 03 o. 207064500-01 o.48n.413lo 02 0.722869450 01 -0.111085980 05 0.650729700-03 
0.762290000 03 -0.151771190 01 0.186497840 00 o.199716960 oo 0.863404430 00 0.158640010-01 
0.206758420-01 0.507208690-01 0.139474640-02 0.194552500-04 -o. 2097367.90-02 
0.415664320-04 0.275243790 00 0.353424440 01 o. 736709780-04 0.105493080-05 
0.943951400-04 o. 715858310-07 -0.152949520-05 -'-0.314264250-0l -0.413511830-01 
-o. 207611640-0l 0.594435200 01 4 
-o. 727776080-0l 0.408243200 00 0. 845 32 6 73 0-02 -0.521875890-0l 0.242674130 01 
o. 540000001) 03 o.2osso1320-01 0.485905540 02 0.731293990 01 -0.119298900 05 0.612993070-03 
0.76209000T) 03 -0.144730230 01 0.18647895() 00 0.199619510 00 0.831939240 00 0.158601100-01 
0.206758420-0l Q.511322380-01 0.140708300-02 0.194569240-04 -0.201701750-02 
0.415521140-04 0. 2752 43 790 00 0.353424440 01 0.739702220-04 0.106071510-05 
0.944619400-04 '). 715945330-07 -0 .146358100-05 -o. 297856730-01 -0.394470810-01 _. 
'-O. l 97860830-01 o. 5750816[[) 01 3 0 
-0.692327540-01 0.402488390 00 0.828326400-02 -0.495717560-0l 0.231463670 01 0 
PRESSURH PSIA I 
TEMP IR I 
0.540000000 03 
o. 7.61890000 03 




. o·. 540000000 03 
o.761290000 03 
0.540000000 03 
o. 761090000 03 
o.540000000 03 
O. 760890 ODD 03 
S?VLI CUFT /LB I 
QCRQTP llB/CUFTI/R 
XI 
































































0. 275243790 00 
o. 716119040-07 













· o. 716292310-07 
0.510209000 01 







o. 378422090 00 
o.501139490 02 













o. 739551930 01 
0.199524750 00 
0.141895480-02 



















































































-0. 255751290-01 -0.344650790-01 
-0.428057950-0l 0.203161270 01 
-0.15 5447520 05 0.491099390-03 
O. 727525580 DD 0.158445410-0l 
0.194636250-04 -D. l 73834030-02 
0. 75046 8230-04 0.108163220-05 
-0.243826610-0l -0.330295500-0l 
-0.408759770-01 0.195255940 Dl 
-0.165217110 05 o.466701390-03 
0.706106120 DO 0.158406480-0l 
o.194653000-04 -0.167892930-02 
o. 752895590-04 0. 1086 37430-0 5 
-0.232819960-01 -o. 316949460-0 l 
-0.390894180-01 0.187998380 01 
-0.17524 7640 05 0.444292400-03 
0.686274820 00 0.158367550-01 
o. l 94669760-04 -0.162324280-02 
o. 755230860-04 0.109094650-05 
-0.222652470-0l -0.304538800-0l 
-o. 3 74345280-01 0.181325840 Dl ....... 0 _,, 
TABLE I (Continued) 
PRESSURHPSHII- SPVLICUFT./LB I DEN(LB/CUFT) OERPTV(PS!/RI DERPVT(PSI/ICUFT/LBII DERVTP(CUFT/LBI/R 
TEHP(RI OH DTP ( LB/CUFT I /R CVLP[ BTU/LR-RI CVHP [ BTU /L 8-R I CPHP[BTU/LB-RI VlSLP(CPI 
XI VISHP[CPI OERUDT [ CP II L B/CUFT 11 OERUTO(CP/R) OERUTPICP/R) 
CONLPICAL/SEC-CM-Kl CONZC CONLA CONHPICAL/SEC-CM-K) OERKOT 
OERCVHBTU/L 8-RI /R OERKTD DERKTP[CAL/SEC-CM-KI/R OCOEFF ECOEFF 
HC'lEFF PRNO ITR 
All l A222 A333 Bll l 8222 
0.5400Q0000 03 0.198677550-01 o. 503328130 02 o.786033700 01 -0.185525360 05 0.423679910-03 
0.76069000!) 03 -0.107334730 01 0.186346380·00 0 .19900 869!l 00 0.66789725!) 00 0.158328620-0l 
0.206758420-0l 0.536210460-0l Q.148183030-02 0.194686520-04 -0.157105000-02 
0.414518400-04 0. 275243 790 00 0.353424440 01 0.757480060-04 o.l0953600D-05 
o. 949295400-04 o. 71655l39ri-o7 -0.110404650-05 -0.213250020-0l -0.292991300-01 
-0.145752550-0l 0.472795930 01 3 
-o. 506241310-0l o. 370521590 00 o.736143220-02 -o. 359002570-0l 0.175181100 01 
o. 540000000 03 0.197849440-01 0.505434840 02 0.793343120 01 -0. l 96037700 05 0.404689050-03 
o. 760490000 03 -0.1033 83640 01 o. l 86327390 00 0.!989,0560 00 0.650847800 00 (i.158289680-0l 
Q.206758420-01 0.539303100-01 0. 149113 3 70-0 2 o.t94703200-04 -0.152211790-02 
0.41437508D~C4 Q. 275243 790 00 0.353424440 01 o. 759648850-04 0 .109962510-05 
o. 949963400-04 0.716637520-07 -0.106516870-05 -0.204543950-0l -0.282237930-01 
-0.140218560~01 0.462061180 01 4 
-0.486781880-0l 0.166861100 00 0.725833020-02 -0.344762510-01 0.169512360 01 
0.540000000 03 0.197057820-0l o. 507465270 02 - 0.800547160 01 -o. 206773170 05 0.387162010-03 
o. 760290000 03 -o. 997023500 00 0.186308380 OD 0.198854420 00 0.635010390 00 0.158250730-0l 
0.206758420-01 o. 542300950-01 0.150015540-02 0.194720040-04 -0.14762182D-02 
Q.414231740-'-04 0.275243790 00 o. 353424440 01 Q.761742410-04 0.110375160-05 
o. 950631400-04 o. 716723550-07 -0.102879390-05 -0.19647!l80-0l -o. 272213830-0 l 
-0. J 35057980-01 0.452077680 01 4 
-0.468685110-0l 0.363373540 00 o. 716055980-0·2 -0.331529250-0l 0.164273070 01 
0.540000000 03 0. l 96299910-0l 0.509424590 02 0.807652400 01 -o. 217721270 05 0.370957050-03 
o. 760090000 03 -0.962683280 00 0.186289360 00 Q.198780160 00 0.620278660 00 0.158211790-0l 
o. 206758420-0l o. 545209850-01 0.150891290-02 0.194736810-04 -0.143313160-02 
0.414088390-04 0.275243790 00 0.353424440 01 o. 76376 5560-04 0.110774810-05 
0.951299400-04 Q. 716809470-07 -0.994729660-06 -0.188974640-0l -0.262858710-0l 
-0.130240180-01 0.442782510 01 4 
-0.45183335f)-01 0.360044690 00 o. 706767390-02 -0.319214820-0l 0.159421490 01 
0.54000000D 03 0.195573190-0l o. 511317520 02 Q.814665040 01 -0.228872430 05 0. 35594 7220-03 
o.1s9s9000D o3 -0. 930608350 00 0.186270330 00 0.198707710 00 0.606555680 00 0.158172840-0l 
0.206758420-0l 0.548035210-0l 0.151742730-02 0.194753580-04 -0.139265050-02 
0.413945020-04 0.275243790 00 o. 353424440 01 o. 765722750-04 0.11116231 D-05 
o. 95196 7400-04 0,716895270-07 -0.962796180-06 -0.182002050-0l -0.254ll697D-Ol 
-0.125736920-01 0.434117800 01 4 
-0.43nll9020-0l o. 356862460 00 0.697927310-02 -0. 307738970-0l 0.154920350 01 
0.54001)0000 03 0.194875400-0l 0.513148400 02 0.821590890 01 -0.240217880 05 0.342019040-03 
o. 759690()00 03 -0.900608940 00 0.186251280 00 0.198636980 00 0.593753520 00 0.158133890-0l 
0.206758420-01 o. 550782060-0l 0.152569840-02 0.194770350-04 -0.135458050-02 
o. 413801630-04 0.275243790 00 0.353424440 01 0.767618060-04 0.111538390-05 
0.952635400-04 0.716980970-07 -0. 9 32 82 6590-06 -0.175506530-0l -0;245937670-01 
-0.12152Z23D-Ol 0.426030600 01 4 
_,, 
-o. 421444190-0l 0.353815810 00 0.689499970-02 -o. 297028760-01 0.150736360 01_ 0 
l'0 
TABLE I {Continued) 
PRESSUREIPSIAI. SP.VLICUFT /LB I DENI LB/C-UFTI OERPTVIPSI /RI OERPVTIPSI/IC~FT/LBII OERVTPICUF:T/_LBI /R 
TEMP(r,J OEROTPILBICUFT 1/R CVLPIBTU/LB-RI CVHDclBTU/LB-R) CPHPIBTU/LB-RI VISLPICPJ 
XI VISHPICPI OE RUOT ICPII LB/CUFT I I OERUTOI CP /RI OERUTPICP/RI 
CONLP I CALISfC-CH-KI COl'IZC CrJ"ILA CDNHP(CAL/SEC-CH-KI OERKOT 
OERCVT_( BTU/LB-RI /R DERK TO Ol'RKTP(:CAL/SEC--CM--K I /R DCD~FF ECOEFF 
HCOEF.F PRlllO ·- !TR 
Alll . A2-22 A3~3 8111 8222 
-0.540000000 03 O. l 94204460-01 0.514921220 02 o-. 828435410 0.1 -0.251749610 05 0.329071180-03 
o. 759-490000 03 -0.812512030 00 ff. IB6232220 ·oo_- 0.198567870 00 o.581792540.00 0.158094930-01-
0.206758420-01 0.553455020'--01 0 ."153375500-02 o.i947enz0:-o4 -0.1318741"00-02 
0.413658220-04 0.275243791) 00 o.353424440 01 o. 769455260-04 0.111903750-05 
0.95330340"0-04- o. 717066550-07 -0.904667060-06 -0.169445730-!H -0.238274280-01" 
-o.1i1512410-01 o·.4184 726BD 01 4 
-0.407720010-01 o. 35_0894750- 00 _0.-681453280-02 -0.287018140-0l o.146839870 oi 
0.540000000.03 0.193558520-01 0.516639610 02 0.835203690" 01 ~o.263460290 05 o. 317013130;_03 
o. 759290000 03 -0.846160310 00 0.18&213150 00 0. l 98500320 00 o. 5_70600800 00 0.158055970--01 
0.206758420-01 o. 5"56058400-01 0.154160490-02 0 .19480 3890-04 -0.128496450-02 
0.413-514800-04 0.275243790 00 o. 35342444 0 01 o. 771237840-04 o; 112259040-os 
o. 953971400-04 o. 717152030-07 -o_.878176280-0& -0.16·3781540-01 -0.231084440-01 
-0.113865820-01 0.411400160 01. 4 
-o. 394865980-01 o.348090280 oo 0.673758390-02 -0.277647360-0l 0.143204390 .01 
0.540000000 03 0.192935870-0l 0.518306930 02 0.84190.0520 Ol -o. 275343180 05 0. 30576407 D-03 
0.759090000 03 -o. 821410940 00 0.186194070 00 0.198434250 00 0.560113.340 00 D.158017010-01 
0.206758420--0l 0.558596150-01 0.154925980-0Z o. l9482067D-o4 -O. l 25309690-02 
o. 413371360--04 0.275243790 00 0.353424440 01 o. 772968990-04 0.112604850-05-
o.954639400-04 o. 71123 7390-07 -0.853224850-06 -0.158479640-0l -o. 2243296 70-0 l 
-0.110382!100-0l 0.404773230 01 4 
-o. 382809310-01 0.345394200 00 0.666389320-02 -0.268862440-0l 0.1398063"30 01 ' 
o.540000000 03 0.192334970-01 o.519926240 02 0.848530370 01 -0.287392120 05 0.295251790-03 
O. 75-8ll9000D 03 -o. 798.134360 00 0 ··186174.970 00 0.198369600 00 0.550271530 00 0.157978040-Dl 
0.206758420-01 0.561071960-0l o.155673010-02 0.194837440-04 -_0.122299660-02 
· o.413227910--D4 0.275243790 00 0.353424440 01 0.774651680-04 0.112941730~05 
0.955307400-04 o. 717322640-07 · -0.829694460-06 -0.153509150-01 -0.217974990-01 
-0.107105490-0l o. 39ll555lll0 01 4 
-o. 371484140-01- 0.342799120 00 0.659322600-02 -0.260614640-0l 0.136624580 01 
0.540000000 03 0.19.1?°54420-01 o.s21soo310 02 o.855097400 n1 -0.2996014?0 05 0.2R54l 1670~03 
0.758690000 03 -o. 776213100 00 0.186155850 00 0.198306290 00 o.541022430 oo O. l 57939080-0·l 
0.7.06758420-0l 0.561489230-0l 0.156402780-02 0;194854220-04 -0.119453340-02 
0.4130R4431J-,04 · 0.275243790 00 0.353424440 01 o. 7762886"40-04 0.113270160-05 
0.955975400-04 o. 717407790-07 -o .8.07477080-06 -0.14884l29D-Ol -o; 21199 869D-o 1 
-0.104017630-0l 0.392715160 01 4 
-0.360830980-0l 0.340_298280 00 0.652536990-02 -o. 2528599l0-0l 0.133640l91) 01 
0.540000000 03 0.191192920-0l 0.523(131920 02 0.861605551) 01 -0.311965850 05 o.276185850-03 
0.758490000 03 -0.155540630 00 o. JR6136-73D oo 0.198244260 00 o. 532318250 00 0.157900100-0l 
Q. 206758420-01 o. 5658511 i 0-01 0.157116030-02- 0.194871010-04 -O. l 16758830-02 
0.41294094!)-04 _0.275243Jq!J 00 0.353424440 01 O. 777AB240D-04. 0. i 1 35_90_640-05 
o. 956643400--04 o. 717492820-07 -o. 786474130-06 -0.14445402n-01 -0.206341970-0l __. 
· -0.101104500-0l 0.38_7221610 01 4 
-o. 350795980-01 0.337885560 00 0.546013260-02 -0.245558520-0l O. l 30836590 ill 0 w 
PRESSUREIPS[AI 
TEMPI RI 
o. 54.0000000 .03 
0.758290000 03 
o. 540000000 03 
0.758090000 03 
0.540000000 03 
o. 7578'10001) 03 
SPVL ICUFT/LB l 
DEROTP(LB/CUFT)/R 
XI 





-o. 736020310 00 



















TAflLE I (Continued) 











0. 71 7577740-07 












o. 275243 790 00 
o. 717747250-07 
0.372566740 01 

















































































;· THE LEAST SQUARE PROGRAM 
I 
The purpose of the least .. square program is to det~rmine 
the regression coefficients for Equations (28) to_ (32), 
Chapter Vo The program is a standard IBM share program and 
is presented belowo All instruction necessary to operate 
the program are· stated within the· .programo All computations 
' 
must be double precisiono The information obtained from this 
progr~ is to be part of the input data for the iterative 
program (see ~ppendix C)o 
105 
106 
$ID C-0001 THOMAS E MULLIN 2555-41002 
2555-4i002 $JOB THOM~S E.MULLIN 
























































• • • • • • •.• •-•.• ••. • ~. ,,-•. • • •• • • ~ • .• • ••• • • • ! •• •. • • •• • • • • e • •. •·• ~- • •.• • ~ • • •·• e •• P-OLRG002. 




PURPOSE · .. · . ..· · · .. .· · . · · PO!..RG006 
. i 1) .READ TH{:: PROBLEM PARAMETER. CARD FOR A POL YNOMiAL REGRES-POLRG007 
SION, (2) CALL SUBROUTINES TO PERFORM THE ANALYSIS, (3) POLRG008. 
PRINT THE REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS AND ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE POLRG009: 
TABL~ FOR POLYNOMIALS OF SUCCESSIVELY INCREASING DEGREES, POLRGOl-0 
AND (4). OPTIONALLY PRINT THE TABLE OF RESIDU_f'.LS AND A PLOT POLRGOll_,' 
OF Y VALUES ANDY ESTIMATES. POLRG012 
. . . . POLRG013 
RFMARKS . · . · POLRGOl.4 
THE N0MBER OF OBSERVATIONS, N, MUST BE GREATER THAN M+l, POLRG015 
~HERE.MIS THE HIGHE~r DEGREE POLYNOMIAL SPECIFIED. PQLRG016 
iF THERE rs NO REDUCTION IN THE RESibUAL SUM OF SQUARES POLRG017 
BETWEEN ~WO SUCCESSIVE DEGREES OF THE POLYNOMIALS, THE POLRG018 
PROGRAM TERMINATES THE PROBLEM BEFORE COMPLETING THE ANALY- POLRG019 






AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED 











. METHOD POLRG030 
REFER TO B. OSTLE~ •STATISTICS TN RESEARCH 1 ,.THf IOWA STATE POLRG031 
(OLLEGE PRESS•, 1954, CHAPTER.6. POLRG032 
POLRG033 
.-•• ~••···•~··••••~-•·~··•~·-~~~···•···•·~•··~··•·•••~•••••••••••••••••~·.PqLRG034 
THE .FOLLOWING DIMENSibN MUST RE GREAT.ER THAN OR EQLJAL .TO THE . 
PRODUCT OF N*(t-1+1 l, \mERE N IS. THE .NUMBER OF OBSE;RVATJONS AND M 
rs THE HIGHEST DEGRFE POLYNOMIAL SPECIFIED •• 
DINENSION X(llciOJ 
THE FOLLOWI~G DIMENSibN Musi BE GREATE~ THAN OR EQUAL TO THE 
PRODUCT. OF M*M· ~-
· DIMENSION DJ ( 100) 
. . 



















T~E FO\.LO\~ING DIME:NsiONs MuSTBE. GREATER THAN oR EauAL ro M.. ~gt~~g;1. 
· . . · ' . POLRG05~ 
DIMENS!ONB(lO),.f.(10),SB(lO),T(lO)i, "POLRG054 
THE FOLLOWING.DIMENSIONS MUST BE GREATE~ THAN OR. EQUAL TO IM+l) •• ~g~-~~~;t 
. . .. ~ POLRGb57 
















































THE FOLL.OWING DIMENSION WILL BE -USED IF THE PLOT OF OBSERVED DATA POLRG064 
AND ESTIMATES rs DESIRED. THE SIZE. OF THE'. DIMENSION, IN THIS, , POLRG065 
CASE, MUST BE GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO N*3• .. OTHERWISE, THE SIZE POLRG066. 




POLRG070 . . 
•••~••••~··~•••;•••••••••••••·•••••••••~••••••·•~•e••••••••••••••~·POLRG071 
IF A DOUBLE PRECISION VERSION OF Tl:IIS ROUTINE IS DESIRED, THE 
C IN COLUMN 1 SHOULD BE REMOVED FROM THE DOUBLE PRECISION 
STATEMENT WHICH FOLLOWS~ . 
bouBLE PRECISiON X,XBAR,STb,D,SUMSQ,bI;E,B,SB,T;AN~.DET,COE 
THE C MUST ALSO BE REMOVED ~ROM·DOUBLE PRECISION STATEMENTS 
APPEARING IN OTHER ROUTINES USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH THIS 
ROUT I NE. . 
POLRG072. 













3 FORMAT( 27H1POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION.••• .,A4,A2/) 
4 FORMAT(23HONUMBER ~F OBSE~VAT10NS1!6//) 
5 FORMAT(32HOPOLYNOMIAL REGRESS.ION OF DEGREE;,13) 
6 FORMAT(l2HO INTERCEPT,D25ol6) 






POLRG08 9 -· ........ . 
8 FORMATIJH0124X,24HANALYS!S OF VARIANCE .FOR,I4il9H DEGREE POLYNOMIPOLRG092 
lAL/l POLRG093 
9 FORMAT(iH0,5X,19HSOURCE OF VARIAT!ON,7X,9HDEGREE OF~7X~6HSUM OF,9XPOLRG094. 
i,4HMEAN,10X,1HF,9X,20HIMPROVEMENT IN TERMS/33X~7HFR~EDOM,8X,7HSQUAPOLRG095 
?.RES,7X,6HSOUARE,7X,5HVALUE,8X,17HOF SUM OF SQUARES) . POLRG096 
10 FORMAT(20HO DUE TO REGRESSION,12X,16,F17.5,Fl4.51Fl3o5,F20.5) POLRG097. 
11 FORMAT(32H DEVIATION ABOUT ~EGRESSION ,I6,Fl7.5,Fl4o5l POLRG098 
12 FOR_MAH8X,5HTOTAL,19X;I6,_Fl7.5/i/l POLRG099_-
l3 FORMAT(17HO NO IMPROVEMENT) POLRGlOO 
. 14 FORMAT11H0//27i,18HTABLE OF ~ES!DUALS//l6H OBSERVATION N0.,5X,7HX ~OLRGlOl, 
1VALUE,7X,7HY VALUE,1X,10HY EST!MATE,7X,8HRESIDUAL/l POLRG102 

















RF.AD PRORLFM PARAMFTFR CARD. 
10~,READ (5,1) PR,PRl,N,M,NPLOT 
PR·~·~PROBLEM.NUMBER (MA~ BE ALPHAMERIC) 
PRle.ooPROBLEM NVMBER (CONTINUED) 
~ •• , 9 .NUMBER OF OASERVATiDNS 
Mo••••Hf~HEST DEGREE POLYNOMIAL SPECIFIED 
NPLOT,OPTION CODE FOR PLOTTING 
O IF PLOT IS NOT DESIRED. 
1 IF PLOT rs DESIRED, 





.. . . . ·. 
WRfTE .16,31 PR,;Rl~ 
. WiH TE .16 , 4 .I N -
READ INPUT PA.TA-
. ·, ' .. 
- - t.,;;N*M-_. 




·c x11·r_.rs:.rHE.\N[)EPFNb~~,._- __ vA~i'A~LE, ANoit,Ji'· ts- THE·D~P-ENDENT--·-
VARJAB!..E~ · -c 
c 
110 REAo•r5,2j XiJ1t)(iJ1 






c . . . . -- -- . 
<· ·c ·-. . fORMJusser. :bF· CORRE!..ATlON. C<lEfFJCi!;:N\ M~TFHX .-_----. c .. -






·• lNVERT n,te: SUBMATRlX OF. COR!iE°L:4TION ,COEFFICZ:-EN.fS __ -_--· 
-- :·~.A·!;-·~: ~1~11 1·0:r:,J'.j.~~r: ,,sfr, . · ), . · -. ,< ' '- _.-: --·.--. · -_ -_-
cAt:L Mu1;-iR _1t-1,1r~l:l:A,R•sro.s,l!M~Q:,01 ,E,is.frE,f3tss,r·,A~s, 





!_!,ti~ufa~! i,o . ·•. 
150 l's Q ANS/ti- ·. -_-·__ ·-· 
W~I TE Uf,H -<BI J t -• j::.lli l. ·. 
WRjTf (6,8) I.< -- - -_' 
WRtTJS f6)9l · 
.SUM=AN,!>!41 ·-- . - -- · • · - . · 
, WRJTE-.t'ef101 f,A~St4)~AN$16);ANSl10:J•SUMIP .. t!1t~~ff!;-i,·1~H,MS(7),~ANS!9I ....•. __ - ' __ ·:_. 
- _-. WRI lE !6 ~{21 NTiSUMSQ(MMI -
. '·, ~- _-· ·-- ~A~E)b~i~JtffNTr·fOR qA~<uqrio:i~·or iESTIMATES.-
c ! . .. ' _-- .. •. ggE}!tt~iH} 
_-- t&O _ .CQE(J,;ill:i #6-( ,;II-· 
-;60 E·~;lt~UE_: ·. _: 
c •-- . -- . . . . 
c re:s:r WHETHER , PLOT Is· ~est Rto -c . . .·, -: . 



























_ POLRGi46 .1 
·. PO.LRG14d 
· PolRGlft.8'.\ 





_ PO(RGJ54 \ 
•. - POL.RCH551 
. .-- POi..:RG156: 
· PoLR(.1\s :fj 




· POLRG162-, · 
POLRG163 f 
POLRG164 ! 





-_ Poi.HG 1 70 _L 
: POLRG~71-J . 
POLR<;;,l 72 ( _ 
,PO!..RGl 73, · . _-._ -- .. ) 
POLRGl 74, - ---
· :- :pbLRGi75l ,- . 
POLRGi76 r 
-POLRf?l71 j 
POLRGl 78 j 
POLRGl 79_ :i; 
P-Oj:. __ RG 180 I 
POLRG181 l -· 









·._. CALCULATE ESTIMATES.· 
220 NP3=N+N · 
DO 230 I=l ,N 
NP3=NP3+l 
· PINP3l=C:0EO l 
· L·-r <·:·,, .. 
DO 230'' J= 1 .L~ . 
P~ NP3 l=P INP3 I +X ( L l*EOE < J+il 
230 (::L+N . . .. 
. ,· 
' COPY basERVED DATA 
N2=N 
L=N*M . 





PRINT TABLE. OF RE.SI DUALS 
WRITE (6,31 .PR,PRl 
WRITE (6,5) LA 
WR IT E ( 6; t 4J . 
· NP2=N 
.NP3=N+N 
DO 250 I=l,N 
NP2=NP2+1 . 
NP'3:;NP3+l 
RESID=PfNP2l-P(NP31 . . 
250 W-RITE J6,l5l I,P(J1·,P!NP.2l;P(NP31.,RE:SID 
c· 
CALL P'LOT (LA~P,N_,·3,0,l) 
c 
~~/0 100 









































~ ..... ···::· ..... ·-~ ....... •.• ........... •.• .. ~ ... _.· (•.• ........................ ~~:g.~:g~~ 
C SliAROUHNE' ORDER 0RDER004 
.t ,ORDEROQ5 ' 
C PURPO.SE . . . 0RDER006 
~ tONS~RUCt FROM A'LARGER.MATRIX OF CbRRELATION COEFFICitNTS · ORDER007 
C ·. A SiJBS~T.MATRIX O~ INTERCQRRELATlONS AMONG lNDE~ENDENT. ORDEROOS' 
C VARIABLES AND A VECTOR Of; INTERCORRELATlbNS OF INDEPENDENT ORQER009) 
c VARIABLES WITH DEPENDENT VARIABLE. THIS SUBROUTINE :lS 00RDEROJO. 
C NORMALLY USED·IN°THE PERFORMANCE OF MULTIPlE.AND POLYNOMIAL ORDEROll, 
C REGRESSION ANALYSES, . . . ORDER012 1 
. ·. C . ORDEROl3 
2 .. usAi~LL ORDER (M,R,NDEP;K_.,1sAVE,~X,RYl· g:g~:~i; 
C · . OROER016 
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS . ORDEROl 7 
C .· . . M . . NUMBER OF VARIABLES AND ORDER OF MATRIX R• ORDER018 
C R - INPUT MATRIX CONTAINiNG CORRELATION COEFFfCIENTS, ORDER-019. 
-C . THIS SUBROUTIN~ EXPECTS O~LY UPPER TRIANGULAR . . ORDER020 
C POR1ION Of THE SYMMETRIC MATRIX TO BE STORED (BY ORDER021 
C .· . ·. CC:)LUMN\ i N R • ( STORAGE MODE. OF 1) ·. 0RDER022 
















































K - NUMBER OF INDEPENDENt VARIABLES TO BE INClUDEb ORDER024 
IN THE FORTHCOMING REGRESSION~ .. ORDER025 
· ISAVE - INPUT VECTOR OF LENGTH K+.1 CONTAINING, IN ASCENDING ORDER026 
ORDER, THE .SUBSCRIPT NUMBERS OF K INDEPENDENT ORDER027 
VARIABLES TO BE INCLUDED lN THE FORTHCOMING REGRES~ ORDER028 





UPON RETURNING TO THE CALLING ROUTINE, THIS VECTOR. ORDER030 
CONT~INS, IN ADDITION~ THE SUBSCRIPT NUMBER CF ORDER031 
THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE IN. i<.+1 POSITION. ORDER032 
..., OUTPUT MATRIX (K X K) CONTAINING JNTERCORRELATIONS ORDER033 
~~~~~GI~~~:~~~f~~ 0 VARIABLES TO BE USED iN FORTH~ ~:g~~~~: 
- OUTPUT VECTOR OF LENGTH K CON-TAiNING INTERCORRELA-. .ORDER036 . 
· T IONS OF INDEPENDENT VAR I ABLES .WITH. DEPEND·ENT ORDER0.37 










METHOD . . OROER046 
FROM THE SUBSCRIPT NUMBERS OF THE VARIABLES TO BE INCLUDED ORDER047 
IN THE FORTHCOMING REGRESSION, THE SUBROUTINE CONSTRUCTS THEORDER048 
MATRI~ RX AND.THE VECTOR.RY. ORDER049 
ORDER050 
ORDER052 
••••••·••••~••••••••··~·•••~i •• ~~j••••••-~••••••t·••••••••••·~~ •••••• ORDEROSl 





· . · ORDER0~7 
••-~•••••••~••••••••••••.•••~••••••••••·~··~••••••••••~·~•••••••••dRDER056 
IF A DOUBLE PRECISION- VERSION OF THIS ROUTINE IS DESIRED, THE dRDER058 
C IN COLUMN 1 SHOULD BE REMOVED FROM THE DOUBLE PRECISION QRDER059 
STATEMENT WH1CH FOLLOWS. ORDER06d 
DOUBLE PREClSlO~ R,RX,RY 
THE C MUST ALSO BE REMOVED FROM QOUB~E PRECJSlON·STATEMENTS 











COPY INTERCORRELATIONS OF INDEPENDENT .VARIABLES 
WI~H DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
MM::;0 
DO 130. J:::1,K 
L2:::ISAVE(J). 
JF(NDEP-L2) 122, i23, 123 
122 L=NDEP+lL2*L2-L2)/2 
GOT0125 . 
· i~3 L~L2+~NDEP*NDEP~NDEP)/2 

































IFfll-L2l 127, 128, 
L=Ll+(l2*L2-L2l/2 
GO TO 129 . 
L=L2+(Ll*Ll~ll)/2 
MM=M~+l . . .. 
RX ( MM l =R( L l 
128 
PLACE THE SUBSCRJPT NUMBER OF THE DEP~NDENT 







































































INVERT. A MATRIX 
USAGE 
CALL -MINV(A,N~D,L,M) 
DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 
A - INPUT MATRIX, DESTROYED-IN COMPUTATION AND REPLACED BY 
RESULTANT INVERSE. 
N - ORDER OF MATRIX A 
D - RESULTANT DETERMINANT 
L - WORK VECTOR OF LENGTH N 
M - WORK VECTOR OF LENGTH N 
REMARKS 
MATRIX A MUST BE A GENERAL MATRIX 
SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTTON SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED 
NONE 
METHOD. 
THE STANDARD GAUS~-JORDAN METHOD IS utEDe 
IS ALSO CALCULATED. A DETERMJNANT OF ZERO 
THE MATRIX JS SINGULAR• 
THE DETERMINANT 
INDICATES THAT 



































e • • • 4' • • • • .-·. • ··-• • •·· •.• ~ • •. •.····• • •. •., •..• .;·. • • •. & ., ., •·• • • • •• • •·. • •·• •. • •• •.• MI·NV 
ff A DOUBLE PRECJSiON VERSION OF Tf:!JS ROUTINE IS DESIRED, THE MINV 
C.IN COLUMN 1 SHOULD BE _REMOVED FROM THE D0USLE PRECISION MINV 
SfATEMENT WH[CH FOLLOWS. . . MINV 
DOUBLE. PRECISION A,D,BIGA,HOLD 
THE C MUST ALSO BE REM6VED FRO~ boUBLE PRECISION §TATEMENTS 











































THE DOUBLE PRECiSION' VERSION OF THIS SUBROUTINE Musr"ALsO . 
..• CONTAIN DOL)BLE PREClSIQN FORTRAN FUNCTfoNs.·. ABS IN STATEMENT 







e·,••·•··••'•:•••o·lt·•·•······•-•••~·~·~~····•.!'•••·~••.•'~····•••• .. •.•••••'•-~••·••••••·•eMINV 052· 
. SEARCH FOR. LARG.EST F.LEMF.t-H MINV 054 
D=l oO. 
NK=-N 
DO 8.0. i(= 1 ,.N 
NK=NK+N 
L (K) =K .. 
· M ( K )=K 
KK=NK+K 
... BIGA=AIKKI.·, .. · 
. DO 20 J=K,N 
I Z=N*IJ-U 
DO 20 I=K,N . · . · . 
IJ=IZ+I . · . . . ·• · · . 
10 .. TFIDABS(Bl·GAl-DABSIA<IJUl.15',:?0,20 
15 ~IGA~A(IJ) . . 
LIK>=I· 
. MIK > =:J 
20 (ON .. iINU'E 
JI\ITERCHANGE ROWS . 
J=L(Kl . 
IF< J-.K) 35 , 3 5., 2 5 
25 KI=K-N . 
. DO 30 1 = 1, N 
kl.=Kl+N 
HOLD= ... A (KI ) ·· . 
JI=KI-K+J 
A(KI l=A(JI ). 
30 A(JI).==tJOLD 
INTERCHANGE COLUMNS ... 
35 I=M(K) .. 












A< JK l ;:A( JI > . • 
A( JI l ;;HOLD 
DlVIDE co~UMN BY MINUS 'PIVOT (VALUE OF PIVOT ELEMENT IS. 
CONTAINED IN BJ.GA) . . . 
iFIBI~Ai 4814~14!. 
D::;:O~c:i .. . 
RETURN ·. 
DO 5 5 I= t ,N .· 












· MINV 063 
Ml.NV 064 . 





























































DO 6 5 I= 1,.N 
IK=NK+I 
IJ=I-N 
DO 65 J.:l,N 
IJ=IJ+N 
IF( I-K>· 60,65,60 




DIVIDE ROW BY P1VOT 
KJ=K-,.N 





PRODUCT OF PIVOTS 
D=D*BIGA 





FINAL ROW AND COLUMN INTERC~ANGE 
K=N 
K=(K-1) 
I F I K ) 15 0 , 1.5 0 , l O 5 
f=L(K) 
!Fl l-K> 120,120,108 
108 JQ=N*(K-1) 
JR=Nlf ( I~l) 









DO 13 0 I= 1, N 
Kl=KI+N 
HOLD=A (KI ) 
Jl=KJ~K.+J 
A(KI>=-A(JI) 
130 AIJI) =HOLD 
GO TO 100 
150 RETURN 
END 




























































PLOT 001 c 
c 









































SUBROUT lNE. PLOT 
PURPOSE 
PLOT SEVFRAL CROSS~VARIABLES VERSUS A BASE VARIABLE 
USAGE 
CALL ~tor (NO,A,N,MtNL,~S) 
.DESCRIPTI.ON OF PARAMETERS 
NO - CHA.RT NUMBER {3 DIGITS MAXIMUM) 
A - MATRIX OF DATA TO BE.\PLOTTED. ftRST_COLUMN REPRESENTS 
BAS!;: VARIABL.E AND SUCCESSIVE C:OLUMNS ARE THE CROSS-. 
VARIABLES <MiX1MUM rs 9). 
~ NUMBER Of ROWS 1N MATRIX A 
M - NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN MATRIX A (EQUAL TO THE. TOTAL 
NUMBFR OF VARIABLES). MAXIMUM.IS 10. 
NL - NUMBER OF ([NES IN T~E PLOT. IF O is SPECIFIED~ 50 
LINES ARE USED. 
NS - CODE FOR SORTING THE BASE VARIABL~ DATA IN ASCENDING 
ORDER . . . . 
REMARKS 
NONE 
O SORTING IS NOT NECESSARY <ALREADY. IN ASCENDING 
ORDER l. 
1 SORTING JS NECESSARY• 

































• • .: • •. • • • 11- •. •· • • •· ·• • • • • a • • e • • • • • •' e • • •· ·• • ~ ·e • • • • -• e . • • e •· • e' • ~ ·• • ii • • • • • • e • • • • it PL OT O 3 4 
SUBROUTINE PL6T(NO,A,N,M,NL,NS) 
DIMENSION OUH101l ,YPR(lll ,ANG(9) ,A(l) 
1 FORMAT(lH1,60X,7H CHART ,13,//l 
2 FORMAT(lH ,Fll.4,5X.,101Al.l 
3 FORMAT(lH ) 
4 FORMAT<lOH 12345~789) 
5 FORMAT(10AJ) 
7 FORMAHlH .,16X,101Ho 
1 



















IF<NS! 16, 16, 10 
SORT BASE VARIABLE DATA. lN AS.CENDING O.RDER 
DO 15 1=1,N 
DO 14 J=l,N 
IF<AiI)-A(J)l 14, l~, 11 
L=I-N 
LL=J-N 
DO 12 K-= 1, M 
L=L+N· 
LL"'LL+N 















































16 'IFINLL) 20, 18, 20 
18 NLL=50 · 
PRINT TITLE 
20 WRITEl6;l)NO 
DEVELOP BLANK AND DIGITS FOR PRI.NTINCl 
REWIND O 
WRITE 10 ,41 
REWINO O 
READ 10 ,5) BLANK,IANGl!l,I=l,9) 
REWIND O 
FIND SCALE FOR BASE VARIABLE 
XSCAL=(AIN1-Alll lllFLOAT·INLL-111 





DO 40 J=Ml,M2 
IFIAIJ)-YMIN.l 28~26,26 
26 lFIAIJ).-YMAXl 40,40,30 
28. YMIN=AIJ) 
GO TO 40 
30 YMAX=A(J) 
40 {ONT!NUE ... 
YSCAL=IYMAX.:..YMINlllOQ~o 










~ODO 55 !X=l,101 
55 dUTIIXl=BL~NK··· 
DO 60 J=l,MY 
LL=L+J*N . . . 
JP:( IA(LL)-YMIN)/YSCAL)+loO 
. OUT (JP) =ANG ( J) 
60 CONTINUE 































PLOT 096 -··· ... 
PLOT 097 . 
PLOT 098 . 
~LOT 099 
. PLOT 100 
PUH io1 

















PLOT. 119 · 
PLOT 120 
PLOT 121 • 
PLOT 122 








L=L+l · . . 
GO TO ·.80 .. 
70 W!HTE(6-,3) 
80 l=I+l 
IF< I-NLLl 45, 84, 86. 
8.4 XPR=A(N) 

















DO 90 KN=l ,9 .. 
90· YPR(KN~l)~YPR(KN)+YSCAL•io.o 
YPR ( 11) =YMAX . . 

































































•••••-•••••••••••·••••••·••••·•••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••GDATAb02 . . 
SUBROUTINE GDATA GDATA004 
PURPOSE 
GENERATE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES UP TO 
HIGHEST DEGREE POLYNOMIAL SPECIFIEDi 
STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND CORRELATION 
5UBR00TINE IS NOR~A~LY tALLED BEFORE 
MINV AND MULTR IN THE PERFORMANCE DF 
REGRESSION. 
USAGE 
CALL GDATA (N,M,X,XBAR,STD~D,SUMSQl 
THE M-TH POWER ( THE 
















DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS GDATA017 
N ~ NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS. GDATA018 
M - THE HIGHE&T .DEGREE POLYNOMIAL TO BE FITTED. GDATA019 
, X - INPUT MATRIX (N BY M+l) • WHEN THE SUBROUTINE IS GDATA020 
CALLED, DATA FOR THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE ARE· GDATA021 ··· 
STORED IN THE FIRST COLUMN OF MATRIX X, AND DATA FORGDATA022-
THE DEPENDENT VARIAE'ILE.ARE STORED IN THE LAST GDATA023· 
.. COLUMN OF iHE MATRIX~ UPON RETU~NING TO THE GDATA024 
.CALLING ROUTINE, GENERATED POWERS ~F THE INDEPENDENTGDATA025 
VARIABLE ARE STORED IN tdLUMNS 2 THROUGH M. GOATA026 
XBAR. - OUTPUT VECTOR OF LENGTH M+l CONTAINING MEANS OF GDATA027 
STD 
D 
INDEPENDENT AND DEPtNDENT VARIABLES. GDATA026 
~ OUTPUT VECTOR OF LENGTH ~+l CONTAINING STANDARD ~DATA029 
DEVIATIONS OF INDEPENDENT AND DEPENDENT VARIABLES. GDATA030 
- OUTPUT MAT~IX fONLY ~~PER iRIANGULAR PORTION OF THE GDATA031 
SYMMETRIC MATRIX OF M+l BY M+ll tONTAINING CORRELA- GDATA032 
TIO~ COEFFI~!ENTS. (STORAGE MODE OF 11 GDATA033, 
.suMSQ ~ OUTPUT VECTOR OF LENGTH M+l CONTAINING SUMS OF GDATA034, 
-P~ODUCTS .OF DEVIATIONS FROM MEANS OF IN6EPENDENT GDATA035 
AND DEPEN6ENT VARIABLES. . GDATA036 
REMA.RKS 
N MUST BE GREATER THAN M+l. . 
IF M 15 EQUAL TO .5 OR GREATER, SINGLE PRECISION MA~ NOT BE 










































SUBROl,JTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED 
NONE 
METHOD , 
· REFER TO Bo OSTLE~ •STATISTICS IN RESEARCH', T,HE IOWA STATE 










• •-~~ ~-· • ••.• • •.• • e • •• ·• • • •-~·, • •·• f) • ~ • ~ • .- •..• · • • •• • •• •_-• e • • • ~ •• • • • •.• e • •-~ 9 • • • .GDATA0.50 
·. .. · · . . GDATA051 
susRoUTJNE GDATA IN,M,X~XBAR,STD,D,SUMSQl GDATA052 
DIMENSION XCll,XBAR(ll,STD(l),Dtll,SUMSQ(ll GDATA053 
. . ' . . . . .· · GDA T A054 , 
•.• •;. ··~, • • • • •, • ~, ~ ~ .• •. • ~-· • • • • ~ • • •.• • • •· •• ·_ •. • •.• • • • • • ••• ··• • • • ~ • • • ~ • •• eGDATA-055 
IF A bouBi..E PRECISION VERSION OF THtS ROUTINE IS DESIRED, 
C IN COLUMN 1 SHOULD BE REMOVED FROM "THE DOUBLE PRECISION 
STATEMENT WHICH FOLLOWS. . . 







THE C MUST A!-.. SO BE REMOVED FROM DOUBLE PRECISION STATEMENTS 




ROUTiNEe _· . . 
THE DOUBLE PRECISION VERSION OF THIS SUBROUTINE MUST ALSO 
CONTAIN DOUBLE PRECJS!ON FORTRAN FUNCTIONS. SQRT AND ABS. IN 
STATEMENT iao. MUST BE CHANGED TO DSQRT AND DABS •.. 
GFNFRATE INDEPFNDENT VARIABLES 



































DO 100 ·I=2-,M 
"Ll=Ll+N 








bo 11 5 · I = 1 , MM 
XBAR( I )=OoO . 




. DO 13 0 I= 1 , MM 
.130 STD(Ii=O.O 






••~•••~••••••••••~••••~••••••••~•••••••••••••••••~••••·•••••••••GDATA071 . DO 150 I=l,L · ·. . . .. . . . . GDATAlOl 
150 D(Il~o~o GDATA102 












DO 170 I=l ~J. 
Ll=N*( 1-:-ll+K 
Tl=X(Ll )-XB"AR{ ll 
L=L+l . . ·. 
170 D(Ll•D(Ll+Tl*T2 L=O ... 
D0175J=l,MM 





DO 180 I= 1,MM 
L=L+I 
SUMSQ (I l.: D ( L l 
STD( I l=DSQRT(DABS(D(Ll l l 
CALCULATE CORRELAtJON COEFFICIENTS 
L=ci 
DO 190 J=l,MM 
DO 190 l=l~J 
L=L+l 
D(LJ=D(Lt/(STD(Il*STD(Jl) 
CALCULATE STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
DF=SQRT(DF-loOl 



































































MUL TR003 · 
• • • •·• ·•.• • • • • • ~ • ~. e • • • • ~- • • .·~ • • • •. • •.•• • • • • • • •· •.• • • ~ • • ~ • • • • •··•·• • • • • • • • •.• • M~L TR002 
SUBRO.UTINE MULTR 
PURPOSE 
PERFORM A MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR 
DENT VAR!ABL.E AND. A SET OF INOEPE.NDENT VARIABLES. 
SUBROUTINE IS NO~MALLY" USED. IN THE PERFORMANCE OF 
AND POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION ANALYSES. 
USAGE 















DE~CRIPTJON OF PARAMETFRS MULTR015 ·. 
N ·~ NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS. . MULTR016. 
K - NUMBER OF .INDEPENDENT VARIABLES I~ THIS REGRESSION• MULTR017 
XBAR - INPUT VECTOR OF LENGTH M CONTAINING MEANS OF ALL MULTR018 
VARIABLES• M IS NUMBER OF VARIABLES IN OBSERVATIONSoMULTR019 
~TD - INPUt VECTOR 0~ LENGTH M CONTAINING STANDARD DEVI-:- MULTR020 
ATIONS OF Alt VARIABLES~ · . . MULTR021 
D 
·RX 
- INPUi VECTOR OF LENGTH M CONTAININ~ TH~ DIAGONAL OF MULTR022 
THE MATRIX bF SUMS O~ CROSS-PRODUCTS OF DEVIATIONS MULTR023 
FROM MEANS ~O~ ALL VARIABLES. . . MULTR024 



























































INTERCORRELAT10NS AMONG INDEPENDENT VARIABLES. MULTR02~ 
RY - INPUT VECTOR OF LENGTH K CONTAINING INTERCORRELA- MULTR027 
TIONS OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES WifH DEPENDENT MULTR028 
VARIABLE. MULTR029 





INDEPENDENT VARIABLES IN ASCENDING ORDER. THE MULTR031 
SUBSCRIPT OF THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE IS STORED IN MULTR032 
THE LAST, K+l, POSITION. . . . . MULTR033 
- OUTPUT VECTOR OF LENGTH K CONTA!NlNG .REGRESSION MULTR034 
COEFFICIENTS. . MULTR035 
- OUTPUT VECTOR OF LENGTH K CONTAINING STANDARD MULTR036 
DEVIATIONS.OF REGRESSION COEFFI~IENTS. .. MULTR037 
- OUTPUT VECTOR OF LENGTH K CONTAINING T~VALUES. MULTR038 
- OUTPUT VECTOR OF LENGTH 10.(0NTAINING THE F.OLLOWING MULTR039 
INFORMATION.. · MU.LTR040 
ANS(l) INTERCEPT . MULTR041 
ANS{2) MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT MULTR042 
ANS(3) STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE MULTR043, 







SION (SSAR) MULTR045 
DEGREES OF FREEDOM ASSOCIATED WITH SSAR MULTR046 
MEAN SQUARE OF SSAR _ MULTR047 
.SUM OF SQUARES OF DEVIATIONS FROM REGRES- MULTR048 
SION (SSDR) MULTR049 
DEGREES OF FREEDOM ASSOCIATED WITH SSDR MULTR050 
MEAN SQl,JARE .· OF SSPR . . MUL TR051 
F-VALUE MULTR052. 
MUL rno·53 
N MUST BE GREATER THA~ K+l. 





SUBROUTINES AND FUN CT I ON SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED 
NONE 
METHOD 
THE GAUSS-JORDAN METHOD IS USED IN THE SOLUTION OF THE 
NORMAL EQUATIONS. REFE~ TO w~ W• COOLEY AND P• R •. LOHNES, 
•MULTIVARIATE .PROCEDURES FOR THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES•, . 
JOHN WILEY AND SONS, 1962• CHAPTER 3, AND B. OSTLE~ 
•STATISTICS IN RESEARCH•., THE IOWA STATE COLLEGE PRESS• 








MUL TR066 · 
MUL TR067 
Ml,JL TR069 
•·• • • • • • • ~ • .... • • ·•.•. •· • •• • • • •. • • • •· • • • • •.•.•. ••. •. • • •.• ~ • • •·• • • •. •. • • • •.• • •· .• MUL TR068: 
·su(:JROUT!NE MULTR IN,K.,XBAR,STD,D,RX,RY,ISAVE,B,SB,T,ANs,. 
DI MENS ION X BAR ( 1 ) , STD ( 1 ). , D ( l ) , RX I l ) , RY ( l ) , I SAVE ( l ) , B ( l .) , SB ( 1 ) , 






• •. ".• • • • • • •· • •••.• • • ~ • • ·• ·• .• • • ·• • • ·• •• • • ·• • • ·• .• • • • 111 • ~ ,. • ~ iii • • • ••••• .- •..••• "_• ~ MU LT RO 74 
IF A DOUBLE PRECISION VERSION OF THIS ROUTINE IS DESIRED, THE MULTR076 
C IN COLUMN 1 SHOULD.BE REMOVED FROM THE DOUBLE PRECISION MULTR077' 
.5TAJEMENT WHICH FOLLOvlS,. MULTR078 
MUL TR079. 
DOUB(E PRECISION XBAR,STD,D,RX~RY,B,SB,T,ANS,RM,BO,SSAR,SSDR,SY, MULTROBO 
l FN;FK,SSARM,SSDRMiF MULTR081 
THE C MUST ALSO BE RtMOVED FROM bOUBLE PREClSION STATEMENTS 
APPEA.RING IN OTHER ROUTINES USED. IN CO.NJUNCTION W'ITH THIS 
ROl,JTINE. 








( CONTAIN DOUBLE PRECISION ;FORTRAN FUNCTIONS. SQRT AND ABS IN MULTRQ88 
C STATEMENTS 122, ·125, AND. 135 MUST BE (HANGED TO OSQRT AND DABS.MULTR089 
C MULTR090, 
C MULTR092 















DO 100 J=l,K 
FHJJ=0 0 0 
DO 110 J=l ,K 
.Ll=K*U-1) 
DO 110 .I=l ,K 
L=Ll+I 
110 9(J)=BiJ1+RYfil~RX(L) 
. RM~O.O ~· . . 
. BO=OoO 
·Ll=ISAVE(MMl 
COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION 
DO 120 I=l,K' 
RM=RM+B ( I )*RY (I l 
. . .. . 
REGRESStON COEFFICIENTS 




. 12b BO=BO+B(ll*X8AR(Lj 
BO=XBAR(Ll)--80 
c 




















.SSDR=D ( L 1 >-SSAR 
VARIANCE OF ESTJMATE 
FN=N-K.-1 
SY=SSO.RiFN 
STANDARD DEV'IATIONS OF REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
DO 130 J=l,K 
Ll=K*·IJ-ll+J 
L=!SAVE!Jl. 








. MUL TR098 
MULTR099 
MULTRlOO 









MUL TRl lQ 
MULTRl 11 







































C STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 
c 
. 135 SY=DSQRT(DAAS(SY)) 
c 



























MUL TR157 · 













MUL TfU 71 
MUL TRl 72 
MULTRl 73 · 
APPENDIX C 
THE ITERATIVE PROGRAM 
The two main purposes of this prqg~am ar~ as follows: 
1 o To compute and print-~ut the values of Equations 
(34), (36), (38), (40), (42} .. and (44), ·Chapter. Vo 
2.. To solve the set of linearized differential 
aquations, Equations (50) through (54), Chapter Vo 
The purpose of cemputing and printing out the value of 
Equations ( 50) through ( 541, is due to the fact that thes·e 
equations wer.e obtained by the method of least square and 
contain slight imperfections .. The degree of imperfection 
shquld,. of course, be examined to determine if the least 
square fit is acceptEible .. Equation (43), Chapter V, gave 
the most trouble with this regard. Although this problem 
presents no obstacle to the solution of the set of differ-
ential equations, it may require a minor program. change ;Ln 
the .subroutine call , DERFUN .. 
The read statements are. defined as fo11·ows: 
Program Symb.ol.s Equation Symbols 





































Wall Temperature - 0Ri 
Wall Density - CuFt/Lb 
Wall Viscosity 
Main Stream 
Temperature - 0 R 
I~tervaJ:. of Integration 




Maximum Value of a ( 11) 
Maximum number of 
coiumns in the starting 
solution matrix. 
$ID C-0001 THOMAS E MULLIN 
$JOB THOMAS t MULLIN 
$18JOB NAMEPR MAP 
$IBFTC 
c 













DOUBLE PRtCISION X2M,X4M,X2~,X4P,X2Hl,X4Hl,X2H2,X4H2, 
1 DENOM,ZtJM,U31,U52 . 
c 















MATRIX INDFXER - MAIN PROGRAM~ N 
- SUBROUTINf- DERFUN 






















READ ( 5 ,.l l DEN f 
READ<5,l·l VISHPI 
REAQ(5,ll TF 
RE'AD< 5 ,l l DENF 
READ<5,ll X2M 
READ<5,ll X4M 






















































WRITEC6,70101 KXMAT . 
FORMAT(l2X,El~.8,5X,El5.8,5X,El5o8t5X,El5o8l 
FORMAT( l.2X, 115) 
\, 
... . . ·' 
PURP-OSE:..To COMPUTE THE PROPERTY COEFFICIENTS. 
.. , FOR tHE 6IFFERENTIAL EciUATIQNS .. 
DEL Tl ;,,,, TI ,-TF 
DELT2 = DELTl*DELTl 
DELT3 = DE,_LT2*DELT1 
DEL T4 = DE~3*DEU1 
TFl. = TF \ 
TF2 = T.Fl*TFI 
TF3 = TF2*TF1 
DVWAL = DENI*VISHPI . 
DCOEFl = tDENl*DENI*DEN~*VISHPll/(DENF-DENil 
DCOEF2 = (DCOEFll/lDENFf . 
CA= IAl+Bl*TFl+Cl*TF2+Dl*TF3t*IDELTll 
cs= 1si+2.oo+Oo-itcl*TF1+3.oo+oo*Dl*TF2>*1DELT2> 
CC = IC1+3.0D+OO*Dl*TF1 l*IDELT3l . . 













2,0D+OO* I A·2+B2*TFl+C2*TF2+D2*TF3·> *<DVWALl 
2.0b+00*(B2+2.~D+OO*C2*TF1+3o0D+OO*D2*TF2l•~DEL~ll*IDVWALI 
2.oo+OO*(C2+3.0D+OO*D2*TFlf*(DELT2)*(DVWAL) 























CBB = ~B4+2o0b~OO*C4*Tfi~3.0D+OO*D4*TF21*1DELT21 
CCC= IC4+3.0D+00*D4*TFll*IDELT31 











3 .oo+OQ* ((5+3 • 0D+00*D5*TF 11 * I DEL T 2 I* ( DVWAL.1 
3.oo~OO*(D51*(DELT31*(DVWAL) 













7100 FORMATl1Hl,12X,27HTHE CALCULATED COEFFICIENTS,/) 
7200 FORMATllH ,12X,2HCA,18X,2HCBjl8X,2HCC,18X,2~CD) 
7300 FORMAT!lH ,12X~2HCE,18X,2HCF,18X,2HCG,18X,2HCH) 
7400 FORMATllH ~12X,2HCI,18k,2HCJ,18X,2HCK,18X,2HCLI 
7500 FORMAT(lH ,12X,2HCM,18X,2HCN,18X,2HCP,18X,2HCRI 
7600 FORMAT(}~ ,12X,2HCS,l~X,2HCT,18X,2HCU,18X,2HCWI 
7700 FORMAT(lH ,12X,3HCAA,17X,3HCBB,17X,3HCCC,17X,3HCDDI 
7800 FORMAT(lH ,12X,3HCEE,17X,3HCFF,17X,3HCGG,17X,3HCH~l 
8200 FORMAT<lH ,12X,5HDELT1,15X,.5HbELT2,i5X,5HDELT3~15X, 
1 5HDELT4,15X,3HTF1l 
8300 FORMATflH •12X,3HTF2,17X,3HTF3,i7X~5HDVWAL,15X, 












C THE COMPUlING OF THE PROPERTY COEFFIC1ENi AS 
C .· A FUNCTION OF THETA 
c 








3000 FORMATl1Hl,6X,2~HCOEFFS AS.FUNCT10NS OF THETAi/l. 
3-001 FORMATliH ,6X,5HTHETA~IOX,4HAlll,11X,4HA222,llX,4HA333,11X, 
. 1 4HA444,liX,4HBlll,11X,4HB2221 . · . 
3002 FORMAillH ,21X,5HDAill,lOX,5HDA222,lOX,5HDA333,lOX,5HDA444,lOX, 







DO 6 1 : KT = 1 , 11 . 
Alll ~ CA+CB*Tl+CC*T2+CDiT3 
A222 = CE+CF*Tl+CG•T2+CH•T3 
A333 = CI+CJ*Tl+CK*T2+CL*T3 
. A441 = CM+CN*Tl+CP*T2+CR•T3 
A442 CS+CT*Tl+CU•T2+CW•T3 
A444 A44l~A442 
~111 = CAA+CBB•Tl+CCC*T2+CD6•T3 
8222 CEE+CFF*Tl+CGG*T2+CHH*T3 
THE DERIVATIVES . 
DAlll CB+2~0•CC*T1+3.0*CD*T2 
DA222 = CF+2.~_0•CG*Tl+3 .O•CH*T2. 
DA333 = CJ+2.oicK•Tl+3.0•CL•T2 
DA441 - CN+2•0*CP*TJ+3~0*(R*T2 
DA442 C.T +2;. O•CU*Tl +3 • O*CW*T 2 
DA444 ~ DA441-DA442 
08111 = (BB+~•O*CCC*Tl+3~0*CDD*T2 
DB222 =.CFF+2•0*CGG*Tl+3.0*CHH*T2 
WRITE: { 6, 111) T 1, Al U ,.A2 22 ,A333, A.444, Bl 1·1, 8222 
WRITF16,112l DA111,DA22i,DA333,D~444,DB111,DB222 . · ·. 
111 FORMATl6X,El3o6,2X,El3o6,2X,El3w6,2X,El3o612X,El~.6,2X,El3o6, 
1 . 2X,El3o61 . 
11 2 FORM Ai ( 2 i X , E 1 3 • 6 , 2 X , E 1 3 • 6 , 2 X , E J 3 o 6 ,2 K, E i3 • 6 • 2 X , E 1 3 • 6 , 2 X , E 1 3 • 6 , I I 
Tl= Tl+Ool 
T2 = Tl•H .. 
T3 = T2*Tl 
61 CONTiNUE 
C -CON~TANT PROPl;RTY"SOLUTLON (~~N6 = 2,-01 
C PURPOSE-TO· PROVIDE A START I.NG SOLUTION FOR THE 




KKP = . 1 
YI 11 = o.o, 
·YI 2-1 =· o.o 
y ( 3) . . ;:::. o. 5"7 Vi 
Y(41 = lo O 
y ( 5 j =-0.7165 
Yl61 = -.0,0 
Y111· = DELX 
. . ' . 
U31L = Yl31 
uo;2L - Yl.5 I 




- Y ( 11 
Y(21 
YI 31 








A<5,1) = Y!5) 
WRITE!6,707) 
707 FORMAT(lHl,llX,30HTHE CONSTANT PROPERTY SOLUTION,/) 
\.IR ITE ( 6, 708 l . . .\. . . . . · · . · . . 
708 FORMAT(lH tllX,3HETA,17Xt6HF(ETA) •l4Xt7HF•<ETA) tl3X,8HF• t !ETA), 
1 l 2X, 6HT (.ETA),14X, 7HT 1 <ETA l ) 
WRITE!6,709l Y(6.),A(ltll,A<2,ll,A(3,1),A(4,1J,A(5,ll· 
. . ... 
CALL START(5,1,1,DELX,O.O,O.O,O.o,o~o.o.01 
A(l,2l. Y(l) 




KKK = .9 
KXX = KXMAT - 2 
DO 100 KK = l,KXX 
N = KK+2 
CALL KAMSUB <Ir 
A < 1 , N l = Y (. 1 l 
A(2,Nl Y(2) 
A(3,N) = Y(3l 
A(4,Nl Y(4) 
A!5,Nl Y(5) 
IF(KKK.NE.KK)GO TO 100 
KKK= KKK+ 10 
WR I TE < 6 , 7 0 9 l ,, '(1 6 ) • A ( 1 , N l • A ( 2 • N l • A ( 3 , N l , A I 4 , N ) , A ( 5 , N l 
709 FORMAT(9X,El5.6,~X,El5.6,5X,El5.6,5X~El5e6t5X,El5.6,5X,El5.6) 
100 CONTINUE 
C THE PARTICULAR SOLUTION 
2000 KKP = 2 
Y(l> o.o 





YC7) = DELX 
M = 1 
CALL START (5,1,1,DELX,O.O,o.o.o.o,o.o.o.o> 
KXX = KXMAT - 2 
DO 101 KK =1,KXX 
M,= KK + 1 
CALL KAMS.UB (1) 
101 CONTINUE 
C STORE FINAL VALUES 
X2P = Y(2) 
X4P = Y(4) ~ 
c 
C THE WRITE STAtEMENTS FOR THE PARlICULAR SOLUTION 
WRITE(6,7l':il 
c 
WRITE ( 6 • 7131 ) · 
WRITE(6,715) X2P,X4P 
713 PORMAT(1Hl~l2X,36HTHE PARTICULAR SOLUTION FINAL VALUES,/) 
7131 FORMAT(lH ~12X,3HX~P,17X,3HX4Pl 
715 FORMAT(l2X,E15.B,5X,El5.8,/) 
129 
C. THE FIRST HOMOGENEOUS SOLUTION 







Y C 7 l - DELX 
M = I 
CALL START(5,l,l,DELx~o.o,o.o,o.o,o.o,o.o, 
KXX = KXMAT - 2 
DO 102 KK = l,KXX 
M = KK + 1 
CALL KAMSUB (1) 
102 CONTINUE 
C STORE FINAL VALUES 
X2Hl = YC2) 
X4Hl = Y(4) 
c 
C THE WRITE STATEMENTS FOR THE FIRST 




716 FORMAT(lH ,12X,43HTHE FIRST HOMOGENEOUS SOLUTION FINAL VALUE,/1 









THE SECOND HOMOGENEOUS SOLUTION 
KKP = 4 
Y(ll o.o 
Y(2l = OoO 
Y(3l = O.O 
Y!4l = o.o, 
Y(5) = loO 
'y(_61 = o.o 
Y ( 7 l = DELX · 
M = l . . " 
CALL 5TART(5,1,1,DELX~Oj0,0j0,0.o,o~o,o.o) 
KXX = KXMAT - i 
DO 103 KK=hKXX 
M = KK + l · 
CALL KAMSL)B (1) 
CONTINUE 
STORE FINAL VALUES 
X2H2 = Y C 2 I 
X4H2 = Yl4l 
. THE WRITE S1ATFMENTS-fOR THE SECOND 
HbMOGENEOUS so(0Tro~ 
WRITEC6,71R1 , 






FbRMATCl~ ,12X,44~THE SECOND .HOMQGENEOUS 
FORMATClH ~12X,4HX2H2,16X,4HX4H2f 
FORMAT(12X,El~.8,5X,El5o8,/l 
SOLUTION FINAL VALUES,/l 
c 
C COMPUTING THE NEW INITIAL CONDITI6NS 
DENOM = CX2Hl*X4H2l~(X2H2*X4Hll 
ZUM (X2M-X2P l.* ( X4H2 l ... C X4M-X4P) * ( X2H2 l 
U31 = ZUM/DENOM . 
c 
ZUM = CX4M-X4P)*IX2H1 )-IX2M-X?Pl*IX4Hll 
U52 = ZUM/DENOM 
U31 = 0.5713+U31 
U52 =-0.7165+U52 
C · THE WRITE STATEMENTS FOR THE 
C BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
WRITE C 6, 72 0) 
720 FORMATClH ,12X,21HVALUES OF U31 AND U52,/) 
WRITEl6•7201) 















y ( 1) o.o 
y ( 2) o.o 
y (3) U31 
y ( 4) 1.0 
y ( 5) U52 
y ( 6) o.o 
y ( 7) = DELX 
Y1 y ( 1) 
Y2 y ( 2) 
Y3 y ( 3) 
Y4 y ( 4) 
Y5 y ( 5) 
WRITEC6,200) 
200 FORMATC1Hl,5X,35HTHE NEXT STARTING-OR FINAL SOLUTION,/) 
\,IR IT E ( 6, 201 ) 
201 FORMAT(lH ,5X,3HETA,12X,6HFIETA) ,9X,7HF• IETA) ,8X,8HF' 1 (ETA) ,7X, 
1 9HF • 1 1 C ET A) , 6X, 6H TC ETA) , 9 X, 7HT • C ET A) , BX, SH T • • C ET A ) l 




AC 1 ,1 l 
A I 2, 1 l = 
A13,l) 
A I 4 ,1) 
A I 5 ,1) 
Yl = YIU 
Y2 = YC2) 
Y3 YI 3 l 
Y4 YC4) 







KXX = KXMAT '"·2 
DO 105 KK = 1,KXX 
M = KK + 1 
N = KK + l 






A ( 1, N) Yl 
A(Z,Nl YZ 
A ( 3, N) Y3 
A(4,Nl Y4 
A(5,N) Y5 
Yl y ( 1) 
YZ y ( 2) 
Y3 y ( 3) . 
Y4 y ( 4) 
Y5 y ( 5) 
!F(KKK~~E.KKJGO TO 105 
KKK= KKK+ 10 













DELU31 UJll U31 
DELU52 = U52L - U52 
TF(ABS(DELU3ll.LT.l.OE-03lGO TO 500 
U31L = U31 
U52L = U52 
GO TO 2000 
500 TF(ARS(DELU52).LF.l.OF-03lGO TO 501 
U31L = U31 
U52L = U52 
GO TO 2000 
501 STOP 
END 
















IF(KKP.EO.l)GO TO 1001 
IF(KKP.E0.2)GO TO 1002 
IF(KK~.EQ.3lG0 TO 1003 
IF(KKP.E0.4lGO TO 1003 
IF(KKP.EQ.5rGO TO 1002 
132 
C THE CONSTANT PROPERTY EQU~TIONS 
c 
1001 YIBI = Yl21 
Y(9) = Yl31 
Y~l01=-3e0~Y(l)*Y(3)+2.0*Y(2)*Y(2)-Y(4) 
Villi= Y(5) . 
Yll21~ -3;0*2•0*Ylll*Yl5) 
RETURN 
C THE NON-HOM6GENEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS 
c 
c 
1002 Y(BI - Y(21 
Yl9) = Yl31 




. SJ2 = +2.0*CI*A!2,Mf 
1 +2.0*CJ*A!2,Ml*A!4,MI 
2 + 2 • 0 *CK *A ( 2 , M I * A ( 4 , .M ) * A ( 4 , M I 
3 +2.0*CL*A(2,M)*A!4iM)*A!4,M)*Al4,Ml 








SJ41 = -CB*A13,Ml*A!5,MI . . 
1 -2.0*CC*Al3.,M1•Ai4,Ml*A15,MI . 
2 -3~0*CD*Al3~Mt*Al4,Ml*Al4,Ml*A!5,M) 
SJ42 = -CF*A!l,M~*Al3,Ml 
1 -2~0*CG*A!l,M)*A13,~l*Al4,M) 
2 -3.0*CH*~<l,~l*A<3~Ml*A<4,Ml*Al4,~) 
SJ43 = +CJ•Al2,Ml*A!2,M) . . 
1 . +2~0*CK*A!2,Ml*A12,M)•A<4,M) 




SJ45 ~ +CT . . 
1 +2.0*CU*A(4,M) 
2 +3.0*CW*Al4,M)*A(~,MI 
SJ4 = SJ4l+SJ42+SJ43+SJ44+SJ45 
SJ5 = -CA*Al3,Ml 
























= -CI•A<i~Ml~Al2~MI . . 












C REMOVING END. POINT ERROR .ON DENSITY RATIO 






GO TO 19 
18 HJ4 O.O 
HJ5 = O.O 
19 HJ= HJl+HJ2+HJ3+HJ4+HJ5 



















































-2 • 0 lfCCC*A ( 4, Ml *A ( 4, Ml *A ( 5, Ml 
-2.0*CDD*A14,Ml*A(4,Ml*A(4,Ml*A(5,M) 

















C THF HOMOGENEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS 
1003 Y(R) Y(2) 


















































































































-2 .O,f(AA,fA I 5 ,M) 
-2.0*CBB*A14,M)*A15,MJ 
, -2.0*CCC*A14,M)*Al4,Ml*Al~,MI 
·,·~-? .O•CDD*A (4 ,M) if A ( 4 ,Ml *A ( 4, ,Ml, *A ( 5 ,M) 
'F*All,M) ' . 
-CF •All,Ml*A(4,Ml 
~CGG 11,M)*Al4,Ml*A(4iM) 
~CHH*A 1,Ml*Al4,Ml*Al4,Ml*Al4,M) \ . 
135 









SUBROUTINE STARJCM1,M2,M3,Al,A2,A3,A4,A5,A61 c 
COMMON/ SHARE /NN, SPACE, MODE ,KKA, E lMA,X ,E lMI N, E2MAX, E2M IN, FACT 
c 
















DIMENSION DELYC4,100) ,BET141 ,XV·C5) ,FVC4,1001 ,YUC5,1001 
COMMON ~SHARE/NNJSPACE,MOD~JKKA,ElMAX,ElMIN,E2MAX,E2MIN,FACT 
COMMON Y C 202 I 
COMMON/INTDAT/ZC5,2021,IERR 
















IFCNSTiRT.LE~OJGO TO 9977 
GO TO ClOOl,2000,2000),MObE 
RUNGE-KUTT A 
LL=l 
DO 1034 K=l,4 





CALL DERFUN . 




DO 1039 l=l,NN 
DEL;: <DEL Y Cl , I I +2 • O*DELY ( 2, I ) +2 • O*DEL Y f 3 d l +DELY C 4, I I I /"6 • 0 
YUCMM+l,I)=YU(M~,I)+6EL . . 
tONTINUE , . 
MM=MM+l 
XV(~Ml=~VCMM-l)+Y(N2l. 
DO 1400 I=l,NN 
Y ( II =YU C MM, I l 
Y C NP 1) =XV ( MM l 
.CALL DERFUN 
GO TO C42,100,100J,MbDE 
DO 150 z;;.1,NN 
. I PN2.=.I+N2 . 
FV(MM,I l=YC IPN2 l 
136 
GO TO 11001,1001,l001,2QOO),MM 
C ADAMS-MOULTON 
2000 DO 2048 I=l,NN 
DEL=YIN2)•155.0fFV14,I)-59.0*FV13,Il 
1+37.0*FVl2,Il-9.0*FV11,Ill/24.0 
YI I l=YU14t! )+DEL . 
2048 DELYll~Il=YlII 
YINPll=XV14)+YIN21 
CALL bERFUN . 
XVl5)=YINP11 
DO 2051 I=i ,NN 
IPN2=I+N2 . 
DEL=YIN21*19.0*YiIPN2)+19.0*~V14,II 
l-5.0•FV13,!l+FV(2'11 )/24.0 ' 
YU·< 5, I) =YU ( 4, I) +DEL 
2051 YII)=YU(5,Il 
CALL DERFUN 
GO TO 142,42,3000!,MODE 











DO 3033 I=l,NN 
EPSIL=R*AB~IY(Il-DELY(l,Il.) 
GO TO 13301,3307),KKA 






IF(ABSIY(N21 l-1:2MIN142,42,4340 .·· 
IF(SSE-E1MIN)3036,42~42 
IF(E2MAX-ABS(Y(N2lll42,42,5360 
LL~l . . . 
IERR = 1 
MM=l 
Y(N2l=YIN2)*FACT 
GO TO 1001 
5360 GO TO 142,53611,LL 
5361 XV(21=XV(3) 
XV(3l=XV(5) 








I ERR = 2 
LL=.2 
MM=3 
GO TO 1001 
EXIT ROUTINE 
42 GO TOl43,44,441,MODE 
44 Do 707 K=l,4 
Z·I K ,NPl I=· XV ( K) 
Z(K,N2)=XV(K+l)-XV(Kl 
DO 707 I=l,NN 
.Z ( K • I l = YU ( K, I ) 
I PN2 = N2 +. I 
707 Z(K,IPN2)= FVIK,I) 
43 215,NPll = XV(5) 


















Z ( 5 ,r I= YU ( 5 , ! I 
I PN2 = N2 + L 
Z(~,IPN21= Y(IPN21 
Z<5,N21= Y<N2·1 
DO 12 K=l;3 
XV<Kl=XV<K+ll 










GO TO (70,70,731,MODE 
CONTINUE' . 
I ERR = 3 
ALPHJl.=Y<NN+ll 
EPM=O.O 
GO TO (7,9,91,MODE 
MM=4· 
















DO 320 1=1,NN 
IPN2=I+N2 
FV(MM,Il=Y(IPNtl 
YU(MM, I l=Y( I I 



































































POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION COEJ.i'1ICIENTS. FOR CASE . 1-
CA CB CC CD 
CE CF - CG -- -- -·--·-- -~-C~H-----
C I .CJ CK CL c M c N c p- . - - -- - - ----- -- --CR ____________________________________________ _ 
CS . . CT CU CW --c-ai _____ . -------------------css ---·--- ----·--- -·---···-- -· -----·-ccc · --- -------- ------- -------coo-------------------------------------------
CEE CFF CGG CHH 
DEL Tl ---·-·rfEt:r2· ·····:- - - DEl T3 . - -----·-·1sec~-·· TFl 
TF2 TF3 OVWAL DCOEFl OCOEF2 
-0.230849E 00 0.128255E 00 
o.2so154E 01 ·· _o;s&a2s9E oo 
O.l66769E 01 0.378860E 00 
···ir:1020'32E·o1 0~259201E 01 
0.702249E 01 0.159534E 01 
:..·cr~T79P+3E t)ij"""""""-- -- o~-92l434E-Ol 
0.886390E 01 -0.164470E 01 
-·-cr~-scfocr"5ol: 01·----- ·0~2s:>000E 02 
0.600145E 06 0.464926E 09 
,- --~·-,,~---- ...... 
-0.557186E-01 




. .:.:o. 269 690E:.ot 
0.4466ft-4E 00 
. 0.125000E 03 






··o.625oooe·o3· --- ------0.114690~-cn 
0.150406E 03 0.553982E 01 




COEFFIOIENT S OF. THE REDUCED DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AS 





. - - -- - - -0~ 230849E 00 
O.l28255E 00 
O.lODOOOE 00 -0.218568E 00 







--u-;.-·2ooorror: o·o .:o. 20132te oo o.26123aE 01 
0.1J7562E 00 0.540115E JO 
0.300000E 00 -0.197029E 00 0.266569E 01 
-0~9TI'l10E_.Ol-- 0.526027E 00 




0.500000E 00 -0.178991E 00 0.276808E 01 
---·-- -- - --· 0.825001E-Ol 0.497852E 00 
··o;600000E 00 -O.t"11085E 00 0.281716E 01 
0.757403E-Ol 0.483765E 00 
o.1oooooe oo· -o.t63816E oo --- ----- -- -·----· ., ..... ·o~ 697775E-01 0.286483E 01 0.4S9678E 00 
o.soooooE oo -o.1s1to3E oo o.291109e 01 
0.646117E-Ol. 0.455590E 00 









O. 177712E 01 






O. 993925E 00 
8111 
DBlll 










O.l96657E 00 ·-o.l6l793E 00 0.855283E 01 
0.992680E 00 0.813557E-Ol -O.l46604E 01 
0.295926E 00 -0.153928E 00 0.841069E 01 
D.992935E 00 0.759619E-Ol -0.137671E 01 
0.181172E 01 0.395294E 00 -0.146601E 00 0.827749E 01 





0.494914E 00 -0.139814E 00 0.815322E 01 
0.997946E 00 0.651743E-Ol -0.ll~BOSE 01 
0.594934E 00 -O.l33566E 00 0.803788E 01 
0.100270E 01 0.597805E-Ol -0.110872E 01 
0.190989E 01 "o. 695504E 00 
0.313118E- 00 O.l00896E 01 
-0.12,7858E 00 O. 79314 7E 01 
0.543867E-Ol -0.101939E 01 
o. 194073 E 01 
0.303727E 00 
0. 796775E 00 ,.:..o~t:226891:. 00 O. 783400E 01 
0.101671€ 01 0.489929E-Ol -0.930065E 00 
__ Oj_~(!Q_Qg_Q_~ __ f?_Q ___ :-:_Q_!.!~Q~_f:7E. 00 0.295595E 01. 0.197063E_ 01, O. 8988961: OQ -O. l 18_059E 00 ... 0. 774546E 01 
. 0.602431E-Ol 0.441503E 00 0.294335E 00 ,0.102597E 01 0.~35991E-Ol -0.840736E 00 
. i 
O.lOOOOOE 01 -0.145028E 00 0.299939E 01 




o.100202E 01 -O.ll3969E 00 b.766585E oi 
o.103,12e 01 0.382053E-Ol -0.751407E 00 
··- -··· ··- ---· ·--------------------·--· ..... --·· ·-· ·····- -·-··· ··--·-· 
ETA FIETAI 
o. . o •. 
o.200000E oo o.970626E-02 
--o~-1+000 oo i:--oo-- --o~-3:ftcJ si E..:cn · 
0.600000E 00 0.660146E-01 
· o. aooooa1= oo-- --a:ro17o4E oo · 
O.lOOOODE 01 0.137636E 00 
0.12000JE 01 D.l71755E DO 
0.140000E 01 D.202902" DO 
- O. H,O'.lDOE 01 0.230564:: 00 
O.lBOOOOE 01 0.254~48E 00 
. 0.200000E 01 0.27531BE 00 
0.220000E 01 0.292876E 00 
0.240000E 01 0.307678E 00 
0.260000E 01 0.32)089E 00 
0.28DOOOE 01 0.330456E 00 
0.3J0100f 01 0.339091E 00 
0.320000~ 01 0.346269E 00 
0.340000E 01 0.352228E 00 
0.360000E 01 0.357168E 00 
0.380~00~ 01 0.361261E 00 
0.400DOOE 01 0.364651E 00 
0.420000E 01 0.367456~ 00 
0.4~)10~E 01 J.369777E 00 
O.~S010)E 01 0.371696E 00 
0.4ROJOOF 01 0.373283F 06 
0.500000E 01 0.374595E 00 
o.~?OOOJE 01 a.375678E 00 
o.54JJn}F Ol 0.376574E 00 
o.560JO}F 01 D.377313E 00 
0.5ROOOOE 01 0~3779?3E 00 
0.600JJOE 01 D.3784?7E 00 
0.620JOOE 01 0.37894?E JO 
0.6400rOF 01 0.379184F 00 
O.S60JOJE 01 1.379466E 00 
0.680JOOE 01 0.379697E 00 
0.699999F 01 J.379888E 00 
0.7J9;99F 01 D.380044E 00 
0.719999F 01 0.3RJ172F 00 
~.759999~ 01 0.38J276E 00 
0.779J99F 01 0.380361F 00 
o.799999E 01 o.3BD429E no 
0.819999E 01 0.3804B~E 00 
0.839999~ 01 0.38J529E 00 
0.859999E 01 0.3805640 00 
0.879999E 01 0.380592E 00 
0.899999E 01 0.380613E 00 
0.9l9999E 01 0.380629E 00 
o.9~9999c 01 o.380640E oo 
0.959999E 01 0.38J648E 00 
0.979999E 01 0.380652F 00 
0.9q9,99F 01 D.3A0655; 00 
TABLE V 
SOLUTIONS OF THE REDUCED DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 




o. l45293E 00 
o. 1730llE Ja 
0.181212E 00 




O. lll677E 00 
0.952865E-H 



























































-0. 21121 7E-0 l 
-0.175497E-)l 
































-0. l 105BlE 01 " 
-O.BB8291E 00 
-0.677728E 00 
-o. 485718E 00 
-0.322018E 00 















































0.100000~ 01· -0.857689E 00 
O.B30373E 00 -O.B36405E 00 
<i~566949E 00 -0.792899E M 
0.515376E 00 -0.717407E 00 
O. 381920E 00 c:o~l,13243E OD 
0.27il37E 00 -0.493305E 00 
O.l84570E 00 -0.373661E 00 
0.120762E 00 -0.267462E 00 
0.761987E~Ol -0.181864E 00 































































































COMPUTER INPUT DATA fOR CASE 2 
Al Bl Cl 01 
12 . 82 C2 02 
A3 83 C3 03 
Alt ---.-«~ - - . C4 04 
A5 85 CS 05 
TI DENI VISHPI TF 
OENF OELX X2M X4M 
KXMAT 
-O;Zt.3506W~ ITT~ - ~~0~1TI1fZ717E 01 -0. 7 l865062E-03 o. 
-o.t45S3423E 04 o.17103767E 01 -0.23574024F-J2 o. 
-0"'29808781E 02 0. 73594019E-Ol -0.45250884E-04 O. 
-o;30841414E 03 o.79239742E 00 -0.50901766E-03 o. 
0.20657112E 04 .... ~~0~5T2Ul6T6E 01 0.3I 747486E-02 O. 
O. 77468999E 03 0.27149972E 02 0.29063668E-Ol 0.76968999E 03 
0~2607 7 73F 02 O. 20000000E-OI o·. 50000000E-05 0. SOOOOOOOf--05 
501 
TABLE VII 




























-0.441'519E 00 0.299884-E 00 -0.898313E-Ol 
0.217'512F 01 0.963922E 00 ~0.139513E 00 
0~145008F 01 · 0.642614E 00 -0.930087E-Ol 
0.360286F 01 0.251876E 01 -0.144797E 00 
0~360674F 01 O.l59835E 01 -0.231337E 00 
-0.336922E 00 0.220645E 00 -0.636272E-Ol 
. 0.131787.E 02 --0.175803{ 01 0.187884E 00 
O.~OOOOOF Ot 0.250000f 02 0.125000E 03 



















0 .. 625000E 03- 0.769690E 03 
0.127995E 03 0.392529E 01 
THFTA 
_ TABLE VIII ' 
COEFFICIENTS O:P THE REDUCED DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AS 
FUNC!UONS OF e Ull -FOR CASE 2 
Alli A222 A333 A444 Blll 8222 
llATTr ____ --~A727 -- ---OA333 - 0Alilt4 -- - ---tIBlll 08222 
o. -0.441519E 00 o.217512E 01 0.145008£ Ol 0.387192E 02 0.336922E 00 0.13178/E 02 
I o. 299884E 00 0.642614E 00 - ~ 0.920404E 00 0.220645E 00 -0.275803E 01 0 •. 963922E 00 
O.IOOOOOE 00 -0.412429E 00 0.227012E 01 0.151341E 01 0.890339E-Ol -0.315494E 00 0.129048F. 02 
X n SJ JI ii hH h IH Jr\ lJCP 0.281917E 00 o.936019E 00 0.624013E 00 0.937712E 00 u.LUfYCUC UV -u.LILV~?C VI 
o. 200000F 00 -o. 385l36E 00 o. 2362TIF--ur--0.157488E 01 0 .1836 IIE 00 O. 295338E 00 O. 126346E 02 
0.263951E 00 0.908ll6E 00 0.605411E 00 - 0.955020E 00 O.l95194E 00 -0.268287E 01 
0.300000F 00 -0.359639E 00 0.245l74E- 01 O.l63450E 01 0.280038E 0-0 -0.276455E 00 0.123682E 02 
0.245985E 00 o.8802I4E 00 0.586809E 00 o.972328E OU O.IB2469E 00 o.264530E O{ 
U.400-000E 00 -o. 33'5939E 00 o. 253837E 01 · -O. l69225E~ or -~ o.;~378T361:Uu---.;,;;u;-z-s8844E 00 o. I 210561: 02 
o. ?28019E 00 0.852311E 00 0.5b8208E 00 0.989636E 00 O.l69744E 00 -0.260772E 01 
O.~OOOOOE 00 -0.314035E 00 0.262221E 01 0.174814E-Ol 0.477965E 00 _ -0.2425061: 00 0.1184671: 02 
0.710052E 00 0.824409E 00 0.549506E (JO O.I00694E Ol 0.1510181: 00 -0.25fOI4t; Ol 
o.600000E 00 o.2939281: 00 o.270325E ot 0.18021/E 0{ 0.5/95251: 00 0.22f44IE OU O.II5915E 02 
O.l92085E 00 0.796506E 00 0.531004E 00 O.l02425E 01 0.1442931: 00 -0.253257~ 01 
o. 700000E' 00 -o. 2756l8E oo 0.278l51E 01 0.185434E 01 0.6828161: 00 -0.213648E 00 O. l 13402E 02 
u-;;-m-izoE 00 0.7586031: 00 0.512402_1: OD 0.104I56E 01 0.13156/E 00 -0.249499E Ot 
O.BOOOOOE 00 -0.259l04E 00 o.285697E 01 0.1904651: 01 a. 78/837E 00 0.20112/E 00 o.Il0925E 02 
O~l56151E 00 0.7407011: 00 0.493801E 00 0.105887E 01 0.118842E 00 -0.245741E 01 
0.900000E 00 -0.244387E 00 - 0.292965E 01 O.l953lOE 01 0.8945891: 00 -0.1898791: 00 0.1084871: 02 
0.138187E 00 0. 7I7798ctr~o. 4 f5l 99E 00 O. IO 76l8E Ol o. I061l6E 00 -0.24[984E (Jl 
o.tOOOOOF 01 -0.73T461E 00 0.299953E 01 O.l99969E 01 0.[0030/E 01 -0.179904E 00 O.I06086E 0.2 
0.120.221 E po 0.684896E 00 0.456597E 00 0.109348E 01 0.9339091:-01 -0.238226E 01 
TABLE IX 
SOLUTIONS OF THE REDUCED DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
AS FUNCTIONS OF~ FOR CASE 2 
FTA FIETAl F'IETAI F 11 1ETAI F 111 !ETAI T(ETAI T'IETAI T"(f.TAI 
~-- O. o. 0.536268E '.JO -0.l2l972E 01 O.llJOOOOE 01 -O.l01697E 01 O.J860A'lF 0() 
o.200000F oo o.919698F-oz o.S4824&E-Ol o.321B53F oo -0.926649E oo o.soonaE oo -.0.972347F. oo a.2892fl2E oo 
0.400000E 00 0.314579F-Ol 0.132535E 00 O.l64252E 00 -0.656713E 00 0.613385E 00 -0.893717F IJO 0.~0527?E 00 
O.hOOOOOE 00 0.60456lf-Ol 0.153865E 00 0.566374E-Ol -0.428772E 00 0.446210F 00 -0.771197E IJO n.708595[ 00 
o.sooriooE oo o.918544E~o1 o.1s1as1F oo -o.106511E~o1 -0.253961E oo o.307006f no o.617586~ oo o.no6067F no 
O.IOOOOOF 01 O.l22925F 00 0.151571E 00 -0.484046E-Ol -0.132J63E 00 O.l99589E 00 -0.457700F 00 0.773303E 00 
o.120000E 01 · o.1521Z5F. 00 0.139831F 00 -0.664003E-Ol -0.542584E-Ol 0.122775E 00 0.3147llE 00 '0.646013E no 
0.140000F 01 0.178709E 00 o.l25818E 00 -0.722035E-Ol -0.816573E-02 0.716725E-Ol -o.~Ol821E 00 0.48]546E 00 
0.160000E 01 0.2074?7E 00 O.lll409E 00 -0.710550E-Ol 0.168683E 01 0.398614E-01 -0.1_2-14741: 00 cl.3?63331' 00 
·0.180000f 01 o.7.233l6F 00 0.976325E-Ol -3.663172E-01 o.288440E-Ol 0.212138E-Ol -Q.S90789E-Ol 0.?04044F 00 
0.200000F 01 0.241556F 00 0.849845E-Ol 0.600210E-Ol 0.331762E 01 O.l08528E-Ol. -0.373571E-Ol O.ll9145E 00 
0.2?0000E 01 0.?57197F 00 0.736498E-Ol -0.5332?.3E-Ol 0.333166E-Ol 0.536184E-02 -O.l93304E-01 O.A56323F-Ol 
0.740000F 01 0.27ll05E 00 0.636410F-Ol -0.468320E-Ol 0.313550E-Ol 0.256990E-02 0.962527F-O?. 0.3440?7F 01 
0.260000F 01 0.28?.937F 00 0.548835E-Ol -0.408388E-Ol 0.284911E-Ol O.l?.0052E-02 -0.463580f--02 O.l72860E-Ol 
0.?80000E 01 0.291l34F 00 0.472649E-01 -0.354514E-Ol 0.253742E-Ol · 0.549464E-03 -D.216961F-02 0.8378??E-O?. 
~.100000E 01 o.30l911F 00 0.40&615E-Jl -0.306836E-Ol 0.223314E-Ol 0.248104F-03 -0.990791F-01 0.193B34F-02 
0.170000E 01 o.109458F 00 0.349522E-Ol -0.265035E-Ol 0.195116E-Ol 0.11176?.F-03 0.443l42E 03 o.l803q6F 02 
0.340000F 01. 0.~15944F 00 0.300243E-Ol -0.228601F-Ol 0.169695F-Ol 0.512565F-04 -O.l94777F-03 0.80813lF-03 
0.360000F OJ 0.121513F 00 0.257762E-Ol -0.196964E-Jl 0.147134E-Ol 0.248320E 04 0.843997E 04 0.355665F 01 
0.380000F 01 0.3?.6294F 00 0.221175E-Ol -0.169564E-Ol 0.127296E-Ol 0.134397E-Q4 -0.1616't7F-04 0.15'+165F.-03 
0.400000E 01 0.330194F 00 O.l89689E-Ol -0.145878E 01 0.109956E-Ol 0.857642E-05 -O.l537l4E-04 0.66033AE-04 
0.4?.0000F 01 0.31391\E 00 o.16?.608E-Ol -0.125431E-Ol 0.948584E-02 0.651418E-05 -0.650209F-05 0.280348c-04 
0.440000E 01 0.1369?4F 00 0.139328E-Ol -0.107801F-Ol O.Bl7509E 02 0.564257E-05 0.274726F 05 O.llR345E 04 
0.460000F 01 0.339506E 00. 0.119325E-Ol -0.926132E-02 0.7039551:-02 0.527394E--05 -O.ll6439f-05 0.498'+4H-05 
0.4ROOOOF 01 0.341716F 00 0.107142E-Ol -0.795~97E 02 0.605749E-02 o.5ll722t-05 -0.497525E-06 o.2!02Rif:-05 
0.500000f 01 0.341607E 00 o.873872E-02 -0.682934E-02 0.520934E-02 0.504990F-05 -0.215557F.-06 o.g92664E-06 
0.570000E 01 0.345725E 00 0.74719RE-02 -0.586241F.-02 0.447770~-0? 0.502048E-05 -0.953076E-07 D. ~83364F-06 
0.540000F 01 n.346608F 00 0.638469E~oz -0.503l47E-02 0.384716E-02 0.500733E-05 -0.432857E-07 0.167575E-06 
0.560000F 01 0.347789F 00 0.545159E-02 -0.411767E 02. 0.330420E -02 0.5J0l2BE 05 -0.70310jf-D7 D.750374E-07 
0.5ROOOOF 01 0.348798E 00 0.465091E-02 -0.370470E-02 0.283699E-02 0.499839E-05 -0.988380f-OR 0.34630HE-07 
0.600000E OJ 0.149657E 00 0.396391F-02 -0.317848E-02 0.243520E 02 0.499696E 05 0.499492E 08 0.165507E-07 
O.h?OOOOf 01 0.350390F 00 0.337455E-02 -0.272683E-02 0.203984E-02 0.499623F-05 -0.261720E-OR 0.82!0R8E-08 
o.640000F 01 0.351013E 00 0.?.86893E 02 -0.233927F.-02 o.1793l2E-02 0.499584E 05 -0.141637c 08 0.422689E-08 
0.6h0000F 01 0.351542F 00 0.243517E-02 -0.200677E-02 0.153828E-02 0.499563E-05 -0.787659E-09 0.?2?136F.-03 
O.hAOOOOE 01 0.35l991F 00 0.206307F-02 -0.172154E-02 0.131948E-02 . 0.499551E-05 -0.447726E-09 0.123502F-08 
0.699999E 01 0.352371E 00 O~l743R5E-02 -0.1~7690F.-02 0.113166F-02 0.499544E-05 -0.258RA1F-09 0.694l03E-09 
0.719999E 01 0.352691E 00 0.146999E-02 -0.126709E-02 0.970491E-03 0.499540E-05 -O.l51654E-09 0.3-J664F-09 
0.719999F 01 0.35296IF 00 O.l23503E-02 -0.10B717E-02 0.832204E-03 0.499537E-05 -0.897247E-10 0.231236F.-09 
. 0.759999E 01 0.353188F 00 0.103342E-02 -0.932887E-03 0.713574E-03 0.499536E-05 -0.534860F-10 0.135996F-09 
o.779999F 01 o.353377E 00 0~860405E-03 -0.800604F-03 0.611820E-03 0~499535E-05 -0.3206~nE-10 0.806792E-10 
0.799999F 01 0.353531F 00 0.711917E 03 -0.687187F.-03 0.524551E 03 0.499535E-05 -O.l93l4?E lO 0.4Bl8?4E-10 
0.819999F. 01 0.353663F 00 0.5R4453E-01 -0.589949E-03 0.449713E-03 0.499534E-05. -O.ll674lF.-10 0.?89247F-10 
0.839999f 01 0.351768F 00 0.475013E-03 -0.506586E-03 0.385541E-03 0.499534E-05 -0.707655F.-ll 0.174357F-10 
O.R59999F 01 0.353854F 00 0.3RI026E-03 -0.435119E-33 0~330518E-03 0.499534E-05 -0.429977E-ll 0.105444E-10 
0.879999F 01 0.353922E 00 o.300286E-03 -0.373852E 03 0.283342E 03 0.499534E-05 -0.26l771E ll. o.639422E-ll 
o .• 8~9999F 01 0.353975F 00 0.210903F.-03 -0.321330E-03 o.242896E-03 0.499534F-05 -0.159630f-ll 0.3Rq622E-ll 
0.919999F 01 0.354015E 00 o.171255E-03 -J.276306E-03 0.208222E 03 0.499534E-05 -0.974809E-l2 o.236640E-ll 
0.919999F 01 0.354044F 00 O.ll9952E-03. -0.237709E-03 0.178496E-03 0.499534E-05 -0.595999E-12 O.l44326F-ll 
o.9~9999F 01 0.354063E 00 0.758042E-04"-. -0.204622E-03 o.i53014E-03 0.499534E-05 -0.364771F.-l2 0.841446E-12 
0.979999E 01 0.3~4074E 00 0.377888F-04 -O.l76259E-33 0.131169E-03 0.499534E-05 -0.223451E-l2 0.538962F-12 
0.999999F 01 0.354079E 00 0.503074E-05 -0.151946E-03. -0.112443E-03 d.499534E-05 -0.116986E-12 0.329885E-12 
TABLE X 
COMPUTER INPUT DATA FOR CASE 3 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-,-
Al 81 Cl 01 
.A? B? C2 02 
A3 B 3 C3 03 
A4___ f\4 CT-- D4 
A5 RS C5 05 
Tl OFNI VISHPI TF 
DFNF DELX X2M X4M 
KXMAT 
0.7R297524E 06 ~o.tto51I06E 04 o.l4385884E 01 -o.62422477E-03 
0.?6524352F 06 -O.l0363133E 04 0.13495275E 01 -0.58575432E-03 
o~q5702~85E 02 -0.25l43390E 00 o.1660l635E-03 o. 
0.20484292E 06 -0.79988818E 03 0.10411450E 01 -0.45171753E-03 
-0.50445313E ot O.l96505S5E 05 -o.25515495E oz 0.1I043553E-UI 
0.76968999E 03 0.32607773E 02 0.333763~5E-Oi 0.76469000E 03 
o. 4244HT47F~~or ~~~~ ~~{T.ZOOrn:mooFu-1----. ~~5UG01JD1lUF05 o. 50000000E-U5 
. TABLE ·:~- .:·: - .· 
POLYNOMIAL BEGRESSIO:ri~COEFFICIENTS FOR CASE 3 
CA CB cc CD 
CE CF GG CH 
Cl CJ CK ·CL 
CM CN ·cp CR 
cs CT ·cu cw 
CAA · CBB CCC COD 
.. CEE CFF CGG CHH 
DEL Tl . DEL T2 0ELT3 DELT4 TFl 
TF2 TF3 DVWAL DC OE Fl DCOEF,2 
-0.623739E 00 -0. 2 52935E 00 · O. 821630E 00 -0. 390 140E 00 
O.l688'30E Ol~- ~--· 0 .. 107930E 01 0.4706'51E 00 ··-·. -0.239060E 00 
o.tl255.3E -0-1 -- o.719533E 00 0.313767E 00 -0.159373E 00 
O.l805-86E· 01 0.188919E Ol ... 0.635354E 00 O. 
0.1864801:. 01 .. 0.119214E 01 0.5l9855E Q.O -0.264053E 00 
-0.456367E 00 -0.209799E 00 0.609171E 00 ~0.282323E 00 
o.t45644E 02 · o.t38273E 02 -0.147586E 02 0.450713E 01 
0.500000F 01. 0.2500.00E 02 0.125000E 03 p.625000E 03 0. 764"690E 03 
0.584751E 06_ 0.447l53E 09 0.108833E 01 0.153082E 03 0.360633E 01 
TABLE XII 
.COEFFICIENTS OP THE REDUCED DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AS 
. . :FUNCTIONS OF a ( 11) FOR CASE 3 
THETA Alll A222 A333 A444 Blll 8222 
DAlll . DA222 DA333 DA444 ~Blll 08222 · 
o. -0.623739E 00 o. t6B830E Ol O. ll2553E 01 -o. ~'IT91TFOT~~·rr .. ~45636 (E 00 o •. I45644E oz 
-0.252935E 00 0.107930E 01 o. 719533f 00 0.697050E 00 -0.209799E 00 O.l38273F. 02 
O.lOOOOOE 00 -0.641207E 00 0.180069E 01 0.120046E 01 0.121842E-Ol -0.~71538E 00 0.158041E 02 
-O.l003l3E 00 0.116626E 01 0.777505E 00 0.728072E 00 0.96454IE-Ol O.IIOI08E 02 
o.::>OOOOOF 00 -o. 644582f 00 0.19210 7E O l 0.1280 7IE 01 a. 872026E 01 ~~LT~O o. 16 lf55cU2 
0.289001E-Ol 0.123887E 01 0.825915E 00 0.774936E 00 -0.91~088E-05 0.846474E 01 
0.300000F 00 -0.636207E 00 ·0.204799E 01 o.136533E oi 0.167700E 00 -0.472104E 00 0.175060E 02 
o. B4705E 00 0. I29114E 01 o. ITTil+Tb~E~ITTf~ ~u .83T644F 00 ·~ CT. 7'14755F-Ol .. ~o; 6I~9(J9E ·01 
o.400000F 00 -0.618421E 00 0.218002E 01 O.I45335E Ol 0.255259E 00 -0.460888E 00 u.IH0224E 02 
0.1500000F 00 
O. 217102E 00 
r . 
-0.593567F 00 




O. 916195E 00 O.l42023E 00 0.418387E 01 
0.351467E 00 -0.444264E 00 0.183518E 02 
0.276090E 00 o.J37066E Ol 0.913/70E 00 O.IOI059E DI 0.187630E OU O.Z44907E Ol 
0.60000UFlT0-~5ol~~~ou-~z7n,67E--UT- -u;.-io3ST8F·or- ·o. 457905F 00 -o. 4239ZTE ·ou--- -u·;. I8S2I2E -02 
O. 3ll670E 00 0.138590E 01 0.923931E 00 0. ll 2083E 01 0.216297E 00 0.984708E 00 
0.700000E 00 -0.5320l3E 00 0.259243E 01 O. 172829E 01 0.576160E 00 -0.401570E 00 0.185578E 02 
~lf4T1:~Cf~U~3H679E_-oT __ ~U;TI7+528E--0(f~~o-.1.z4-1>9IE-ur u. 228QZ5E-OU- -.:.u;z1:ygz'3 ZE OU 
O~ROOOOOF··oo· -0.499996E 00 0.273055E 01 O.l82037E 01 0.107814E 00 -0.378887E·oo 0.184884E uz 
0.312604E 00 O.l37335E 01 0.9155ME 00 0 .138883E 01 0.222814E 00 -0.113274E 01 
0.900000E 00 -0.470273f 00 0.286662E 01 0.191108E 01 0.~54454E 00 -0.357572E 00 O.l83402E 02 
rr;;-R7958E 00 O. 134555E 01 o. 89 703 fE 00 CJ;T54660E 01 0~7CJ0663E 00 -0. I78583E 01 
u~romrrrOF-m--=n;1tt1;rs..,E no · 0~~9·9·9T9F 01 o. r~111t5FUT ~ ··cr.101 /6oE~ur·--=u .. 3393 I9E oo o. I8 I403E 02 
0.7.l9904E 00 0. 130342 E 01 0.8~8943E 00 0.172021E 01 0.161573E 00 -0.2l6848E 01 
TABLE XIII 
SOLUTIONS OF THE REDUCED DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
AS FUNCTIONS OF~ FOR CASE 3 
ETA F(FTAI f'(ETA) f"(ETAI f"'fETA.l HETA) T'fFTAl T"IETA! 
o. o. O. 0.617572E 00 -0.206712E 01 O~fOOOOOE 01 -O.l261AlE 01 0.54ff250F 00 
o.200000F 00 0.990154E-02 0.883248E-Oi. 0.2956111" 00 -0.120119E 01 o.759057E 00 -0.114l49E 01 0.7l'5600E 00 
0.400000E 00 0.321035E-Ol 0.127791E 00 0.117511E 00 -0.641210E 00 0.547000E 00 .-0.969952f 00 D.984907E 00 
o.~OOOOOE 00 o.592867E-Ol 0.14096~E do 0.2462691:-01 -0.325245E 00 0.373679E 00 -6.760207E 00 O.l07656F 01 
O.ROOOOOE 00 0.876072E-Ol. 0.140707E 00 0.217205E-Ol -0.158293E 00 0.242736E 00 0.552674E 00 0.974786E 00 
o.100000F 01 O.ll5138E 00 o.133880E 00 -0.436703E-Dl -0.711478E-Ol 0.150449E 00 -0.376845E 00 0.776396E 00 
0.1,ooooF 01 0.140965E 00 0.12ft.083F. 00 -0.527714E-Dl -0.248619E-Ol 0.891728E-Ol 0.242976E 00 O.'i6'5282E 00 
O.l40000F 01 0.164703E 00 O.ll3224E 00 -D.550031E-01 -0.120303E-03 0.506035E-Ol -'-0.,148776F 00 0.383629E 00 
O. l60000F 01 O.l 86253E 00 0.102322E 00 -0.5359HE-Ol 0.126855E-Ol 0.275198E-Ol -0.8,im885E-Ol o. 244714!: 00 
O.ISOOOOE 01 0.205665E 00 0.919047E-Ol -0~5J3742E-Ol 0.187029E-Ol 0.143613E-Ol -0.481394E-Ol ~.147266E 00 
~.,oooooE 01 0.22306/t.E 00 0.822233E~Ol -0.463681F.-01 0.208913E-Ol 0.720565E-02 -0.255264E-Ol 0.838283E-Ol 
0.220000F 01 0.238609E 00 0.733707E-01 -0.4~1544E-Ol 0.210007E-Ol 0.3ft.85llE-02 -0.129590~·01 0.452788E-Ol 
0.240000E 01 0.252ft.68E oo· 0.653547E-Ol -0.380371E-Ol 0.200553E-Ol 0.163022E-02 -0.631884F-02 0.232976E-Ol 
o.?60000F 01 0.264805F 00 0.581394E-Ol -o:3ft.1~35E-'-Ol 0.186340E-Ol o.140550E-03 -0.296970E-02 O.ll4694E-Ol 
o.,aooooE 01 0.27~774F 00 o.516690E-Ol -0.305941E-Ol. 0.170494E-Ol 0.328569F-03 -0.135003E-02 0.542669~-02 
~.300000E 01 0.285518E 00 0.458805E-Ol -D.2~3438E-Ol 0.154615E-Ol 0.143741E-03. -0.59569[E~03 . 0.247842E-~2 
0.320000F 01 0.294167E 00 0.407107E-Ol -0.2ft.4046E-Dl 0 •. 139462E-Ol 0.631383E-04 -0.255940E-03 O.l09699E-02 
0.340000F. 01 o~301839F 00 0.360991E-Ol -0.217582E-Ol 0.125362E-Ol 0.288660E~o4 -0.107390F-03 0.472275E~03 
o. 360000E 01 O. 30864QE 00 o. 319894E-Ol · -D.193824E-Ol O. ll2419E-Ol O. l46173E-04 . -0.441220E-04 0.198410E-03 
0.380000E 01 0.3l466'5E 00 0.283297E-01 -0.172537E-Ol 0.100634E-Ol 0.881064E-05 -0.177926E-04 0.81'5745E-04 
0.400000E 01 o.319999E 00 o.?50729E-Ol -0.153496E-Ol 0.899582E-02 0.648582E-05 -0.705730E-05 0.329059E-04 
0.420000E 01 o.324718E Oo 0.221763E-Ol ~O.l36485F-Ol 0.803207E-02 0.556954E-05 -0.275852E-05 0.130525E-04 
0.440000E 01 Q.328891E 00 0.196013E-Ol -0.121304E-Dl 0.71644lE-02 0.521338E-05 -o.to6436F. 05 0.510l27F-05 
0.460000F 01 0.332'578E 00 o.t73~32E-Ol ~o.107768E-Ol 0.638494E-02 o.507664E-05 -0.405997E-06 o.l96783E-05 
0.480000E 01 0.335833E 00 o.152807E-Ol 0.957103E 02 o~568596E-02 0.502471E-05 -0.1533iOE-06 0.750402E-06 
0.500000E 01 0.338705E 06 0.134760E-Ol -0.849758E-02 0.506013E-02 0.500517E-05 -0.573793E~07 0.283269E-06 
o.'i2000'0F 01 o.341211E oo ,o.11snse-01 .-o.154z51E-02 o.4soos5E-02 · o.4997B9E-os. -o.2.13oa3E 01 o.to'5983E-o& 
0.540000F. 01 0.343467E 00 0.104519F.-Ol -0.669338E-02 0.400079E-02 0.499519E-05 -0.785939E-08 0.393449E-07 
O.'i60000F 01 0.345428F 00 O. 9<19017E-02. -0.593866E-02 · O. 355492E-02 0.499420E-05 -0.288186E-08 · 0.145074E-07. 
O.'i80000F 01 o. 347l 52E 00 O. 807081E-02 -0.526818E-02 O. 31.5749E-02 0.4993831:-05 -0. l05143F-08 O. 531 793E---08 
0.600000f Ol 0.348665E 00 0.707790E-02 -0.467276E-02 0.280353E-02 0.499370E-05 -0.382005E-09 0.193965E-08 
O.t,20000F 01 0.349991E 00 0.619725E-02 -O.H4417E-02 0.248849E-02 0.499365E-05 .-0.138319F-09 0.704513E~09 









































0.50647826E 03 -0.66249913E 00 0.28884763E-03 
O.l078~~47F 04 -0.14198646E 01 0.62308177E-03 
0.4220?A56F O? -0.555346836-01 0.24359615E-04 
0.33815024E 03 -0.44210669F JO O.l9266394E-03 
-0.15215576E 03 0.10020045E 00 O. 
0.43448247E 02 0.44727330E-01 0.75968999E 03 
0.20000000E-Jl 0.50000000E-05 0.50000000E-05 
TABLE XV 
POLYN<JtlIAL REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS POR:"t,ASE 4 
CA CB cc CD;· 
. CE CF .CG CH'i 
Cl CJ CK CL 
:Cflit CN CP CR 
. cs ~T cu .. cw 
CAA ·cee CCC COD 
CEE - CFF CGG CHH 
OFtTl OElT2 DELT3 0ELT4 TFl 
TF2 TF3 OVWAL · • 9coEF1 · DCOEF2 
-0.216281F 00 ..;0.680l36E-Ol -0.524395E 00 0.180530E 00 
0.206154F 01 0.4 74633E 00 ·· 0.265797E-Ol 0.454069E·OO 
O.t374:.36E 01 . 0.316422E 00 O.l77198E-Ol 0.,302712E 00 
0.379045F 01 0.132720£ 01 -o. 239796E 00 · 0.1.67708E OL 
0.3791j~8E Ol 0.87382tE 00 0.489343E-Ol 0.835961E 00 
-0.152568f. 00 -.o. 509803E-Ot · -0.3765101: 00 0.1204lt;E 00 
0.8CJ9407F,Ol . 0.253019E 01 0.146041E ·02 o • 
0.500000E 01 0.250000E 02 O. l2'5000E 03 .0.625000E 03 0.759690E .03 
0.577129E 06 0.43843CJE.09 0.194332F 01 0.5507741: 03 O,.'T073 32t07.. 
T.ABLEXVI 
COEl.PP'ICIENTSOP' THE REDUCED DIP'P'ERENTIAL EQUATIONS AS 













o. ~0.21628\E 00 0.206l54E 01 0.137436F 01 -o.49j777f-02 -O.l52568E 00 0.899407E 01 
-0. 680l 3bE-Ol 0.474633E JO 0.316422E 00 J.453376E no -0.509803E-Ol 0.253019E 01 
O.tOOOOOF 00 -0.228146F 00 
-0.1!>7477E 00 





o. '>397531: 00 
0.140648E 01 
0.32Q047E 00 
O. l44077E 01 
O. 359-836E 00 
0.383536E-Ol -0.16l311E 00 0.9393CTF~Ol 
0.420863E J-0 -O.l22670E 00 0.545102E 01 
o~809171E-Ol -0.176861E 00 O~l00843E 02 
0.4388l8E o~.:.o.187134-E 00 0.837185E Ol 
o: 300000E 00 -o. 279D07E. OD 
-0.333907E OD 
O. 22l858E 01 
0. 61 318 0 E O O 
0.147905E 01 D.127800E 00 -0.198497E 00 
0.4JB786E OJ 0.507240E 00 -0.244374E 00 
o.Il0675E 02 
0.112927E 02 
0.400000E 00 -0.315836F 00 0.228470E' 01 o.152314-E 01 
-0.400875E 00 0.713850f 00 0.475900E 00 




O.-I 57484E 01 
0.5&1176F 00 
O.l84047E 00 -0.225495E 00 0.123428E 02 
0.626130E 00 -0.294389F 00 0.142135E 02 
0.254708E 00 -0.257l34E 00 0.139l02f 02 
0.795486E 00 -0.337179E 00 0.171343F 02 




0.163598E 01 0.344827E 00 -0.292690E 00 O.l57697E 02 
0.654615E 00 0.10153lE 01 -o~372744E oo 0.20R552E <>2 
0.700000F 00 -o:4'i8923E 09 0.256255E 01 O.l70837E 01 
-0.536788F 00 O.ll7933E Ol. 0.7852l7E 00 
O.AOOOOOF 00 -0.513874F 00 0.269074E 01 0.179383E 01 
-0.5~0428E 00 0.138897E 01 0.925982E 00 
0.900000F 00. -0.570647F 00 0.284125E 01 0.189417E 01 
-0.57323._7E 00 O.Hi2586E 01 · O.l08391E 01 
0.459452E 00 -0.33144ZE oo O.t79212E oz 
O.l28560E Ol -0.401084-E 00 0.229750E 02 
0.603629E 00 -0.372666E 00 0.203649E 02 
0.160636E 01 -0.422199E 00 0.258968E OZ 
o.782406E 00 0.415641E oo 0.231006E Oz 
0.197759E 01 -0~436089E 00 0.288l77E 02 
O.tOOOOOE Ol -0.628l60F 00 0.301687.E 01 0.2DU21E Ol 0.100083E 01 -0.459643E 00 0.26l284E 0.2 
-0.575214-F 00 O.l89QJOE 01 0.126JOOE 01 0.239928E 01 ~o.442755E DO o.3l/385E 02 
/ 
TABLE XVII 
SOLUTIONS OF THE RE:QUCED DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
AS FUNCTIONS OF~ FOR-CASE 4·. 
FTA F(ETAt F'·IE-TAI F' 1 (ETA)- F1 "(ETAI HETAI ~T 1TETAI fl I IETAI 
n. ' n. ' n. o. nso571: :>o -o. 2893B7E 01 o.1oooooe 01 -o.106679E 01 n. 5Z30B9E oo 
o. ,nonoo1: nn o. U'"54E-Ol o. 1 oot 9f!F oo o. 313464E oo -o. t47039F.. 01 o. 7%7Bse oo -0.961340e oo o. 568845E oo 
0.400000F 00 o. 1&l09RF-01 n. 139885E 00 0.1088'>2E 00 -0.692496-e 00 . 0.6 l6461E 00 -0.835642E .00 0.695519F 00 . 
0.600000F 00 0.655043E '.>l. 0.150919E 00 0.136723E-Ol -0.318615E 00 0.463574E 00 -0.69~379E 00 0.721484F 00 
o.aon,ooe on -0.956174F-ot o.t4B720E oo -0.3003861:-ot -o.145739E oo o.319287E oo -o.552134F oo o.672733E oo 
O.IOOOOOF 01 O.l24596F 00 0.140458E 00 -0.499491E-01 -0.649738E-01 0.241788E 00 -0.425673E 00 0.588497E 00 
n.12noooF ·01 0.151 ... lRF 00 O.l7948RF 00 -0.584248F-Ol -0.245785E-Ol 0.167782-E"'-OO -0.3l7652F 00 0.490825F OO-
O.l40000F Ol 'l.l761:>3F 00 O.tl7482E 00 -0.608976E-Ol ~o.225396E-02 O.Jl3401E 00 .-').229457E 00 0.391781E 00 · 
O~H,OOOOF 01 O.t'IR6041= 00 0.105'157F 00 -J.5991541'-0I .0.109730E-Ol 0.747l25E-01 -0.160507E 00 0.299486E 00 
n.tR0100f 01 0.?1R495E 00 0.936522F-01 -0~568721E-Ol o.187585E 01 0.480413F-01 -0.108852E 00 0~219500E 00 
o. ,oooOOF 01 o. :>36ll 4F 100 o. 826fl'i'I-F-01 . -rl.52(,59!',E-O l . o. 228788E-Ol o. 30203111=-0l -o. 7l 7C51E-Ol _O. 154619E 00 
o.:>:>OOOOF 01 o.,c;1r,?9F 00 o.726250F.-Ol -J.478911E-Ol 0.244673E-Ol 0.185996E-Ol · -0.459R84E-Ol O.l05025E 00 
0.?40100F .01 0.2652?9= no 0.635377F-Ol ~0.429f15jF-)1 0.243715E-Ol O.ll2416E-01 -0.287897E-Ol 0.690455E-Ol 
o.,r,onri~F. 01 o.?771,09F 00 o.i;54211E-Ol -0.3!12123E-Jl · o.232338E"701 O.M,8194E-02 -O.l 76370E-Ol 0.440961E-Ol 
n.ZROOOOF 01 O.?R7460F 00 n.48?332E-Ol -0.337305E-OI 0.215194E-Ol 0.391363F-02 -0.105994E-Ol o.Z74548E-Ol 
O.::IOOO()OE 01 0.;;>9,;460F 00 0.419046E-Ol -0.2%217F.-Ol 0.195449E-Oi 0.226303F-02 -0.626.329F.-02 O.l67l84E'-Ol · 
0.3?0000F 01 n.'104274E 00 0.'16'11j75F.~Ot -0.25'116:>F-Ol 0.175131E-Ol O.l29440E-02 -0.364665E-02 0.998593E-O;:> 
n.340001)F 01 O.lll'l50F 00 0.315l1'1F-Ol -o.nr,121F.-'.ll ' 0.155450F.-Ol o.733828F-03 -0.209591~-02 o.5'36.567E-07. 
0.'160000F 01 0.3lb'l?OF 00 0.2i2R73E-01 -0.196R95E-Jl 0.137063E-01 0.413321E-03- -O.ll9ll4E-02 0.3395~7E-02 
0.3AOOOOF 01 0.3??00IF 00 0.236170E-Ol -0.1711RAET01 0.120279E-01 0.231995E-03 -o.6,0368E-03 o.194l70F-02 
0.4ononnF 01 0.32l'>'l97F 00 0.?041R';F-01 -0.148670~-01 0.105190F-Ol o.B0346f'-1)3 -0.3741)%F-03 O.l09829F-02 
0.4?0000E nt · 0.331197F no n.t76462F-OI -O.l29J01E-Ol 0.917645E-02 0.738141E-04 -0.207236E-03 0.615476E-03 
0.440rlOOF nt n. '!H4ROF ·no o. l 5241!,F.-Ol -0 .111 R59E-01 o. 79903BF-02 0.4;:>58'12F-04 -o. l l4075E-03 0~342157E-03 
0.4!',0000E -01 :0.3363JljF no n.t31570F-Ol -0.9!',94311F-02 o.694786F.-02 0.254447E-04 -0.624505E-04 6.i88904E-03 
0.4RO'.l00F Ol 0.1'11171',IF on n.-113508F-Ol -0.839815E-02 .0.603483E-02 O~l60794F-:-04 -0.3402691'-04 0.10367.4E-03 
0.500000F 01 0.'140~71E 00 0.97R640F-O?. -D.727274E-02 o.523734E-02 0.109863E-04 -O.JA4643E-04 o.566078E-04 
0.5?0000F 01 0.342690F no 0.114'11RlE-12 -0.629639F.-02 0.454216F-02 o.B22705E~05 -0.9911421E-05 0.307727E~04 
n.540000F 01 O.'l44?1j6f 00 0.12,;9;;,oe-02 -0.544987E-02 o.393710E-02 0.6737141'-05 -0.5387.38E-05 O~l66650f-04 
0.560000F 01 o.'141j',Q4F or, 0.6?44141"-02 -'.l.471627F.-02 0.34llllE-02 0.593491.E-05 · -·o.289400E-05 0.899552E-05 
0.5ROOOOF ht 0.34676::IF 00 g.5'!6615F-O? -0.40R081E-07 0.295429E-02 o.550401F-05 -0.155255E~o5 0.464203f-05 
0.600000F Ol n.'147758F on 0.460634F-J2 -0.3530';3F-02 O.Z55785F-02 0.527305E-05 -0.831293F-Q6 D.260004E-05 
0.670100F 01 0.34R6)2~ no n.3949DlE-02 -0.3)541!',E-07 0.221404F-02 0.5l4948F-O~ -0.4443~6E-06 o.[3932SE-OS 
o. b40000F. 01 O. 349"H4F 00 n. 3'180'•0E-02 -0 .264186E-07 O. l9l602E-02 O. lj'J834,7i=-05 -0. 237l 97E-06 0. 745262E-06 
0.(,60000F 01 n.'!49969F on 0.28RR57F-OZ -O.Z28510E-02 0.161j7RlF.-02 . -0.504R26E-05 -O.l2645BF-06 o.398039E-06 
0.1\IIOOOOF OJ 0.35050t.F 00 0.246'116F-O;> -0.1'17M4f-07 0.143417E-02 .. 0.50Z949E-05 -0.673495E-Cl7 0.212312E-06 
o.A99999F 01 n.'!51959F 00 0.?095Z:>F-02 -0.170943F 02 o.124054F-02 0.501950E-05 -0.358373~-07 0.113120f-06 
0.71999'1E 01 n.::1,;13r.5F 00 0.177699E-07. -0.14784RF.-02 0.107294E-02 0.501419E-05 -0.190549E-07 0.607128E-07 
0.7'19999F Ol o.3i;1r,nF on 0.150175'F-O? -O .• l2787<;E-07 0.927894E-03 0.50ll36F.-05 -·o.10l251F-07 0.3202491"-07 
0.759999F 01 0.'1';194RF 10 Q.17.6'1(,9F-OZ -'.l.11::l617E-02 O.B02396E-03 0.5009f!6E-05 -0.537723E-08 0.170211E-07 
o.779999F OJ o.1i;,1ROF on O.l0577RF-OZ .-0.9';~660F-0'1 0.693828F-03 0.500907E-05 -0.285442E-08 0.904l31jE-08 
n.1aqqqqf 01 n.35?'173F no 0.117'1677F-O'I -O.R27512F-03 0.5'1991BE-03 ·0.50()864F-05 ~0.151465E-08 0.480027E-08 
O~R19'1"'lt OJ n.35?r,33F no 0."',>5612F-0'1- -0.715847F-03 o.5\R698E-03 0.500842E-05 -o.R03463F-09 0.254753E-08 
O.R'l'l'l'l'IF.O.l 0.'1';266'ic 00 0.59?3'11E-03 -0.619301F-03 0.448459E-03 0.500830F-05 '-0.4260<J4i=-O'I O.l.35152E-08 
0.859999F 01 0.352771F 00 0.4770ZOF 03. -0.535829E-03 0.387722E 03 . 0.500824E 05 -0.22591BE-09 O. 716806E-09 
n.A79999F 01 0.35?R57F 00 n.37724~F.-03 -0.46'1664E-03 o.3'15~04E-03 0.500820E-O~ ~o.l19763E~09 0.380083E-09 
0.8999991' 01 0.'15?9;>3F 00 0.2'1090'>F-03 -0.401273E-03 0.289796E-03 0.500819E-05 -0.634792E-10 0.201499E-09 
b.9l99'19F 01 0.'157974F 00 o.?l(,174E-03 -0.347331jF-03 0.250537E-03 o.SOOBlAF-05 -0.336429F-10 0.106807E-09 
o.9'l99'1'1F 01 o.3510101: no n.15t48'1F.-o3 -n.-:in104E-03. o.216595E-03 o.5ooal7E-05 -o.t1a2a1E-10 o.566076E iO 
O~<J59999E 01 o. '15'10'1r;F. no o. 9,;4712e-04 -0.2!',0.390E-03 0.1012,;11:-03 0.5008171:-05 .:.o.'1447';RE-ll o. 299992E-10 


























D Ft X 
0.50547826F 03 
O. l 0781534 7F 04 
0.4?202856F 02-
0.338lS024F 03 































TABLE XIX . 
POLYNOJlIAL REGRESSIONCOEPFICIENTS FOR CASE 5 
CA C8 , cc co 
CE CF CG CH 
Cl CJ CK Cl 
CM- CN C:P CR 
.cs CT ClJ cw 
CAA Cf\R ·CCC coo 
r:EF CFF CGG CHH 
l)Fl Tl DEL T2 DF.LT3 Df:LT4 TFl 
TF? TF3 DVWAL OCOEFl DC0i::f2 
-0.?.167.AlF. 0.0 -0.680136E-Ol -0.52439'5E 00 O.l80530E 00 
0.?06l'i4f 01 O.ft.74633f. 00 0.265797E-Ol 0.454069E 00 
O.l3743l>F. OJ 0.1ll>4?2E 00 O.l7719RE-01 0.302712E 00 
O. 379045F 01 o. 1 3 2 72 o F rn -o.2397g6E 00 O.l67708E 01 
0. 3795.lBf OJ c.·873R21E 00 0.489343E-Ol 0.835961E 00 
-0.15l'i68F. 00 -0.509803F-Ol · -::>.3765lOE 00 0.120415E 00 
0.8<Jq407F 01 .0.7.'53019f. 01 0.146041E 02 o. 
o.r;onoffOF 01 0.7.'50000F 07 O.l25000F 03 0.625000E 03 0.759690E 03 
O.'i77129F.06 0"438439E 09 :l.194332E. 01 Q.550774E 03 0.107332E 02 
. TABLE XX 
AS 
THETA Al 11 A222 A333 A444 Bll l 8222 
OAlll 0Ai!22 OA333 OA444 08111 08222 
o. 1-0.2l6281F 00 0.206154E Ol 0.137436F 01 -0.493777E-02 -0.152568E 00 0.899407E 01 
-0.680136F-Ol 0.474633E 00 O. 316422F OJ 0.453376E 00 -'-0. 509803E-01 0.253019E 01 
O. lOOOOOF 00 -0.?28146F 00 0.210972E 01 0.140648E 01 0.383536E-Ol -0.161311E 00 o. 9393 BE 01 
-0.1S7477F 00 0 .• 49357lE 00 0.329047E 00 0.420863E 00 -0.122670E 00 O. 545102E 01 
0.200000E 00 -6. 2494 l 6E 00 · O. 2l6ll6E 01 0.144077E 01 0.809l 7lE-Ol -0.176861 E 00 0.100843E 02 
-0. 2'561 OBE 00 ·O. 539753E 00 O. 35983SE O'.) 0.438818E '.lO -o. Hi7I34-F. oO O. 8'37IB5E OI 
0 •. 300000F, 00 -0.279007F 00 0.221858E 01 o.147905E 01 0.127800E 00 -0.198497E oo o. Ho67sE 02 
-0. :B3907E 00 O. 6131 BOE 00 · O. 4-0878SF. 00 0.507240E 00 -0.244374-E 00 0.112927E 02 
' 0.400000E 00 -0.315836E 00 0.228470E 01 0.1523lft.E 01 O.l84047E 00 -0.225495E 00 0.123428E 02 
-0.~00875F 00 0.713850E 00 O. 4 7 1HO.OE 00 0.626130E 00 -0.294389F 00 o.F+2I35E Oz 
0.500000E 00 -0~358821E 00• 0.236226E 01 O.l57484E 01 o. 2'54708E oo '-0.257l34E 00 o.l39102E 02 
-0.4570llF O::> 0~841764-F. 00 0.56ll7!'>F 00 o~~95486E 00 · -0.337179E 00 O. l 71343E 02 
--, 
0.157697E 02 0.600000F 00 \ -0.406877E 00 0.245397E 01 0.163598E 01 0.344827E 00 -0. 2 92690E 00 · 
-0.502315!= 00 0.996923E 00 0.664615E 00 0.101531E Ol -Oc 372744E fHJ O. 20o552E 02 
O .• 700000F 00 -0.458923E 00 0.2S6255E 01 O.l70831E 01 0.459452E oo. -0.331442E oo o.t?9212E 02 
-0.'53(,788E 00 O.ll7933E 01 0.78'>217F 00 O.l28560E 01 -0.401084E 00 0.229760E 02 
o.aoonooF oo -0.5H874F 00 0.269074E 01 0.179383 E 01 0.603629E 00 -0. 372666E 00 0.203649E 02 
-0.560428E 00 O.l38R97E 01 0.925982F 00 O.l60636E 01 -0.422199E 00 0.25B958E 02 
0.900000F 00 '-0.-57064 7F= 00 0.284125E 01 O.l89417E 01 o.782406E oo -0.4l564lE oo o. z3too6E oz 
..;,0.573237F 00 0.1625B6E 01 0.108391 E 01 0.197759E 01 -0.436089E 00 0.288177E 02 
.O.lOOOOOF 01 -o. 628H,O.E, 00 0.301682E 01 0.20ll21E 01 O~l00083E 01 · -0.459643E-OO 0.261284E 02 
-0.5752l~F 0.0 O. B9J'.>DE 01 0.126'.lODE Ol 0.239928E oI -o. 442755E Oo O. 3l7385E 02 
FTA Ff!=TAI 
o. o. 
0.200000F 00 O.lt4292F-Ol 
0.400000r: 00 0.36l216F-Ol 
O.l,OOOOOF oo o.&5523'\F-Ol 
0.800:JOOE 00 ·0.951'>'H4F-Ol 
o. 1 ooooor: .o1 O.l246l2F 00 
0.120000F Ol 0.15162lE 00 
.O.l40001F 01 O. l 75306F 00 · 
0.160000F OJ O.l985'57F 00 
O. ll!DOOOF 01 0.21A4l2F 00 
o. 20MOOE Ol O. 23598RE 00 
O. 220000F 01 0.25lft52F 00 
0.240000F Ol o •. 264994F 00 
0.260000F 01 o. ?76809F 00 
0.2ROOOOF 01 0.287087F 00 
O. 300JOOF 01 O. 2%009E 00 
0~3200001" 01 0.303737E 00 
0.340000r: 01 O. 3104::>l E 00-
O.::lf>OOOOF 01 0.3l'>l::14F 00 
0.3RO'.l00F 01 O. 3211 HF 00 
0.400000F 01 O. 3?541\7E 00 
0.420000F 01 0.329142E 00 
o.440000F 01 0.33?305F OG 
0.460000F 01 0.3350J4C: 00 
0~480000F 01 o.·nn'IIF oo 
0.500000F 01 O. 339-:\0H 00 
0.520000F Ol o. 340986!= on 
O. 5400(10F Ctl 0.342410E 00 
o. 560000F 01 O.'H3612F 00 
0.5AOOOOF 01 0.;3446?.IF 00 
'o.,.OOOOOF 01 0.345463F 00 
0.620000E 01 0.34&161F 00 
0.640000E Ol O. 3M, 734E 00 
O. 6f>OOOOF 01 o. 347l 99E 00 
O.MOOOOE 01 0.347569F 00 
· 11.6,99999E 01 0.347858F 00 
O. 719999E 01 0.34R077F 00 
o.n9999,=: 01 0.348235F 00 
0.759999E 01 0.348339!" 00 
0.7799991" 01 O. 348Hi.F . 00 
0.79099E Ol o. 34841 7': 00 
TABLE XJCI 
SOLUTIONS OF THE REDUCED DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
AS FUNCTIONS OF~ FOR CASE 5 
F•(FTAJ F• I (ETA l F'''fFTAI T(ETAI 
o. 0.738280E. 00 -0.289404E 01 O.lOOOOOE 01 
0.100232F 00 0.3l3575F 00 -0.147109E 01 o. 796776E 00 
ff. l399?7E 00 o.10BR24E no -0.69312~E 00 0.6l6441E 00 






o.11t.8713F no -0.3022:JO!=-Ol -0.145905E 00 0.339274E 00 ,-0.552088E 00 
O. l4'.l413f' 00 -0.5Jl488E-Ol -0. 6 50.llOE-Ol 0.241786E 00 '-0.425617E 00 
O.l29403E 00 -0.5A6252F-Ol -0.2456'llE-Ol 0.167791E 00 -0.317599F 00 
O. 1 l7358F 00 -0.610926E-OJ -0.22?372E-02 0.113420E 00 -0.?29418E 00 
0.105194~ 00 -0.6'.ll045E-Ol 0.109994E-Ol O. 74 7373F-Ol -0.160485E 00 
0.934521F-Ol -0.570566E-Jl O.l87782E-Ol 0.480708£'-0l -0.108847E 00 
O. A;1ft487E-Ol -0.52840f>E-Ol 0.228939E,-ol 0.302309E-Ol -0.7l7131E-01 
O. 723524E-Ol ..;.o .48J6q6E-J l 0.244809E-Ol O. 1 %243F-Ol -0.460047E-Ol 
O. 63?297E-'.Jl -J.431612E-Gl 0.243859E-Ol O.ll2625F-Ol -0.2880%1:'-0l 
0.5507891:-'.ll -J.383847E-Ol 0.232504E-Ol 0.669883F.-02 -0.176571E-Ol 
O. 4781\63F-Ol -0.338993E-Ol 0.215387E-Ol 0.392666£'-02 -0.106176E-01 
0.4l4943E-Ol -0.297864E-11 '.). 195,6 71E-O l O. 227273F-02 -0.627846E-02 
0.359148E-Ol -O.:U,'.l762E-Ol 0.175380E-"01 0.13 Ol HE-02 -0.365860E-02 
o. 3103 70F-O l -J.2;17669F-OI 0.155721E-Ol O. 738726E-03 -0.210492E-02 
0.2!'.782SF-'.H -J.198387E-Ol 0.1 '.H354E-Ol 0.416672E-03 -O. ll 9769E-02 
0.230781E-01 -0.172621E-01 O. l 20584E-Ol 0.234240E-03 -o. 6 74973E-03 
O.l98565F-Ol -O.Ir;0040E-Ol 0 .105 506E~-O l 0.13l823F-03 -O •. H7255E-03 
o.170575F-'.ll -'.l. l3'.l308F-Ol 0.920869E'-02 0.747690E-04 -0.209355E-03 
0.146274!=-0l "-0.113101F-Ol 0.80?298E-02 0.431972E-04 -0 .1154 70E-03 
0.125186F-Ol -0.::1131205!=-02 0.698053F-02 0.258261E-04 -0.633535F-04 
0.106896E-J1 -O.R5:J931E-02 0.606731E-02 O.l63l52E-04 -0.346030E-04 
0.9l035ftE-0;1 '.). 7377451:-12 0.526~.39E 02 o.1112•nE 04 0.188?71E 04 
O. 772fl64F-n -0.6394751:-02 0.4573591:-02 0.831264F-05 -o.102101i=-04 
0.65"!698E-:J2 -J.554202E-Clc 0.396774E-:02 0.678687E-05 -0.552166E-05 
o. 5504291:-02 -0.490240F-02 0.344082E-02 0.596263E-05 -0. 2979 lOE-05 
O. 460947F-02 -0.4H,1J9E-02 0.298296E 02 0.551834E-05 -0.160413E-05 
o. 3834l 7F-02 -0.3.60520E-02 0.2585.39E-02 0.527929E-05 -0. 862328E-06 
O. 3H,245E-02 -'.l. 3l2344E-02 o. 224038E 02 0.515087E 05 -0. 462920E-:06 
o. 258051 E-02 -0.27'.l600E-02 o: 19411 ZF-02 0.508196E-05· -0.248224E-06 
o. 2076341"-02 -0.234434F-02 0.168164F-02 0.504503E-:05 -O. l32977F-06 
o. H,3955E-02 -0.203l04E-02 O.l45672F-02 0.502525E~05 -0. 711847E-07 
O. l?6ll3E-02 -O. l 75965E-02 O.l26181E-02 0.50l467F-05 0.380837E-07 
0.933268E-03 -O. l 52458E-02 o.t09293E-02 o. 500901E-05 -0.203655E-07 
0.649l99E-03 -0.132098E-02 o. 946641E-03 0.500598E-05 -O.l08869E 07. 
. 0.403061F-'.l3 -O. U4462F-'.l2 0.819928F-03 0.500436E-05 -0.581848E-08 
o. l 897'77E-03 -0.991875E-03 0.710184E 03 0.500350E-05 0.3t0923E 08 












































THE HEAT T~SFER PROGRAlVI 
The purpo1:3eof the program, which is presented b.elow, 
- . . ~- .. : . . . 
is to compute the values of the coefficient of heat transfer, 
the heat transfer and shearing str.esso The. read statements 
• • ' •• • I • ' J ·1· 
are defined as follows: 










Wall t.emperat:ure 0R _ 
Main stre,~ .. temperature 0 R 
. . . . ., ~ ' 
Wall density~ Lbs/CuFt 




1. ( 'Jl) 





$JOB WATFOR THOMAS E MULLIN 
$JOR THOMAS F MULLIN 
$IBJOR NAMEPR MAP 
$IBFTC 
C THOMAS E. MULLIN 








11 FORMATl1Hhl2X,38HQX+(l/4l=HEAT TRANSFER=BT.U/HR FT+(7/4ll 
12 FORMAT(lH ,12X, 
160 
1 49HHX+(l/4l=COEFF. OF HEAT TRANSFER=BTU/HR FT(7/4) Rl 
c 
13 FORMAT(lH ,12X938HTAU-(l/4l=SHEARING.STRESS=L8SF/FT(9/4l,/l 
14 FORMAT(lH ,12X,8HQX+(l/4) ,12X,8HHX+(l/4),12X,9~TAU-(l/4l l 





DO 100 K=l,KX 
RFAD(5,10) TW 
READl5,10l TS 












C COMPUTTNG THF TFRM C 
G=32~2*3600.00*3600,00 
c 





C COMPUTING THE LOCAL HEAT TRANSFER 
QX14=-(CONDWl*(TW-TS)*(C)*(TX1Dl 
c 
C COMPUTING THE LOCAL (OEFF I CIENT OF HEAT TRANSFER 
HX14~QX14/(TW~TS) 
c 
C COMPUTING THE .LOCAL SHF.AR STRf,SS 
C3=C*C*C . · · 
TAUX14=(4.0*V1SW*C3*VISKM*FX2Dl/G 
c 





. . . 
. . . TABLE XXI:t ... ·._. : .
·. TlIE HEAT ~RANSFER/ AND .SHEARING . STRESS 
ax+< l/4l.=HEAT rkANSFER==IHUiHR· FT+C7I4l 
. HX+(l/4)=C0EFF. Of HEAT TRANSFER~BTU/HR FTl7/4) R 
TAU-Jl/4l=SHEARJNG STRESS=LBSF/FJ(9/4l. ' 
QX+(l/4) 
0.11784961E.03 
. O .l 40798l 3E 03 
d.9i724'-t92E 02 
-0.64440493E.02 
H-X+ Ol4l . 
0.23569922E 02 
0.28159627E 02 
O ~-18344899E 02 
0.12888099E 02 






SOLUTION OF TWO POINT BOUNDARY VALUE 
PROBLEMS. BY THE NEWTON-R.APHSON . . 
METHOD. 
The general problem is :tQ .. solve a. set of n first order 
linear or no~inear differentiaJ,.__.equ.ations in which at least 
n boundary conditions are known .. These boundary conditions 
may be either initial, finaJ. or a combination of each such 
that if there are R known initiaJ. boundary conditions there 
\, 
mu.st be known at least.·· (n - R).. final. boundary com;li tions o 
This may b_e expressed in functionaJ. fprm using state 
variable notation as follows: 
. 
The Set of Differential Equations 
.. 
X = f(X, t) 
·-: - -





_ Initial Boundar;y Conditions ., Final , Houndarx Conditions 














• • • • 
·• :::; " . ... :::; " 
0 • .. 'Q 




(t1) 'n (t2) ' 
n 
( 2) 
Tne indepeD:,~ent variable is t and x1, x2, ..... , ~ are 
the. dependent variables .. 
The ,indepenq.ent variable ti~e is assumed to be a . 
. J .,_ 
constant·:~ : i., e.,. t = ta, then the set of first order differ~ 
ential equations will be functions of the state v:a.riables .. 
The expans:ton of the set .of differ~ntiaJ. equations into a 
I 
first order truncated Ta;y:lor s.erie~ will give,. at any instant 
of tim.e: · 
. .. 
X ( s+ 1 ) = XS + J (XS)[~ ( s+ 1 ) - ~s J (3) 
where J(X8 ), tb,e Jaeobil:Ul. m.atri,x, is: 
af 1/axr .,.~ af 1/o1:n 
. . " .. 
. " (4) .... 0 
164 
For a given iteration, which implies that C(t) and ... . - a 
!!(ta) are known at each insti3l'lt of time, the above··equations 
are of the form of a set of first-order linear differential 
equations, ioeo: 
.. 
X(s+1) + C(ta) X(s+1) = H(ta) 
where 
C ( ta) = -J (XS) 




Since Equation (5) is linear, the well=known super= 
position properties may be uaedo The-::.fact that J(X8 ) is a 
function of the dependent variable prevents easy.determi-
nation of a clos.ed form analytical solutiono However, this 
presents no obstacle as far as numerical integration is 
concerned.. . If. the set converges, . then: . 
O t Q 
x(s+1) = xs (8) 
That is, the solution for the 1-inearized set of differential 
equations converges to_the solution of the or.iginal_set, of 
differentJal equations., 
_The procedure for using the .iteration method of Newton-
Raphson is as follows: 
1.. Specify a starting solutiono This may be obtained 
by trucing an arbitrary set of initial boundary 
conditions and solving .the original set of 
diffe.rential equations numerically or by _a 'crude 
guess,, The .-purpose .. Q;[ this is to be able_ to 
initially co.m.pute th~ values of C(ta) and H(ta) 
' 
165 
for the linearized set of,differential equations .. 
The equat~~ns are: 
_C(ta) = - J(X) 
• 
H(ta) = XS - J(Xs) XS O 
( 9) 
(10) 
. 2o ·Obtain a particular solution for the linearized 
set of differential equations using all known 
initial __ boundary conditions and arbitrarily 
specifying the unknown initial boundary conditions; 
for exampleg 
0 
X(s+1) + C(ta) X(s+1) = H(ta) 










k 1, k2, k3 = known boundary condition 
( 11) 
(12) 
U _ ;::_unknown boundary condition., 
Jo The operation of' step (2) will yield values at 





X5 Ct 2), P .. · 




linearized differential equations are solved once 
for each unknqwn initialbo-u,ndary condition., All 
of. the initial boundary conditions, both .. known 
. ·; J 
and unknown, are set equal to zero with the 
exception of .one of the unknown l)oun.d.ary conditions 
which is set equal to the value of one .. Thus, for 
a fifth-order example with two unknown initial 
boundarie~_onx3 and x5 the equation 
·0 
Xe ) + C(t ) Xe ) = 0 s+1 a -s+1 .. · . (14) 
is·· ao:!,:~ed with -~-he initial· boundary. con.di tions 
. : ,·· 
First .Solution Second Solution 
X1 o .. o X1 o .. o 
X2 o .. o X2 o .. o 
X3 ::::. 1 .. 0 X3 = o .. o (15) 
X4 o.o X4 o .. o 
X5 ();;0 X5 10 0 
(t1) (t,) 
167 
5o This ope.ration of step (4) will yield va::Lues at 










60 The values of the unknown boundary conditions u3 
and u5 can now be determined from a set of 
simul ta.ne9us linear equati.ons which repr~sents the 
superposition of the solutions to the linearized 
set of differential eq_uations _ at t 2.. The equ,at;on _ 





















( ti) ii 
H2 
(17) 
The third and fifth equations, of the above !$,et, 
r~present two simultaneous-linear algebraic 
168 
equations in two unknowns u31 and u52 o These may 
be easily solved. 
7.. At this point al;J.' the ini1tial boundary co11:di tions 
are known. The equations shown in step (2) are 
now solved with the new initial boundary conditions 
,, ' 
0 
and the .. resulting solution, X( s+ 1), now become 13. 
the nex~ starting_solµtion. to.the system of 
equationso This procedure is re;I>eated until 
convergence is obtainedo 
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